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Introduction
This document summarizes my research work since the defense of my Ph.D. in 2002. It covers more
than ten years of work, successively done as a post-doctorate at the University of California, San Diego
(UCSD) (2003), as an Attache´ Temporaire d’Enseignement et de Recherche (ATER) at the Universite´
Joseph Fourier, Grenoble 1 in the Informatique et Distribution, Informatique, Mathe´matiques et Ap-
plications de Grenoble (ID-IMAG) laboratory (2004), as an assistant professor at the Universite´ Henri
Poincare´, Nancy 1 in the AlGorille team of the Laboratoire lorrain d’informatique et de ses applications
(LORIA) (2004-2008), and finally as a junior researcher (CR1) of the Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique (CNRS) at the IN2P3 Computing Center (CC IN2P3) (2008-present). Since January 2012, I
am also a member of the Avalon team at the Laboratoire de l’Informatique du Paralle´lisme (LIP).
In this short introduction, I present the general context in which my research takes place as well as
the motivations of my different works. Then I detail the organization of this document by giving a brief
overview of the subsequent chapters.
General Context and Contributions
I am scientifically born with the Grid. Back in 1999, when I was starting my Master internship, the
physics community was laying the foundations of a pan-European computing and storage distributed
infrastructure that would become the Enabling Grids for E-sciencE (EGEE) project by the end of my
Ph.D. Such an infrastructure was mandatory to store and analyze the tremendous amount of data pro-
duced by the forthcoming Large Hadron Collider (LHC). From a Computer Science point of view, the
Grid brought new opportunities to application developers by increasing the scale of the available re-
source pool by orders of magnitude. It also came with a lot of challenging issues, the main one being
having to deal with a large scale, heterogeneous, and hierarchical shared platform, distributed across
several administrative domains. A large body of work has thus been proposed on the scheduling of
applications and resource management on computing grids to tackle some of these issues. Another
challenge that raised very early with computing grids is about the understanding of the dynamic be-
havior under load of such unprecedented infrastructures. Because of their scale, and the inherent time
and resource usage constraints, researchers usually had to resort to simulation to analyze, understand,
and optimize the usage of grids. Unfortunately, the respective interests and choices of the researchers
on computing grids and the users of these infrastructures rapidly diverged and it became difficult to
transfer research results, as interesting as they be, into production.
For the last ten years, I aimed at contributing to the resolution of these challenges related to com-
puting grids. To achieve this goal, I developed two topics first addressed during my Ph.D. which was
entitled Mixed parallelism and performance prediction on heterogeneous networks of parallel computers. The
heterogeneous networks of parallel computers from then are the grids and clouds from now, but re-
mained my principal object of interest and investigation since. The contributions of this document
directly derive from the remaining of the title of my Ph.D. and are:
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Exploit all the parallelism that is available in scientific workflow
During my Ph.D., I demonstrated that a simultaneous exploitation of both task- and data-parallelism
was possible and led to interesting performance improvements. But this study was limited to a specific
use case and all the scheduling decisions derived from a very good knowledge of both the application
and the target platform. I found it frustrating to see a potential source of gain in terms of performance
and not being able to apply similar techniques to a broader range of applications and execution en-
vironments. Then, I spent years proposing algorithms and heuristics to cover as much scenarios as
possible. Part of this work corresponds to the Ph.D. of Tchimou N’Takpe´ (co-advised with Jens Gustedt
on a co-funding by the department of education of Coˆte d’Ivoire and the Re´gion Lorraine, 2005-2009).
Better understand the behavior of distributed systems and applications thanks to simulation
My first interest for performance prediction came from my need to understand how the specific mixed-
parallel applications I played with behave and take good scheduling decisions. It was then limited to
a specific context with almost no possibility of further extension. Consequently, I put it on hold for a
long time as I was focusing on the design of scheduling heuristics. But this interest raised again as I was
more and more deeply involved in the research and development around the SIMGRID toolkit. Finding
the right tool to investigate the performance of parallel applications thanks to simulation allowed me
to (re)develop a challenging research topic. Through the Ph.D. of Georgios Markomanolis (co-advised
with Fre´de´ric Desprez on an Inria CORDI-S funding, 2009-2014), I relied on simulation to study the
performance of parallel applications and use the obtained results as objective indicators to help at the
dimensioning of computing infrastructures.
Collaborate with members and users of the CC IN2P3
Since I have been hired as a researcher at CC IN2P3 in October 2008, on the uncommon position of being
the only researcher in Computer Science surrounded by engineers and physicists, I tried to establish
connections and foster collaborations between my community of origin and this new environment.
Achieving an efficient cross-fertilization and finding win-win situations, is a long term objective. So is
the opportunity to see my own research results be applied to concrete use cases and make the research
made by others advance. However, these activities constitute a challenging and motivating aspect of
my work, which is less driven by the production of immediate scientific results.
Organization of the Document
In this document, I reorganized my work done on parallel task graph scheduling and the simulation of
distributed systems and applications to give a comprehensive view rather than presenting things in a
historical way. Moreover I decided to focus on the ideas underlying the algorithms and developments
instead of insisting on their performance results. They can be found in the corresponding publica-
tions. Those two research fields are by the way tightly intertwined. Indeed, validating the proposed
scheduling algorithms often raised new needs with regard to the simulation framework and led to new
developments. On the opposite, improvements made to the simulation kernel, the programming in-
terfaces of SIMGRID, or to its surrounding ecosystem, offered new simulation opportunities that made
possible the study of new scheduling problems. The third chapter of this document is more prospective
and present some reflexions and efforts to establish bridges between two research communities: the one
that studies and make progress distributed computing infrastructures such as Grids, and the one that
actually uses such infrastructures in production to generate groundbreaking scientific results.
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Chapter 1: Parallel Task Graph Scheduling
In this first chapter, I detail the dozen of original algorithms I have proposed to schedule Parallel Task
Graphs (PTGs). Section 1.2 summarizes all the notations and concepts I used to design and evaluate
these algorithms. This section also includes a taxonomy of the scheduling problems I have studied.
Then, I explain in Section 1.3 how the evaluation of the proposed scheduling algorithms was conducted
and how my own requirements in terms of experimental evaluation have evolved through the years.
The algorithms themselves are fully described in Sections 1.4 and 1.5.
Chapter 2: Simulation of Distributed Systems & Applications
The second Chapter of this document is dedicated to my work within and around the SIMGRID project.
Section 2.2 recalls the general organization and the founding concepts underlying SIMGRID. Then, I
detail my contribution related to one the programming interfaces of SIMGRID, called SimDAG, that is
dedicated to the study of task graph scheduling algorithms in Section 2.3. I also present work done
upstream of a simulation on the generation of simulation inputs, such as execution environments or
description of application task graphs, in Section 2.4 and downstream of a simulation by detailing how
I improved over the years way I acquire and analyze simulation results in Section 2.5. Finally, Section 2.6
details my most recent work about the simulation of parallel applications using the message passing
programming paradigm. It has the specificity to not be related to my research on scheduling at all.
Chapter 3: Bridging the Gap Between Research and Production
In this last Chapter, I present some research directions that I plan to follow in the next few years to
bridge the gap that exists between research and production in the context of computing grids and
clouds. First, I position my work with regard to the highly popular topics (a.k.a. buzzwords) that
are Cloud Computing, Big Data, and High-(Performance/Throughput/. . . )-Computing in Section 3.2.
Then, I detail two complementary approaches to bridge this gap. The first approach, described in
Section 3.3, consists in bringing SIMGRID up to a production-grade level so that it can be trustfully used
not only by researchers in Computer Science that study computing grids, but also by scientists for other
domains that use these computing grids in production. The second approach, presented in Section 3.4,
will be to apply the results, or the acquired knowledge and expertise, coming from my research on
scheduling and resource management to applications and environments used in production.
General Conclusion
Each chapter has its own conclusion that sums up the work done and presents some research directions
to investigate. The general conclusion of this document will thus come back on the challenges I faced
and the solutions I proposed. It will also recall the future work scattered across the document and
provide a higher level vision of what should be my research orientations in the next few years.

Chapter1
Parallel Task Graph Scheduling
1.1 Introduction
Nowadays, many scientific applications from various disciplines, such as physics, biology, earth sci-
ence, or even computer science, are structured as workflows. Informally, a workflow can be seen as the
composition of a set of basic operations that have to be performed on a given input set of data to pro-
duce the expected scientific result. The interest for this kind of application structuring mainly comes
from the need to build upon legacy codes that have been developed and used for decades and would be
too costly to rewrite. Combining existing programs is also a way to lead to new results that would not
have been found using each component alone. Finally, such program compositions are mainly done
by hand by scientists, that have to run each program one after the other, manage themselves the in-
termediate data, and deal with the potentially tricky transitions between programs. The emergence of
Grid Computing a decade ago and the development of complex middleware components to manage
and exploit workflows on large scale distributed infrastructures, such as DAGMan [48], Pegasus [54],
or Taverna [90], have allowed for the automation of this process.
Most of these scientific workflows compose serial kernels to form a graph structure. Nodes of such
graphs are the compute kernels, or tasks, while the edges represent control dependencies, i.e., a task
cannot start before another completes, or flow dependencies, i.e., a task requires data produced by
another to proceed. Moreover, those graphs are usually acyclic and deterministic, even though some
workflows include control nodes representing conditional branches or iterative structures.
In terms of computing infrastructures, the evolution of processors tends either towards the multipli-
cation of cores of lower frequency or the use of graphical processors and hardware accelerators to keep
pace with Moore’s Law. This raises some concerns about the capacity of scientific workflows based on
serial kernels to fully exploit these new computing architectures. First, the generalization of multi- and
many-core processors implies that more and more parallelism becomes available at the processor level.
However, a workflow may be able to exploit only a part of it, limited to the amount of task parallelism it
exhibits. In other words, a workflow cannot use simultaneously more computing units than the width
of the graph representing it. Some unconventional techniques, such as Dynamic Speculative Precom-
putation [46] or Inter-core Prefetching [98], can take advantage of extra-cores to run helper threads and
accelerate the execution of purely serial applications, but it is unlikely that all the available parallelism
can be exploited by traditional scientific workflows.
Second, we already mentioned that one of the advantages of scientific workflows was to reuse legacy
codes to obtain new results. This prevents the rewriting of usually large source codes to port them on
unconventional computing units such as Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) or hardware accelerators.
To use such processors in an efficient way, specific techniques such as vectorization have to be imple-
mented, new programming languages may be used, and memory management requires a special care.
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Hence, it is not likely that scientific workflows can benefit of the large processing power offered by
these new types of hardware without complex modifications. However, tools such as StarPU [10] or
HMPP [58] may lighten this portability burden thanks to encapsulation or advance compilation.
A third issue for traditional scientific workflows is related to memory. Indeed, while the number
of computing units, be they core or GPUs increases quickly, the amount of main memory grows at a
slower pace. Consequently, the memory over computing unit ratio tends to stagnate or even decrease.
Memory becomes the new bottleneck and serial applications will soon be limited in their use of the
available computing resources. New strategies, mainly aiming at increasing the number of operations
executed on each byte of information moved into memory, will thus have to be implemented.
All these issues motivate a disruptive shift in the way scientific workflows are programmed and
executed. Changing the way scientific results are produced always faces a resistance from the users.
Scientists from disciplines other than Computer Science usually prefer to keep their good old fashioned
applications, at the risk of loosing performance, rather than making the effort to adapt their codes to
new, and potentially abandoned soon, programming paradigms. However, some examples exist of
software packages that followed the evolution of hardware and made the minds change in their user
communities. The most striking example comes from a software suite to solve linear algebra problems.
This work started in the 70’s with the LINPACK library that was based on Level-1 Basic Linear Algebra
Subroutines (BLAS) (vector-vector operations). In the 80’s, LINPACK did evolve into LAPACK to in-
clude more memory and cache friendly operations thanks to the design of Level-3 BLAS (matrix-matrix
operations). In the 90’s, as the users’ needs were ever growing, the use of distributed memory architec-
tures became mandatory. The ScaLAPACK library was then proposed, based on the message passing
paradigm. At that time, most users were reluctant to move from the serial version to the parallel one,
although it was the only way to fully exploit the most powerful supercomputers at that time. A decade
later, at the age of multi-core processors and GPU, ScaLAPACK is now the state-of-the-art library that
no user wants to get rid off to use the new evolutions of the software suite that are Parallel Linear
Algebra Software for Multicore Architectures (PLASMA) and Matrix Algebra on GPU and Multicore
Architectures (MAGMA). Time will tell whether or not these evolutions will become the state-of-the-art
packages of the next decade. This story tells us that applications have to adapt to disruptive tech-
nologies if they want to exploit all the available power. It also tells that users finally adopt software
evolutions when it proves to be the only way to get more performance. Scientific workflows are now at
such a crossroad: adopt and adapt or stay limited to current performance.
Since my Ph.D., I study one way of addressing the aforementioned issues. It consists in proposing
scheduling algorithms for workflows not composed of serial but parallel kernels. This approach, intro-
duced as mixed-parallelism in [41], as it allows for the simultaneous exploitation of both the task- and
data-parallelisms exhibited by an application, is a promising way toward the full exploitation of mod-
ern architectures. According to the literature on job scheduling, parallel applications can be classified
depending on who and when is decided the number of computing units onto which to execute a job.
This classification, introduced in [68], is given in Table 1.1.
who decides when is it decided
number at submission during execution
user Rigid Evolving
system Moldable Malleable
Table 1.1: Classification of job types based on specifying number of processors used.
The most common type of parallel applications corresponds to rigid jobs. The user is responsible
for deciding, prior to the execution, how many computing resources are needed. Once this number is
fixed, it cannot be changed until the completion of the application. When the user application can be
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decomposed in several phases that require different number of resources, one can specify these alloca-
tions beforehand. Then the job is said to be evolving. This distinction between fixed and dynamically
changing number of resources can also be made when the system is responsible for taking the allocation
decisions. Then the jobs are respectively classified as moldable or malleable.
In all my work on PTG scheduling, I considered applications represented by a Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG) in which vertices are moldable tasks. Then the whole applications can be seen as mal-
leable jobs. Indeed, the number of computing resources allocated to their execution changes dynam-
ically. Considering a workflow made of moldable tasks means that each node of the graph can be
executed on a different number of processors. The number of computing units allocated to a task is
called the task’s allocation. It is generally assumed that the task execution time of a task is typically
non-decreasing as its allocation increases. Figure 1.1 shows two possible configurations of an example
five-task PTG, each configuration corresponding to different allocations. Each task’s allocation is de-
picted by a “box” whose width corresponds to the number of resources and the height to the execution
time.
task
execution
time
A: 3,2 A: 1,3.5
B: 6,1 C: 3,3
B: 2,3 C: 5,2
D: 1,4 D: 4,2
E: 6,1.5
E: 4,2.5
Example configuration (b)Example configuration (a)
number of
processors
Figure 1.1: Example 5-task PTG, with two possible configurations. Each task is labeled as X : x, y,
where X is the task’s name, x is the task’s allocation, and y is the task’s execution time.
In this chapter, I will first detail in Section 1.2 all the notations related either to platforms and ap-
plications that I used in my work and describe the problem statement and the different metrics that
allowed me to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms. Then, I explain in Section 1.3 how
the evaluation of the proposed scheduling algorithms was conducted and how my own requirements
in terms of experimental evaluation have evolved since the end of my Ph.D. I will review my differ-
ent contributions to the resolution of the problem of scheduling either a single PTG or multiple PTGs
simultaneously in Sections 1.4 and 1.5 respectively. Finally I conclude this chapter and provide some
possible research perspectives in Section 1.6.
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1.2 Notations, Problem Statement, and Performance Metrics
1.2.1 Platform and PTGs
We define a compute cluster as a homogeneous set of p processors. We use the term “processor” to
refer to an individually schedulable compute resource. With this terminology, a “processor” may in
fact be a physical compute node that is a multi-processor and/or multi-core computer. Processors
are interconnected by a high-speed, low-latency network. Each processor is able to execute a certain
amount of floating operations (or flop) per second that represents its computing speed. We denote this
computing speed by s. A processor can communicate simultaneously with several other processors
under the bounded multi-port model. All the concurrent communication flows share the bandwidth of
the communication link that connects this processor to the remaining of the cluster. By extension a
multi-cluster platform is a heterogeneous collection of homogeneous clusters. The target computing
platform then consists of c clusters, where cluster ci , i = 1, . . . , c contains pi identical processors. A
processor in cluster ci computes at speed si. We also define as ri the ratio between the processor’s
computing speed of cluster ci to that of the slowest processor over all c clusters, which we call the
reference processor speed sref . Clusters may be built with different interconnect technologies and are
interconnected together via a high-capacity backbone. Each cluster is connected to the backbone by a
single network link. Inter-cluster communications happen concurrently, possibly causing contention on
these network links. The backbone connecting the different clusters can be composed by several links
separated by routers. Figure 1.2 illustrates our definitions of cluster and multi-cluster platforms.
Figure 1.2: Illustration of a heterogeneous multi-cluster platform made of three homogeneous clusters.
This figure shows a computing platform made of three homogeneous clusters. Squares represent the
computing capacities of the processors, while diamonds shows the capacity, in terms of bandwidth, of
the network links. A larger square (resp. diamond) indicates a higher computing speed (resp. network
capacity.) The commodity clusters comprise respectively 5, 10, and 20 nodes. Each cluster computes
at its own speed, and may have different network interconnect. For instance, the cluster on the right
hand side of Figure 1.2 is interconnected through a slower network (smaller diamonds). Moreover this
cluster is located in a different site as the other two clusters, hence the longer route toward it.
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We denote by P the total number of processors in the considered platform. In the case of a single
cluster, P = p1 = p, while in a multi-cluster platform, P =
∑c
i=1 p
i. Table 1.2 summarizes the notations
related to computing platforms that will be used in this chapter.
Notation Definition
c Total number of compute clusters in the platform
cref slowest cluster in the platform
ci ith cluster in the platform
sref processing speed of a processor of the slowest cluster
si processing speed of a processor of the ith cluster
ri processing speed ratio for the ith cluster, i.e., ri = sref/si
pref number of processors in the slowest cluster
pi number of processors in the ith cluster
P Total number of processors in the platform
Table 1.2: Summary of notations related to computing platforms.
A PTG can modeled as a DAG G = (V, E), where V = {vi | i = 1, . . . , V } is a set of vertices repre-
senting moldable tasks, or “tasks” for short, and E = {ei,j | (i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , V } × {1, . . . , V }} is a set of E
edges representing precedence constraints between tasks. We denote by pred(vi) (resp. succ(vi)) the set
of predecessors (resp. successors) of task vi. A predecessor of task vi is a task vj such as ej,i ∈ E , while
vj is a successor of vi if ei,j ∈ E . Without loss of generality we assume that G has a single entry task and
a single exit task.
Since the tasks composing the PTG are moldable, they can be executed on various numbers of pro-
cessors. Then we denote by T j(vi, p) the execution time of task vi if it were to be executed on p proces-
sors of cluster cj . When the execution platform is made of a single cluster, we reduce this notation to
T (vi, p). The question of the determination of this T (vi, p) for any given task and number of processors
is a research problem in itself. In practice, T (vi, p) can be measured via benchmarking for several val-
ues of p, or it can be calculated via a performance model. Both approaches have drawbacks that were
investigated in [HCS11] in the particular context of PTG scheduling.
Several performance models of parallel, and so forth moldable, tasks have been proposed in the
literature, mainly for homogeneous compute clusters. These models quantify the speedup an appli-
cation, or a task in our case, can achieve when parallelized. The speedup of a task v is defined as
S(v) = T (v, 1)/T (v, p), i.e., its execution time on one processor divided by its execution on p processors.
The most prevalent speedup model was introduced by G. Amdahl in 1967 and is known as Amdahl’s
Law [6]. This model claims that the speedup of a parallel application is limited by its strictly serial part.
By denoting this strictly serial part by α, it is possible to estimate the parallel execution time of a task
on p processors by:
T (v, p) =
(
α+
(1− α)
p
)
× T (v, 1). (1.1)
While this law has been refined or augmented for more than forty years, its fundamental principle
is still valid. Other alternate speedup models exist, such as those proposed by Downey [62] or Cirne
and Berman [45], that derive from a finer characterization of parallel applications. However in the
different scheduling studies detailed in the remaining of this chapter, we relied on the simple but generic
Amdahl’s Law to estimate parallel execution times as defined by Equation 1.1.
By extension we can define the work associated to the execution of a task. This quantity, denoted by
W j(vi) corresponds to the product of the execution time on cluster cj by the number of resources used
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on this cluster to complete this execution, i.e., W j(vi) = T j(vi, p) × p. As for the execution time, when
the platform comprises only one cluster, we reduce this notation to W (vi).
The edges of a PTG may have a weight related to communication costs. The existence of such a
weight directly depends on how the PTG will be actually executed on the target computing platform. At
runtime, tasks are no more moldable as a decision has been taken about their allocation, i.e., the number
of processors onto which they will be executed. A first scenario is to execute the whole application
within a single large resource reservation that encompasses the executions of all the tasks composing
the PTG. Typically, such a reservation should cover the maximum number of processors simultaneously
used by the computed schedule for the total execution time of the PTG. In this case, data transfers
between tasks can be done as communications over the network. Indeed, every processor in the global
reservation can reach every other processor. Each edge ei,j is then weighted by the amount of data
(in bytes) that task vi must send to task vj . A fundamental assumption in this model is that if two
subsequent tasks are mapped on the same set of resources, no network communication occurs.
The second possible scenario is to see the execution of a PTG as a set of distinct resource reserva-
tions, one per task, submitted independently to a Job and Resource Management System (JRMS). In
this scenario it may happen that a task completes well before the beginning of one or more of its suc-
cessors. Then it precludes the use of network communication between tasks as processors in different
resource reservations can not communicate together. One solution is then to implement communica-
tions using files on disks, and relying on a shared file system. The overhead of such communication is
then included in the task performance model (as a sequential overhead) and the edges of the graph are
zero-weighted. Then we do not model any communication network or data transfer between tasks.
The bottom level of a task vi, denoted as bl(vi), is defined as the length of the path from the task to
the exit task, that is the sum of execution times of the tasks along this path. This value includes the
execution time of task vi itself. Conversely, the top level of a task vi, denoted as tl(vi), is defined as
the length of the path from the entry task to the considered task. As for bottom level, it corresponds
to the sum of the execution times along this path. The execution time of task vi is excluded from the
computation of its top level. For any given task, adding its bottom level and top level values gives the
length of the longest path, in terms of execution times, to which this task belong. The tasks with the
highest bl(vi)+ tl(vi) values compose the critical path of the application. Note that more than one critical
path may exist in very regular task graphs. Finally, the precedence level of a task vi, denoted as pl(vi), is
the value such that pl(vj) < pl(vi),∀vj ∈ pred(vi) and ∃vk ∈ pred(vi) such that pl(vk) = pl(vi)− 1. The
precedence level of an entry node is set to 0. Table 1.3 summarizes the notations related to PTGs.
Notation Definition
G Directed Acyclic Graph describing the application
V Set of tasks composing the application
E Set of edges connecting tasks and representing flow and control dependencies
vi A moldable computing task
ei,j Edge representing a dependency between tasks vi and vj
pred(vi) Set of predecessors of task vi
succ(vi) Set of successors of task vi
T j(vi, p) Execution time of task vi on p processors of cluster cj
W j(vi) Work associated to the execution of task vi on p processors of cluster cj
bl(vi) Bottom level of task vi
tl(vi) Top level of task vi
pl(vi) Precedence level of task vi
Table 1.3: Summary of notations related to Parallel Task Graphs.
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1.2.2 Problem Statement and Classification
The classical DAG scheduling problem consists in, for each of the serial tasks that compose the DAG, to
determine onto which machine to execute it. A schedule also sets the order in which independent tasks,
i.e., tasks without any precedence relationship, mapped on the same machine have to be executed.
Dealing with PTGs adds another degree of liberty, or complexity from a more pessimistic stand-
point, to this already NP-hard problem [75]. Indeed, a scheduler first has to determine the number of
computing resources to allocate to each moldable task before even deciding how to map them on the
available resources.
The PTG scheduling problem can then be divided into two distinct subproblems, namely the alloca-
tion and mapping problems, that are illustrated by Figure 1.3. Informally the allocation step takes care
of deciding of the shape of the “boxes” that represent the different tasks, i.e., how many resources are
used for how much time by each task. The mapping step aims at finding the best arrangement of these
boxes on the target execution environment.
Figure 1.3: Example of the two-step schedule of a PTG.
One of the main advantages of the two-step approach is its relative simplicity allowed by the de-
coupling of the allocation and mapping processes. This simplicity also comes with a potential draw-
back related to inter-task communications that may be badly handled and hinder the performance of
a given scheduling algorithm. A possible solution is to do the allocation and the mapping in a tightly
coupled way. In this case, we talk about one-step algorithms. While such algorithms better handle
communications, they are either much more complex [150, 151] or limited to very specific execution
platforms [BDS03]. Most of the work presented in this chapter in then based on the two-step approach.
Nevertheless some techniques to cope with inter-task communications are proposed.
PTG scheduling is a very general problem whose instances can be classified according to the tax-
onomy proposed in Figure 1.4. First, we have to distinguish the scheduling of a single PTG that has a
dedicated access to an execution environment from the scheduling of multiple PTGs that have to share,
or most likely compete for, resources. For both categories, the scheduling issues are different whether
the targeted execution environment is composed of a single, and thus homogeneous, compute cluster
or of multiple, and likely heterogeneous, clusters. When scheduling a single PTG, algorithms may aim
at optimizing only one performance metric, e.g., minimizing the completion time of the scheduled ap-
plication, or several metrics simultaneously, e.g., also try to minimize the resource usage in the process.
As mentioned earlier, such objectives are reached in one or two steps. Conversely, scheduling multiple
PTGs is an intrinsically multi-criteria optimization problem. Indeed, a scheduling algorithm has not
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Figure 1.4: A taxonomy of Parallel Task Graph scheduling problems.
only to minimize the completion time of each scheduled application, but also to ensure a certain fair-
ness between them. A sound algorithm has to prevent an application to be too severely unfavored with
regard to the others. In this context, a distinction can be made on the way the different applications are
handled by the scheduler. In the off-line case, the algorithm knows all the applications before starting
to build its schedule. In the on-line case, new applications are submitted to the scheduling algorithm
while it is taking decisions for those already in the system.
At the end of my Ph.D. in 2002, only a few works were addressing the PTG scheduling problem.
The earliest propositions were coming from programming languages in a view to integrate both task
and data parallelisms in the same language but did not investigate scheduling issues. The works that
fit in the taxonomy given by Figure 1.4 are those proposed by Ramaswamy et al. [126], Radulescu et
al. [124, 125], and Rauber and Ru¨nger [128]. All of them considered the scheduling of a single PTG on a
homogeneous cluster and optimized a single performance metric, the makespan of the application. All
the other branches of the taxonomy remained a open field.
1.2.3 Performance Metrics
The performance metric that is the most commonly used to evaluate scheduling algorithms is the
makespan. This metric, also called completion time, schedule length, or denoted by Cmax, corresponds
to the time elapsed between the beginning of the first task of the application and the completion of the
last application’s task. Makespan is generally measured in seconds. Formally, the makespan of a PTG
is defined as
C∗max = max
i
C(vi), (1.2)
where C(vi) is the completion time of task vi. Makespan minimization can be seen as a user-centric
performance metric. Indeed, a vast majority of users of high performance computing centers want their
jobs, i.e., application executions, to finish as early as possible. However, this is not the concern of every
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user. One may be more interested by the total completion of a large set of jobs as every produced data
is needed for subsequent analysis. Such cases are more related to high throughput computing than
high performance computing. While makespan reduction remains an important concern, it goes in the
background in favor of reliability, i.e., the capacity to guarantee that every single job will complete.
A second popular performance metric is the total work needed to execute an application. Unlike
makespan, this metric is more resource provider-centric. A system administrator, through the use of a
JRMS, will aim at using its resources as efficiently as possible, and thus at minimizing the total work.
Using less resources can also be one of the user’s goals. A less resource consuming schedule will indeed
be “greener”. It can also lead to a lower bill if resource consumption is accounted. The total work is usu-
ally measured as the product of the number of computing resources needed to execute the application
and the makespan, and denoted by Wmax. The formal definition of Wmax depends on how inter-task
communications are handled. When data are passed from one task to another through a shared file
system, the total work corresponds to the sum of the work W (vi) needed to execute each task vi. The
formal definition is then
W i/omax =
∑
i
W (vi). (1.3)
Conversely when data transfers are done through the network, the schedule has to be executed
within a single resource reservation. Graphically it corresponds to a box whose width is equal to the
number of resources (a.k.a the “size” of the job) and height is equal to the application makespan. This
job size corresponds to the maximal number of computing resources simultaneously used during the
execution. The total work is then defined as the area of this box
Wnetmax = C
∗
max × job size. (1.4)
A corollary metric is to measure the efficiency of a schedule. Many definitions of the parallel effi-
ciency of a schedule or a scheduling algorithm exist in the literature. Here we define the efficiency as
a ratio of the work needed to execute a PTG on a single processor, denoted by Wseq , on the work (as
defined by Equation 1.3 or 1.4) needed to execute the same PTG on a cluster or a multi-cluster. The
efficiency of a given schedule is then defined as
E =
Wseq
Wmax
. (1.5)
A value close to one for this metric means that computing resources are used in a rational way
during the parallel execution of the application. In other words, the schedule gives the “highest bang
for the buck” to the user. Conversely a low efficiency value means that too many resources are used
when compared to the gain in terms of makespan reduction. Then a slightly longer schedule but using
less computing resources should be found.
When scheduling not only one PTG butN PTGs simultaneously, the important performance metrics
change. In this context, applications have to compete for resources. The definition of the makespan
given by Equation 1.2 assumes that the target platform is dedicated to the execution of the scheduled
PTG. This assumption does not hold anymore when considering more than one PTG. Depending on the
size of the platform, it is likely that all the individual schedules cannot be applied without experiencing
an increase of the respective makespan of some applications.
Then three metrics can be considered to quantify the quality of as schedule. For PTG i = 1, . . . , N ,
we use C∗maxi to denote the ideal execution time on the dedicated platform, and Cmaxi to denote the
execution time in the presence of competition with the other PTGs.
First, we can quantify the overall performance of the PTGs by using the sum of completion times
divided by the sum of completion times on a dedicated platform, which we call scaled sum completion
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time, and is defined as: ∑N
i=1 Cmaxi∑N
i=1 C
∗
maxi
. (1.6)
While this sum completion time captures a notion of average performance, we also need a metric
for the performance of the whole batch of PTGs, i.e., the overall makespan, defined as maxi=1,...,N Cmaxi .
Finally, there is a need to evaluate the ability of scheduling algorithms to produce fair schedules.
A popular metric to evaluate the level of performance achieved by a job that competes with other jobs
is the stretch, also called slowdown. In our case, jobs are PTGs, and the stretch of PTG i is defined as
Cmaxi/C
∗
maxi . For instance, if a PTG could have run in two hours using the entire cluster, but instead
ran in six hours due to competition with other PTGs, then its stretch is three. This is the most widely
accepted definition in the literature, with a lower value denoting better performance.
A perfectly fair schedule can then be defined as a schedule in which all PTGs experience the same
stretch. One possibility is to define unfairness as the difference between the maximum stretch and the
minimum stretch, or the average absolute value of the difference between the stretch of each PTG and
the overall average stretch. Another natural definition would be to define unfairness as the standard
deviation or the coefficient of variance of the stretches. Yet another possibility, is to quantify unfairness
as the maximum stretch, defined as
max stretch = max
i=1,...,N
C∗maxi/Cmaxi .
If the maximum stretch is optimally minimized, then all PTGs have the same stretch and fairness is
optimal. Minimizing the maximum stretch has long been known to be a good approach to improve
performance as well as fairness [20]. This metric has the interesting property to be not completely ag-
nostic to performance. Consider schedule A in which all PTGs have a stretch of 1,000, while a schedule
B exists in which all PTGs can have stretches between 10 and 20. With the aforementioned fairness
metrics, scheduleAwould be deemed preferable because the unfairness would be equal to 0. However,
schedule B is preferable to all users, which is clearly indicated by the maximum stretch metric.
Note that the stretch can also be used to define a performance metric as an alternative to the scaled
sum completion time. For instance, performance can be quantified by the sum stretch or average
stretch [20]. Nevertheless, we opt for scaled sum completion time, based on the following rationale.
Consider a 100-processor cluster on which to schedule 101 independent, serial jobs. 100 of these jobs
run in 1 time unit, and one runs in ε time units. There are two reasonable types of schedules: either
the task with execution time ε runs before a task with execution time 1 (schedule A), or it runs after
such a task (schedule B). The standard average stretch definition gives 101 + ε for schedule A, and
101 + 1/ε for schedule B. As ε becomes small, in spite of the schedules becoming virtually identical,
these stretches diverge and scheduleB has an infinite average stretch. Using the scaled sum completion
time definition, schedule A obtains (100 + 2ε)/(100 + ε) and schedule B obtains (101 + ε)/(100 + ε).
As ε goes to 0, these two schedules have roughly equivalent stretches. We thus deem the scaled sum
completion time more stable than the average stretch.
The last two metrics used in this chapter on PTG scheduling are independent of the scheduling
context. They are directly inherent to the scheduling algorithms themselves. The first metric is the
asymptotic complexity of an algorithm. It allows us to compare algorithms in more general settings
and analyze their behavior with regard to parameters such as the number of tasks and dependencies
composing the application to schedule and the number of processors and clusters comprised in the
target platform. The second metric is the time needed to build a schedule. It indicates how practical
is a given algorithm. Indeed, some algorithms that leads to optimal or near-optimal schedules rely
on very time consuming methods, such as linear programming. The scalability of such algorithms is
generally limited to small problem instances and often prevent their actual implementation in runtime
environments. Moreover, non-guaranteed heuristics are generally faster to produce schedules that are
good enough for the vast majority of execution scenarios.
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1.3 Evaluation of Scheduling Algorithms
In this section, I briefly detail how the different algorithms presented in the next sections have been
evaluated and also explain how I tried to improve my evaluation methodology through the years. Much
more details will be given in the next chapter.
Since 2004, and the first scheduling algorithm I proposed in [CDS04], I use simulation for evaluating
the performance of algorithms. Simulation allowed me to perform a statistically significant number of
experiments for a wide range of application configurations in a reasonable amount of time. Moreover,
simulation allows for an objective comparison of several algorithms that is not always made possible
by experiments on real platforms. Indeed, simulation ensures that the experimental conditions, i.e.,
the topology and static and dynamic characteristics of the execution environment, input parameters,
execution time of each task composing a PTG, etc., remain exactly the same from one simulation run to
another. The only variable component is then how a given algorithm takes scheduling decisions and
how it influences the execution of the scheduled application(s).
All the simulators I have developed were based on the same simulation toolkit, that is SIMGRID [39].
SIMGRID provides the required fundamental abstractions for the discrete-event simulation of parallel
applications in distributed environments, and was specifically designed for the evaluation of schedul-
ing algorithms. Basing my work upon the same toolkit for more than 10 years, allowed me to benefit
of all the improvements, in terms of scalability, validity, and usability, of SIMGRID. I was even able to
influence and contribute to some developments that were suited to needs raised by my work on PTG
scheduling. For instance, my first simulators were developed using the original Application Program-
ming Interface (API) of SIMGRID, which was removed of the main development branch since the third
major release of SIMGRID due to a major rewriting of the simulation kernel itself. I was then forced to
use another API, less adapted to my studies, until I have initiated the revival of the original API on top
of the new kernel. Another example is the addition of a new simulation model specifically designed to
handle moldable tasks that I have initiated. The SIMGRID toolkit and my contributions to the domain
of the simulation of distributed systems and applications will be presented in more details in Chapter 2.
I also tried to improve my analysis methodology from article to article. The first algorithms I have
proposed [CDS04, NS06, NSC07, NS07] were evaluated by analyzing the average makespan or work
achieved by the algorithms versus the problem size, the platform size, or the platform heterogeneity.
While such a basic analysis gives a general idea on the respective performance of each algorithm, con-
sidering only average values does smooth the results and may hide some pathological instances. This
is why I have considered in later works [Sut07, HRS08a, HRS08b] another ways to compare algorithms.
First, I counted the number of times that each scheduling algorithm produced better, equal or worse
schedule length compared to every other considered algorithm to obtain a pair-wise comparison of
algorithms. It allowed me to detect whether an algorithm was better than another for a large part of
the simulated scenarios or the good average result was only an artifact coming from a small number
of instances for which very good performance was achieved. Second, I studied the degradation from
best metric. It allowed me to determine the relative quality of the schedules produced by an algorithm
when these schedules are not the best ones. The degradation from best is computed by dividing the
percent relative difference between the makespan achieved by an algorithm and the best makespan
achieved for a given simulation scenario by the total number of experiments. This analysis is a good
complement the count of occurrences of better quality schedules. However, it still implies an average
over the entire range of experiments and may hide extreme cases. Then, in my last publications to
date [DS10, CDS10, CDS10], I have analyzed the distribution of the studied metrics across the range of
simulation scenarios and relied on “box-and-whiskers” graphs in my articles. The box represents the
Inter-Quartile Range (IQR), i.e., all the values comprised between the 1st (25%) and 3rd (75%) quartiles,
while the whiskers show the minimal and maximal values. An horizontal line within the box also indi-
cates the median, or 2nd quartile, value. Such graphs allowed me to analyze more deeply the relative
performance of the proposed algorithms by removing any bias introduced by the computation of aver-
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age values. A next step towards evaluations reaching the standards used in other sciences would be to
conduct a proper statistical analysis. This is unfortunately not a common practice in Computer Science
and requires advanced knowledge in statistics that I still have to acquire.
To evaluate the performance of a scheduling algorithm in various conditions, the models of platform
and PTG described in Section 1.2.1 have to be instantiated. In my early work on PTG scheduling, I
have developed a simple generator of synthetic compute platforms. The generated environments were
similar in structure to what is depicted in Figure 1.2. While this approach allows for the generation of
a large set of scenarios, ensuring that this set is representative of real distributed infrastructures is a
difficult issue. Then I decided in 2007 to use descriptions of existing multi-cluster platforms instead.
The set of tested scenarios is obviously smaller, but this is balanced by a gain in terms of realism of
the simulation results. As my main aim is to design scheduling algorithms that can be implemented
and used, realistic multi-cluster platforms overcome a large number of randomly generated platforms.
However, Section 2.4.1 in Chapter 2 will detail all my reflexions and contributions to this complex
problem of the generation of synthetic platforms in a simulation context.
To instantiate the PTG model, we need to define specific models for execution times of moldable
tasks and for the structure of the task graph. What is detailed hereafter was used in most of my pub-
lications. We take a simple approach for modeling moldable task execution times based on Amdahl’s
law. We assume that a task operates on a dataset of d double precision elements (for instance a
√
d×√d
square matrix). We arbitrarily assume that processors have at most 1GByte of available memory and
thus d ≤ 121M . We also assume that d is above 4M (if d is too small, the moldable task should most
likely be fused with its predecessor or successor). We model the computational complexity of a task, in
number of operations, with one of the three following expressions, which are representative of common
applications: a · d (e.g., a stencil computation on a √d×√d domain), a · d log d (e.g., sorting an array of
d elements), d3/2 (e.g., a multiplication of
√
d ×√d matrices). For the first two types of complexity a is
picked randomly between 26 and 29, to capture the fact that some of these tasks often perform multiple
iterations. We consider four scenarios: three in which all tasks have one of the three computational
complexities above, and one in which task computational complexities are chosen randomly among the
three. Beyond this model for serial task execution, Amdahl’s law specifies that a fraction α of a task’s
serial execution time is non-parallelizable. We pick random α values uniformly between 0% and 25%.
With this model, task execution time strictly decreases as the number of processors increases.
We also use five commonly used parameters to define the shape of a PTG: width, regularity, density,
and jumps. The width determines the maximum parallelism in the PTG, that is the number of tasks per
level. A small value leads to “chain” PTGs and a large value leads to “fork-join” PTGs. The regularity
denotes the uniformity of the number of tasks in each level. A low value means that levels contain very
dissimilar numbers of tasks, while a high value means that all levels contain similar numbers of tasks.
The density denotes the number of edges between two levels of the PTG, with a low value leading to
few edges and a large value leading to many edges. These three parameters take values between 0 and 1.
In our experiments we use values 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 for width, and 0.2 and 0.8 for regularity and density.
This leads to PTGs with mean maximum task parallelism of V 0.2, V 0.5, or V 0.8, where V is the total
number of tasks, and coefficients of variance 20% or 80%. As a result, we generate PTGs that are close to
chain graphs and PTGs that are close to fork-join graphs, with a spectrum of configurations in between.
Furthermore we add random “jumps edges” that go from level l to level l + jump, for jump = 1, 2, 4
(the case jump = 1 corresponds to no jumping “over” any level). More details on the graph generation
algorithm will be given in Section 2.4.2. In some of my publications [Sut07, HRS08a, DNSC09], I had to
adapt this generation method to produce layered PTGs with the particularity that all the tasks in a given
precedence level have the same cost. Then all the transfers between the same two levels share the same
communication cost. For such PTGs the jump parameter is always set to 1.
While the above specifies a way to generate a population of synthetic PTGs, I also used in the eval-
uations real PTGs from the Strassen matrix multiplication and from the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
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applications. Both are classical test cases for PTG scheduling algorithms. These PTGs are more regular
than the aforementioned synthetic PTGs, which are more representative of workflow applications that
compose arbitrary operators in arbitrary ways. However, only the structure of the original applications
was preserved and, as for the random PTGs, I used different computational complexity scenarios. This
is to explore scenarios beyond those corresponding to the actual FFT and Strassen applications.
1.4 Single PTG Scheduling
In this section, I detail the different heuristics I proposed over the last decade to solve the problem of
scheduling a single PTG. These contributions are not presented in a chronological order, but according
to the taxonomy given by Figure 1.4. Then, I first consider only one homogeneous cluster as a target
platform and distinguish heuristics that aim at optimizing only one performance metric from those that
optimize more criteria. In a second part, I present heuristics designed for multi-cluster platforms.
1.4.1 On a Single Cluster
Mono-criterion Optimization
The scheduling of a single PTG on a single homogeneous cluster while aiming at optimizing a single
performance metric is the simplest problem instance in this field. Nevertheless, this problem is still
challenging and has been vastly investigated over the last decade. Generally the proposed algorithms
aim at minimizing the makespan of the scheduled application.
This problem has been studied from a theoretical standpoint in a view to find performance guaran-
tees in worst case scenarios. Lepe`re et al. have proposed in [108] an algorithm whose guarantee is 3+
√
5.
This means that, even in the worst case, the makespan achieved by this algorithm cannot be more than
5.236 times greater than the optimal makespan. Jansen and Zhang [96] have improved this result with
a 100/43 + 100(
√
4349 − 7)/2451 ≈ 4.731 approximation. The main issue with such theoretical algo-
rithms is that they ignore the data transfers that occur between dependent tasks. Thus it hinders their
applicability to data-intensive applications as data transfers cannot be neglected in this case. Moreover
such algorithms usually rely on complex problem solving methods, such as linear programming, that
are time consuming. Building a guaranteed schedule takes a lot of time. These guaranteed but long to
execute scheduling algorithm are then difficult to use in practice. For this reason many heuristics, i.e.,
non-guaranteed but fast to execute scheduling algorithms, have been designed.
The pioneering heuristics for PTG scheduling on homogeneous clusters have been proposed by A.
Radulescu and A. van Gemund in 2001. They designed two algorithms respectively named Critical
Path Reduction (CPR) [124] and Critical Path Area-Based scheduling (CPA) [125].
The CPR algorithm uses an iterative allocation procedure to reduce the makespan of the scheduled
application. Each iteration allocates an extra processor to a selected task while it leads to a reduction of
the overall makespan. The selected task vi always belongs to the critical path of the application, i.e., the
sum of its top level and bottom level (tl(vi) + bl(vi)) is maximal. The rationale is that allocating more
processors to the critical path is the directest way to reduce the makespan of an application. However,
the CPR algorithm does not perform any further selection within the current critical path. Then this
procedure is likely to increase the allocation of the same task until it goes out of the critical path and
proceed with the next task. The procedure stops when the critical path length cannot be further reduced.
This lack of distinction in the critical task selection process may lead to a saturation of the target cluster
with the tasks of the critical path. This would lead to the postponing of some tasks that do not belong
to it and hinder the performance of the algorithm. Moreover the CPR algorithm is completely focused
on makespan reduction. Then the produced schedules can use the whole cluster for a limited gain of
performance, which is not efficient.
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Algorithm 1 Allocation Procedure of CPA
1: for all vi ∈ V do
2: pi ← 1
3: end for
4: while TCP > TA do
5: vi ← task ∈ CP |
(
T (vi,pi)
pi
− T (vi,pi+1)
pi+1
)
is maximum
6: pi ← pi + 1
7: Update TA and TCP
8: end while
Algorithm 2 Mapping Procedure of CPA
1: Sort tasks in decreasing order of bottom level
2: while not all tasks are scheduled do
3: Schedule vi on the first pi free processors
4: end while
The same authors proposed a second algorithm a few months later that solves some issues of CPR
thanks to a different task selection process in the allocation procedure. The CPA algorithm aims at
finding the best compromise between the length of the critical path, and the average area which measures
the mean processor-time area required by the application. The allocation procedure of CPA considers
that the makespan of an application can be approximated by T ep = max{TCP , TA}, where TCP is the
execution time of the application critical path and TA the average area of the application, defined as:
TCP = max
vi∈V
(bl(vi)) , and (1.7)
TA =
1
P
V∑
i=1
W (vi). (1.8)
The objective of CPA is to minimize T ep during the allocation step. Note that TCP decreases whereas
TA increases when more processors are allocated to a task. The procedure then starts by allocating only
one processor to each task. This initial allocation leads to a maximal value for TCP and a minimal value
for TA. Then each iteration allocates one more processor to the most critical task while TCP > TA. This
selected task is the task belonging to the critical path that benefits the most of the addition of an extra
processor. This benefit is measured as the difference between the execution time over allocation ratios
with the current and potential allocations, i.e.,
T (vi, pi)
pi
− T (vi, pi + 1)
pi + 1
.
When verified, the stopping condition (TCP ≤ TA) implies that T ep will be very close to its minimal
value (T ep ≈ TCP ≈ TA) provided that a good mapping is performed.
In the mapping step, the ready task with the highest bottom level is considered at each iteration. This
step includes data redistribution costs to determine the start and end dates of each scheduled task and
the set of processors allowing this task to finish as early as possible. Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo-
code of the allocation procedure of the CPA algorithm, while Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo-code of
the mapping procedure.
Despite the good performance claimed by its authors, CPA suffers from two glaring drawbacks that
hinder the quality of the produced schedules. First, the experiments conducted by Radulescu et al. only
involve PTGs with a small number of tasks and clusters made of a small number of nodes. Though,
the computation of the average area given by Equation 1.8 becomes less pertinent when the number
of computing resources is well over the number of tasks, i.e., P >> V . This unsuspected behavior is
illustrated by Figure 1.5.
Figure 1.5(a) shows the evolution of TCP and TA when CPA determines allocations for the PTG dis-
played in Figure 1.3 on a cluster comprising 10 processors. We see that the convergence point is quickly
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Figure 1.5: Evolution of TCP and TA, throughout the allocation procedure of CPA for a random PTG of
6 tasks on clusters of 10 (a) and 30 (b) processors.
reached, after only 20 iterations. Figure 1.5(b) shows what happens when CPA determines allocations
for the same PTG, but on a larger cluster comprising 30 processors. In such a configuration, more iter-
ations are required (68) to make TCP and TA reach close values. While the evolution of TCP remains
unchanged, TA grows more slowly as the total work is divided by a greater number of processors.
The direct consequence of this greater number of iterations of the procedure is the allocation of
more processors to the different tasks of the PTG. This may prevent the potential concurrent execution
of independent tasks for a very limited gain on the reduction of the critical path length. For instance,
the three tasks of the second level of the PTG are respectively allocated 24, 8, and 1 processors. As
the target cluster only comprises 30 processors, one task necessarily has to be postponed. This in turn
increases the application makespan.
The second drawback of the CPA algorithm is due to its focus on the reduction of the critical path
length. The allocation procedure thus ignores the potential task parallelism exhibited by the PTG struc-
ture and the possibility to have several paths of similar length in the application. This drawback be-
comes even more glaring for very regular applications. Let consider the example of a Strassen matrix
multiplication algorithm to illustrate this. In this application, the tasks with the highest computing
needs are the seven inner matrix multiplications. Then the allocation procedure of CPA will preferen-
tially allocate extra processors to these tasks. Moreover all the paths in the PTG are almost equivalent.
They differ at most by a single matrix addition. Figure 1.6 shows the resulting schedule on a cluster of
20 processors.
On this particular example, the allocation procedure stops when the critical path length is equal to
78.2 and the average area is equal to 78.7. But we see that it is impossible to concurrently execute the
seven inner products tasks (the big blue tasks labeled from 11 to 17) although they are independent.
Indeed the sum of the allocations for these tasks is 23 while the target cluster is only made of 20 proces-
sors. Then one product (task 12) is postponed and the schedule length dramatically increases to 122.3
seconds. It is interesting to note that an allocation allowing to execute the seven products in parallel
is possible and leads to a shorter schedule and a smaller total work. For instance, if three processors
are allocated to six of the inner products and only two to the last one (for a total of 20 processors), the
schedule length depends on the execution time of this less well served task. In our example, executing
a matrix multiplication on two processors would take 86.9 seconds while the sequential execution of
tasks 11 and 12 in Figure 1.6 takes 106.5 seconds. Moreover less work would be required to execute the
inner products and then some extra processors could be allocated to some other tasks to further reduce
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Figure 1.6: Schedule of a Strassen matrix multiplication produced by the CPA algorithm on a cluster of
20 processors.
the makespan.
These two simple examples have illustrated some issues raised by the CPA algorithm. They have
been addressed by several heuristics since the publication of the original article by Radulescu and Van
Gemund. In [NSC07] we proposed, with T. N’Takpe´ and H. Casanova, to accelerate the convergence of
the allocation procedure of CPA by modifying the computation of the average area TA. The rationale
was to avoid large allocations that offer only a little gain in terms of makespan while hindering the
exploitation of task parallelism. We saw in Figure 1.5 that the number of iterations was directly related
to P as it divides the total work in the computation of TA. To solve the potential issues arising when
P >> V we proposed the following computation of the average area:
T geoA =
1
min
(
P,
√
V × P )
V∑
i=1
W (vi). (1.9)
Using the geometric average of V , the number of tasks in the PTG, and P , the number of processors
in the target cluster, to compute the average area is an empirical choice. We determined many schedules
for various values of P and V and found out that it was a good compromise between makespan and
work, especially for P >> V . Moreover the use of P as a lower bound was introduced to prevent
bad schedules in the opposite configuration, i.e., when V >> P . Indeed, if V ≥ P , i.e., there are more
tasks to schedule than available processors, T geoA gives exactly the same value as the original TA. Then
the produced schedules are the same too. Figure 1.7 shows the evolution of TCP , TA and, T
geo
A in a
configuration such that P > V (6 tasks to schedule on a cluster of 20 processors).
We see that the use of T geoA leads to a higher initial value that, combined with a steeper slope, reduces
the number of iterations of the allocation procedure by a factor greater than two. However, such a
stringent reduction has only a moderate impact on the length of the critical path. With T geoA the value
of TCP when convergence is reached is 272.58 seconds while it was 180.10 seconds with the original
TA. However, if we consider the final schedules that are obtained after the execution of the mapping
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Figure 1.7: Evolution of TCP , TA, and T
geo
A throughout the allocation procedure for a random PTG of 6
tasks on a cluster of 30 processors.
step, we see on Figure 1.8(a) that the schedule length is far from the estimated value. Indeed, the large
allocations determined in the first step prevent possible concurrent executions in the second and cause
the postponing of some tasks.
On the contrary Figure 1.8(b) shows that the use of T geoA has several advantages. First, the scheduling
length is more conform to the estimation made in the allocation procedure, and much shorter than that
achieved with TA. Second, less processors are used (16 instead of 29). This schedule is then more
efficient in terms of resource usage.
The main drawback of T geoA is that it has no more the same unit as TCP . Indeed, the original TA is a
sum of areas, i.e., a product of time by a number of resources, divided by a number of resources. Then
it is homogeneous with TCP that is a time. As we introduce V , the number of nodes in the PTG, in the
formula we break this homogeneity. This may make questionable a comparison of two values expressed
in different units. This issue was addressed in another work that will be detailed in Section 1.4.1.
The second drawback of CPA, i.e., only considering the critical path in the allocation process, was
first addressed in 2006 by Bansal et al. in [15]. They proposed the Modified Critical Path Area-Based
scheduling (MCPA) algorithm which is, as its name says, a straightforward modification of the origi-
nal CPA algorithm. To prevent the postponing phenomenon illustrated by Figure 1.6, this algorithm
proposes to add an extra condition to the allocation procedure of CPA algorithm. At each step of the
allocation procedure a task has now to respect two conditions to be selected. It still has to be the task be-
longing to the current critical path that benefits the most of an extra processor allocation. The additional
condition is that the number of processors currently allocated to critical tasks at the same precedence level
as the candidate task is strictly lower than the total number of processors in the target cluster. In other
words, once an extra processor has been allocated to the selected task, the algorithm ensures that all the
important tasks at this precedence level can still be executed simultaneously without postponing.
This approach that considers the precedence levels of tasks was also followed by the algorithm pro-
posed in [91]. This algorithm relies on a more complex selection criterion to deal with heterogeneous
precedence levels. Indeed, if tasks that belong to the same precedence level have very different compu-
tational requirements, it may be preferable to give more processors to the most consuming tasks even
tough it means to allocate more than P processors at this level. This will lead to the creation of a second
virtual layer of tasks in a way to reduce the overall execution time of this level. To determine which
levels have to be extended, the algorithm in [91] defines two ratios, i.e., the cover ratio and the width ratio.
The former is defined as the ratio between the total work of the level and P times the largest execution
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Figure 1.8: Gantt chart of the schedule of a six-task PTG on a cluster of 30 processors using the original
TA (a) and T
geo
A (b).
time in this level with the current allocation. The latter ratio allows the procedure to distinguish the
levels that comprise only a small number of tasks. Indeed, such levels are not likely to be affected by
concurrency issues.
The different aforementioned works aim at improving the first step dealing with resource alloca-
tions. Optimizations can also be made during the second step that maps allocated tasks on the target
cluster. All these algorithms rely on a classical list scheduling heuristic. The tasks are ranked in de-
creasing order of bottom level. This ensures the respect of data dependencies between tasks and give
higher priority to the tasks that are the farthest from the end of the application. Then the procedure
aims at mapping each task in order on the first set of processors of the appropriate size, i.e., that of
the determined allocation, that becomes available. A first optimization is to take data transfers costs in
account in the processor set determination process. Then the best candidate processor set will be the
one minimizing the data movements between all parent tasks and the currently scheduled task.
One potential issue is that the mapping of tasks can be made more difficult due to rigid processor
allocations computed in the first step. In particular, a task may be delayed unnecessarily just because
its allocation is (perhaps only slightly) larger than the number of processors available when the task is
ready for execution. In practice, we observed “holes” in schedules due to such a phenomenon. Fig-
ure 1.9 illustrates this situation and the solution that we proposed in [NSC07].
The proposed optimization is the following. Consider a task to be scheduled, whose original pro-
cessor allocation was computed in the first step of the algorithm, e.g., task 3 in Figure 1.9. The allocation
of this task prevents it to start as soon it is ready. Task 3 has to wait for the completion of task 2 so that
enough resources are available to satisfy its allocation. As stated before, this creates an idle time and
an unnecessary delay. In such a case, we determine if, by using a smaller allocation, the task could be
started earlier and finish no later than when using its original allocation. If so, we use the smallest such
allocation, otherwise, the packing is not allowed. This is illustrated by the right part of Figure 1.9. This
optimization was called allocation packing in [NSC07]. While simple, this allocation packing strategy has
the good property to not degrade the original schedule. As an allocation is modified if and only if it
results in an earlier finish time for the considered task, the whole schedule length can only be shortened.
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Figure 1.9: Illustration of the allocation packing performed during the mapping step.
This technique was further developed with S. Hunold and T. Rauber in [HRS08a] in which we al-
lowed us to modify allocations during the mapping. The main goal of the proposed optimization was
to save some unnecessary or costly data redistributions that may have an impact on the overall perfor-
mance. This is particularly true for data intensive applications. Indeed, the totally decoupled allocation
and mapping procedures of two-step scheduling algorithms may cause important data redistributions
to satisfy data dependencies and favor network contention. As we assume that there is no data redistri-
bution if two subsequent tasks are mapped on the same set of processors, modifying a task allocation
to match that of one of its predecessor does not lead to a data redistribution anymore.
Two different strategies can be applied as shown by Figure 1.10. The former consists in packing a task,
i.e., reducing its allocation, to obtain the same number of processors as its parent task while the latter
stretches the allocation, i.e., allocates more processors to the task. Both strategies were implemented in
the Redistribution-Aware Two-Steps (RATS) algorithm in [HRS08a] and are detailed hereafter.
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Figure 1.10: Motivating example to stretch or pack task allocations to save some data redistributions.
Stretching an allocation may lead to a double gain, as it avoids a data redistribution and reduces the
execution time of the task, but at the price of a higher resource usage. It may also prevent concurrent
execution of ready tasks. Moreover tasks allocated on small sets of processors by the allocation proce-
dure of CPA are not critical. Conversely, packing the allocation of a task increases its execution time,
as the performance model is assumed to be monotonically decreasing. But this can be compensated by
two consequences of reducing the number of allocated processors. First, it may allow a task to start
earlier as it has to wait for the availability of less processors. Then using a smaller allocation leaves
more room for the execution of other potentially concurrent tasks and thus increase the exploitation of
task parallelism. In both cases, the number of processors that can be added or removed to a determined
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allocation has to be bounded. We propose the two following options.
The delta strategy is only concerned by avoiding a redistribution. We define δi as the minimal differ-
ence between the allocations of task vi and that of one its predecessors:
δi = min
vj∈pred(vi)
(abs(pj − pi)) . (1.10)
Note that the difference pj − pi can be either positive or negative. A positive value means that the
allocation of the predecessor is larger and that the allocation of task vi has to be stretched. Conversely
a negative value means that the allocation of vi can be packed. Then we determine δmaxi , the maximal
allowed value for δi on a per task basis as a parameter of the mapping procedure. This maxdelta
parameter describes the fraction of the number of processors of the original allocation that can be added
or removed. For example, if pi = 6 and maxdelta = 0.5, this means that a stretched allocation can
comprise at most 9 processors (6+0.5×6) and that a packed allocation can comprise at least (6−0.5×6).
Then δmaxi = 3 for this task. According to these definitions, when a task vi is ready to schedule, the delta
mapping procedure:
1. Checks if δi ≤ δmaxi ,
2. Finds the predecessor(s) of vi corresponding to that δi. Keep the original allocation if there is no
corresponding predecessor,
3. Maps vi on the same processors as those of the selected predecessor (if found).
When two predecessors have the same δi but one with a smaller allocation than that of vi and the
other with a larger allocation, we break the tie by stretching the allocation of vi.
The time-cost strategy takes care of the additional work implied by the stretching of an allocation.
Indeed, if an allocation is packed, the work is automatically reduced and the time can also be reduced
provided that the finish time of the task is not worse than before packing. We consider the ratio between
the work corresponding to the original allocation of a task and the work achieved if this task were to be
executed on one of its parents’ allocation:
ρi = max
vj∈pred(vi)
(
T (vi, pi)× pi
T (vi, pj)× pj
)
. (1.11)
This parameter takes values in the ]0 · · · 1] interval. The closer ρi is to 1, the better it is, as this means
a better balance between the reduction of the execution time of a task and the augmentation of the work
needed for its execution. In addition to this ratio, we also define a threshold, ρmin to determine the
candidate allocations. According to this definition, when a task vi is ready to schedule, the time-cost
mapping procedure:
1. Checks if ρi ≥ ρmin,
2. Finds the predecessor(s) of vi corresponding to that ρi. Keep the original allocation if there is no
corresponding predecessor,
3. Maps vi on the same processors as those of the selected predecessor (if found).
Another important issue is related to the order in which the ready tasks are considered for mapping.
Indeed, when a task finishes its execution, more than one of its children may become ready. This raises
the following question: ”Which of these tasks has to be handled first?” As the different candidates have
at least one predecessor in common, taking an allocation modification decision for one of them can
have a negative impact on the others. For instance, stretching the allocation of a task may cause the
postponing of potentially concurrent tasks by not leaving enough resources available.
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As mentioned earlier, the CPA mapping procedure sorts the list of ready tasks by decreasing bottom
level values. We keep this ordering of the list of ready tasks but apply a secondary stable sort to order
tasks of same priority. We apply two different sorting strategies that occur before mapping a ready
node. The delta sorting strategy orders tasks by increasing δi values. The rationale is to prioritize tasks
which require less modifications of their initial allocation. In the time-cost strategy we compute the
maximal gain in terms of execution time for each ready task. It corresponds to the time that could be
saved if this task were to be executed on one of its parents’ processor set. We define this gain as:
gain(vi) = max
vj∈pred(vi)
(T (vi, pi)− T (vi, pj)) , (1.12)
and use it to sort the ready tasks by decreasing gain(vi) values. Algorithm 3 summarizes the appli-
cation of these two strategies by the RATS algorithm.
Algorithm 3 Redistribution-Aware Two-Step Scheduling
1: compute allocation
2: while not all nodes scheduled do
3: for each ready node do do
4: compute delta / estimate execution time
5: end for
6: sort ready nodes
7: while list of ready nodes is not empty do
8: node = pop from list of ready nodes
9: if a parent allocation matches delta or time-cost conditions then
10: map node onto parent’s allocation
11: recompute the values delta or execution time for all ready nodes only if they have been computed
using this parent allocation
12: resort ready nodes if necessary
13: else
14: map on original allocation
15: end if
16: end while
17: end while
As an alternate or a complement to these algorithms, note that it is also possible to reduce the
makespan of the scheduled application once the complete schedule has been built. The list schedul-
ing heuristic common to all the algorithms derived from CPA enforces the order in which tasks are
mapped onto the target cluster. As described by Algorithm 2, allocations are satisfied by the first free
processors. But a processor is considered as free once it has completed all the tasks assigned to it. Idle
slots created by the schedule are then not considered as candidate although some tasks may fit in. Such
a situation is illustrated by Figure 1.11. For the sake of simplicity tasks are labeled from the order in
which they are considered for mapping.
As v3 is mapped after v2, it has to wait for the completion of this task to find enough free processors
to be executed. However, v3 is small enough to be executed on the processors let available by the
execution of v1 and not used by v2. A backfilling post-processing step will look for all the idle slots that
exist, and try to find an appropriate slot for each task. Some conditions have to respected to move a
task earlier in the schedule. First, the control dependencies have to be respected, i.e., a task cannot start
before the completion of all its predecessors. Second, this backfilling post-processing step has to be
conservative, i.e., a backfilled task should not delay the start time of any other task. These packing and
backfilling optimizations have also been used in the mapping step of the algorithm proposed in [91].
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Figure 1.11: Illustration of the benefits of a backfilling post-processing step.
As mentioned earlier, it is also possible to schedule PTGs on a homogeneous cluster in a single
step. This is the approach followed by the authors of the iterative Coupled processor Allocation and
Scheduling algorithm with Lookahead and Backfill (iCASLB) [150] and its improved version, the Local-
ity Conscious Mixed Parallel processor allocation and Scheduling algorithm (LoC-MPS) [151]. This last
algorithm starts with an initial allocation that aims at giving its best allocation to each task, i.e., the al-
location that minimizes its execution time, while taking the allocations of subsequent dependent tasks
into account. From this initial allocation pseudo-edges are inserted in the original PTG to represent
induced dependencies caused by resource limitations.
Then an iterative procedure is applied to reduce the critical path length of this modified task graph.
The improvement of LoC-MPS with regard to iCASLB comes from the distinction it makes about the
component that dominates the makespan, i.e., computation or communication costs. If the makespan
is dominated by computation costs, LoC-MPS proceeds as CPA by adding an extra processor to the
allocation of a task in the critical path. This task is selected according to the potential improvement of
its execution time and its concurrency ratio, i.e., how many other tasks could be executed in parallel
of that task. When communication costs dominate the critical path, another optimization strategies are
used by LoC-MPS to further reduce the makespan. First, the algorithm may increase the allocations
of source, destination, or both communicating tasks in order to exhibit more parallel data transfers.
Then this algorithm favors processor reuse, i.e., tries to maximize the overlap between the processor
sets allocated to the sending and receiving tasks.
Finally, both the iCASLB and LoC-MPS algorithms resort to two additional techniques to improve
the produced schedule at each iteration. A look-ahead technique is implemented to avoid a premature
stop of the algorithm due to local minima. This look-ahead is bounded in terms of number of iterations
to prevent a dramatic complexity increase. Then a backfilling step is applied after each decision to
reduce idle times as much as possible as it was explained earlier. In the case of LoC-MPS, this backfilling
is locality conscious, i.e., it tries to maximize the overlap between processor groups.
Such an integrated approach is appealing as it may solve the main potential drawback of two-step
algorithms. However, the complexity of algorithms such as iCASLB and LoC-MPS is much higher than
that of their two-step contenders. Their authors claim that this high complexity can be afforded as
many PTGs comprise only a small number of tasks. But experiments conducted in [DS10] have shown
that the scheduling time of iCASLB is also impacted by the size of the target cluster and can become
greater than the execution time of the application. Some simpler techniques such as those proposed
in [HRS08a] or [91] may then be preferred.
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Bi-criteria Optimization
All the algorithms in the previous section aimed at reducing the application makespan. Some of them
also consider work as a secondary objective, but more as some kind of upper bound to respect than as
a priority performance criterion. In [DS10], we introduce, with F. Desprez, the Bi-Criteria Critical Path
Area-Based scheduling (biCPA) algorithm that is able to optimize these two performance metrics either
simultaneously or separately. This algorithm was built upon the same observation as for the definition
of previously introduced T geoA . But we saw that this new definition did not preserve the homogeneity of
the relation between TCP and TA. On the contrary, the biCPA algorithm allows for a faster convergence
of the allocation procedure while relying on a homogeneous stopping criterion.
Figure 1.12, which is similar to Figure 1.5, shows the evolution of the critical path length TCP and
the average area TA during the allocation procedure of CPA for a PTG of 50 tasks on a cluster that
comprises 20 processors. We see that 96 iterations are needed to reach the desired trade-off between
TCP and TA.
We already mentioned that the number of iterations of the allocation procedure strongly depends
on how TA and TCP evolve. Due to the chosen performance model, the gain on TCP tends to decrease
as more processors are allocated. The slope of the evolution curve of TA depends on the number of pro-
cessors P . By computing the average over a value P ′ smaller than P , this slope will then be steeper. As
a consequence the allocation procedure will converge faster. For instance, if P ′ = 10 (instead of P = 20)
in Figure 1.12, the allocation procedure stops after 34 iterations. The question is thus to choose the best
value for this P ′. The improvement of CPA detailed in the previous section used P ′ = min
(
P,
√
V × P ).
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Figure 1.12: Evolution of TCP , TA, and T ′A throughout the allocation procedure of CPA for a random
PTG of 50 tasks on a cluster of 20 processors.
The biCPA algorithm bases its allocation procedure on a new definition of the average area denoted
as T ′A. This variant of the average area is defined by
T ′A =
1
P ′
∑
i
W (vi), (1.13)
Figure 1.12 also shows the evolution of T ′A throughout the allocation procedure. The value of P
′ is
incremented each time T ′A becomes larger than TCP . The evolution of P
′ is depicted by the labels at the
bottom of Figure 1.12.
An interesting fact is that each time P ′ is incremented, the current task allocations correspond to
those that would have been determined by CPA if the cluster has comprised P ′ processors. Moreover
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all these intermediate allocations can be determined during the execution of the original allocation
procedure of the CPA algorithm. These intermediate allocations are the key information needed by the
biCPA algorithm to find the best compromise between makespan and work.
Algorithm 4 presents the allocation procedure of the biCPA algorithm which relies on this definition
of T ′A. The main difference with the allocation procedure of the CPA algorithm lies in the outer for loop
(lines 4-14). This loop sets the value of T ′A that will be used in the inner loop (lines 6-10). Note that this
inner loop actually corresponds to an interval of iterations of the seminal allocation procedure. Each
time TCP ≤ T ′A, the current allocation is stored for each task (lines 11-13). At the end of this procedure,
P distinct allocations are then associated with each task in the PTG.
Algorithm 4 The biCPA allocation procedure
1: for all vi ∈ V do
2: pi ← 1
3: end for
4: for j = 1 to P do
5: T ′A =
1
j
∑
iW (vi)
6: while TCP > T ′A do
7: vi ← task ∈ CP |
(
T (vi,pi)
pi
− T (vi,pi+1)
pi+1
)
is maximum
8: pi ← pi + 1
9: Update T ′A and TCP
10: end while
11: for all vi ∈ V do
12: Store pji ← pi
13: end for
14: end for
The second step of the biCPA algorithm consists in getting an estimation of the makespan and total
work that can be achieved with each of these P allocations. To obtain these performance indicators, the
biCPA algorithm relies on the same list scheduling algorithm as the CPA algorithm, i.e., Algorithm 2.
Once a mapping has been found for each task of the PTG, we determine the makespan, CP ′ , and total
work,WP ′ obtained with P ′. We also denote asCp andWp the makespan and total work achieved when
P ′ = P , that is with the original allocation procedure of the CPA algorithm. From these makespan and
total work estimations, the biCPA algorithm is able to output four interesting schedules among all the
computed schedules.
The first two schedules aim at optimizing both metrics simultaneously. A first step is to determine,
for each candidate allocation, the gain it offers with regard to each metric. This gain is measured by
dividing the makespan and work achieved with the considered allocation respectively by the makespan
and work obtained for P processors. A value smaller than one indicates a shorter completion time or
less required work. Conversely, a ratio greater than one shows a performance degradation. Note that
these relative makespan and work also tell us if the schedule produced by the CPA algorithm can be
improved. Then we can determine which allocations lead to non-dominated solutions. The best trade-
off between the two objectives can be found among these allocations.
In a multi-objective optimization problem, there are at least two ways of defining what should be
a good trade-off. A first definition is to find a solution that leads to the same improvement on each
criterion. In our particular context this means an allocation that reduces the makespan and work with
regard to the allocation of the CPA algorithm in the same proportion formalized by Equation 1.14
CP ′
CP
=
WP ′
WP
, (1.14)
If several solutions satisfy to Equation 1.14, the best one will be the one with the smallest relative
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makespan. Another definition of a good trade-off is to maximize the sum of the improvements that a
solution achieves on each criterion. In our context, small values for relative makespan or work mean
better performance. The best trade-off will be the allocation that minimizes
CP ′
CP
+
WP ′
WP
. (1.15)
Ties produced by this equation are broken by selecting the allocation that leads to the smallest work.
As a side effect, two schedules that optimize one metric each are also produced. Indeed, we can
select the allocation that leads to the shortest estimation of the makespan. This allocation is found
by sorting the candidate allocations by increasing makespan and picking out the first element. The
last schedule produced by the biCPA algorithm is the one that requires the smallest amount of work
to execute the PTG. As for the schedule that minimizes the makespan, the corresponding allocation is
found by sorting the allocations, this time by increasing total work. Recall that our main aim is to design
a bi-criteria scheduling algorithm. We then discard the solutions that leads to an improvement of one
criterion but degrades the other one, i.e., such that CP ′ > CP or WP ′ > WP . Such a situation occurs
when trying to minimize the work needed to execute a PTG as only a few processors are used.
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Figure 1.13: Evolution of CP ′/CP and WP ′/WP when P ′ varies for a random PTG of 20 tasks on a
cluster of 20 processors.
Figure 1.13 illustrates and summarizes the different allocations selected by the biCPA algorithm.
This figure shows the relative makespan (CP ′/CP ) and work (WP ′/WP ) when P ′ varies for the schedul-
ing a random PTG of 20 tasks on a cluster of 20 processors. The crosses depicts the discarded options,
either because they are dominated (from 16 to 20) or degrading one of the criterion (from 1 to 5). The red
squares correspond to the non dominated solutions while the black circles are the four values selected
by the biCPA algorithm: (i) the best makespan improvement is achieved with P ′ = 15; (ii) the best work
without makespan degradation is obtained when P ′ = 6; (iii) with P ′ = 11, Equation 1.14 (whose solu-
tions are depicted by the green line) is satisfied; and (iv) the sum of the two relative values is minimized
when P ′ = 8. The blue line shows the system efficiency that corresponds to this minimum.
A seminal result in the area of PTG scheduling from a theoretical standpoint is the guaranteed two-
step algorithm proposed in [107]. It relies on a earlier work by Skutella [138] that gives a linear program
to find the task allocations that lead to the best possible trade-off between the length of the critical
path and the average work per processor. This problem is very similar to a classical time-cost trade-off
problem (see [53]) in which we have two lower bounds on the metric to be optimized: the length of
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the critical path and the average work per processor. Reducing the number of processors allocated to
any task affects this trade-off in favor of a smaller average work, while it may increase the critical path.
Conversely, increasing the number of processors used to compute a task is likely to shorten the critical
path and to increase the average work per processor. The goal is to achieve the best trade-off between
the two, i.e., minimizing their maximum. Following the approach in [138], we hus have to solve a
discrete optimization problem, i.e., finding the optimal trade-off by picking for each task a particular
allocation among a finite set of possible allocations.
As with many problems, solving the discrete problem is strongly NP-hard, while solving a continu-
ous version of the problem is easy. The idea here is then to first solve a larger, but continuous problem,
in which each task v is replaced by a set of m− 1 “activities”. Each activity has a continuous linear cost
function defined based on execution time. To each activity corresponds a variable and a cost that are
used to define a rational linear program. Solving this linear program, detailed in [DNSC09] and in [138],
allows us to determine the minimal cost necessary to achieve any critical path length Cmax and the cor-
responding work W . The objective is to find the optimal trade-off between these two values. The Cmax
and W values are continuous and not necessarily integers. Since Wm and Cmax have opposite behavior,
there are two possible scenarios. If one is always larger than the other, one can use straightforward ex-
treme allocations (each task uses one processor if Wm is always larger, or all processors if Cmax is always
larger). Otherwise, an optimal trade-off can be approached by binary search. In the latter scenario, the
values obtained are lower bounds of the optimal discrete trade-off, that is of the discrete values of the
critical path length and of the total work so that the maximum of the critical path length and of the
average work per processor is minimized. The work in [138] uses a rounding technique to turn the
continuous solution into a solution of the discrete problem. This techniques leads to discrete Cmax and
W values that are at most a factor 11−µ and
1
µ larger than the optimal discrete values, respectively, where
µ is a parameter that can be chosen arbitrarily between 0 and 1.
Based on the linear programming approach in [138], the work in [107] focuses on how to schedule
the tasks efficiently while preserving most of the allocations so that one can obtain a performance ratio
derived from the lower bounds on the critical path and the average work per processor. The difficulty
comes from the fact that the allocations are computed in a setting where an infinite number of processors
can be used at the same time, since there are no constraints in the linear program on simultaneous
execution of data-parallel tasks. With tasks with different execution times there is no simple geometrical
transformation to transform a schedule for an unbounded number of processors into one for a fixed
number of processors. The schedule has to be reconstructed from scratch, only keeping the allocation
information. The algorithm proposed in [107] is derived from the classical list scheduling algorithm.
However, list scheduling cannot be used directly as it can be arbitrarily far from the optimal schedule.
Consider for example an instance with m pairs of tasks where the first task has to be executed on all
processors for a very short amount of time, while the second task has to be scheduled afterwards on a
single processor for a long time. The worst case for list scheduling is to schedule all pairs one after the
other, while the optimal is to schedule all the first tasks, and then all the second tasks in parallel resulting
in a schedule without idle time. To avoid the problem of having lots of ready tasks requiring too many
processors, the solution is to enforce a maximum number of processors per task noted b. Simply put,
the algorithm inserts a bounding step between allocation (derived from the time cost linear-program
with parameter µ set to 12 ) and placement (according to a list scheduling algorithm). The optimal b can
then be computed depending on the total number of processors, and the expected performance ratio.
See [107] for all details on the algorithm achieving a performance ratio of 3 +
√
5.
1.4.2 On a Multi-Cluster
Going from a single homogeneous cluster to a multi-cluster increases the complexity of the scheduling
process. Indeed multi-cluster platforms are inherently heterogeneous. At best, this heterogeneity lies in
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the network interconnect as the route connecting two processors belonging to different clusters is obvi-
ously longer than one between processors within the same cluster. At worst, the processing capabilities
of the different clusters are also heterogeneous. In this case, the execution time of a given task differs
from one cluster to another.
Two approaches can be followed to schedule PTGs on heterogeneous platforms. The first ap-
proach consists in adapting the aforementioned algorithms for PTG scheduling on homogeneous plat-
forms and making them amenable to heterogeneous platforms. The second approach consists in
adapting list heuristics that were specifically designed for scheduling DAGs on heterogeneous plat-
forms [26, 86, 119, 131, 137, 147] and making them amenable to moldable tasks. For both approaches,
a common assumption is to not span the allocation of any task across more than one cluster. This re-
striction is a convenient way to ensure that we can reuse the speedup models traditionally employed
in the literature. Moreover, the performance of the execution of a task is likely to be badly impacted by
communications over an inter-cluster network with a higher latency.
In [NS06], we followed, with T. N’Takpe´, the first approach. We adapted the already introduced CPA
algorithm [125] to propose the Heterogeneous Critical Path Area-Based scheduling (HCPA) algorithm.
To remove the difficulty related to the different processor speeds in a heterogeneous platform, the HCPA
algorithm reasons about allocations using an equivalent virtual homogeneous cluster. For each task in the
PTG, this allocation will stand for the c potential allocations on the different clusters of the multi-cluster
platform. This simplification allows us to apply a classical two-step algorithm based on these virtual
allocations. But two questions first have to be answered: (i) “how to define this virtual homogeneous
cluster?”; and (ii) “how to translate a virtual allocation into an actual allocation on a given cluster?”
We define the virtual homogeneous cluster so that it has a total computing power equivalent to that
of the original heterogeneous platform. Moreover each processor of the virtual cluster computes as fast
as a processor of the slowest cluster in the actual platform. Consequently, the virtual cluster comprises
more resources than the original multi-cluster. We denote by P v the total number of processors in the
virtual homogeneous cluster, that is defined as:
P v =
c∑
i=1
pi
ri
, (1.16)
where ri is the processing speed ratio of cluster ci (made of pi processors) to the speed of the slowest
cluster. In the following description of the HCPA algorithm, we denote by pvi the allocation of task vi
on the virtual homogeneous cluster, and by T v(vi, pvi ) the corresponding virtual execution time.
To determine this allocation for each task in the PTG, we first have to redefine the critical path length
TCP and the average area TA used by the allocation procedure of the CPA algorithm. The first version of
the HCPA algorithm that was proposed in [NS06] derived the average area directly from the definition
given by Equation 1.8. In [NSC07] an improved version of HCPA was proposed that derived instead
from T geoA , as defined by Equation 1.9. The critical path length is now defined as:
T vCP = max
vi∈V
blv (vi), (1.17)
where blv(vi) is the bottom level of task vi using the virtual allocations for the other tasks, while the
average area is now:
T vA =
1
min
(
P v,
√
V × P v)
V∑
i=1
(T v (vi, p
v
i )× pvi ) . (1.18)
Thanks to these new definitions, it is possible to apply the allocation procedure presented in Algo-
rithm 1 with almost no modification. The only necessary change is related to the effective translation
from the virtual allocation into the allocation on an actual cluster. This translation aims at preserving
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the execution time of the task, that is:
T j(vi, p
j
i ) = T
v(vi, pi).
To reach such an equality on cluster cj , we rely on the Amdahl’s law to define the following transla-
tion function.
f(vi, p
v
i , c
j) =
(1− α)T j(vi, 1)
T v(vi, pvi )− αT j(vi, 1)
. (1.19)
This function of the task, the virtual allocation, and the target cluster gives us a rational approxima-
tion of pji , the actual allocation of task vi on cluster c
j . As all allocations have to be in the integer space
and as an allocation cannot exceed the number of processors available in a cluster, the proper definition
of pji is then:
pji = min
(
pj ,
⌈
f(vi, p
v
i , c
j)
⌉)
.
The extra condition added by the HCPA algorithm to the original allocation procedure is to check
if there still exists at least one cluster onto which the translated allocation can be increased. In other
words there must exist a task vi belonging to the critical path and a cluster cj such that p
j
i < p
j . If no
such task exists, it means that the critical path is saturated, i.e., its length cannot be reduced any further
by giving an extra processor to any task. In this case, the allocation procedure must stop regardless
of the expected compromise between T vCP and T
v
A. Algorithm 5 summarizes this modified allocation
procedure.
Algorithm 5 Allocation Procedure of HCPA
1: for all vi ∈ V do
2: pvi ← 1
3: end for
4: while T vCP > T vA and not-saturated critical path do
5: vi ← task ∈ CP | (∃ cj | pji < pj) and
(
Tv(vi,p
v
i ))
pvi
− Tv(vi,pvi+1)
pvi+1
)
is maximum
6: pvi ← pvi + 1
7: Update T vA and T vCP
8: end while
As the allocation step, the mapping step of the HCPA algorithm has been adapted to translate a
single allocation on the virtual homogeneous cluster into c candidate allocations for each task. This
modified procedure follows the same basic principle that orders tasks by decreasing bottom level val-
ues. Once a task has been selected for mapping, its completion time on each cluster is estimated using
the corresponding translated allocation. The cluster that achieves this earliest completion time is se-
lected and the procedure proceeds with the next task. The allocation packing optimization, illustrated
by Figure 1.9, is also applied during the mapping step of the improved version of the HCPA algorithm
presented in [NSC07].
In [DNSC09], we also proposed, with P.-F. Dutot, T. N’Takpe´ and H. Casanova, a guaranteed al-
gorithm for scheduling a single PTG on an “almost” homogeneous multi-cluster, i.e., a collection of
homogeneous clusters. This work draws inspiration from the work in [63] that targets a homogeneous
cluster of Symmetric Multi-Processor (SMP) nodes. There are thus two key differences:
1. In [63] all nodes have the same number of processors (because they are homogeneous SMP nodes),
while clusters can have different numbers of nodes (there are small clusters and large clusters).
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2. In [63] moldable tasks are allowed to run over multiple nodes, while we restrict a task to run
within a single cluster.
We call this new algorithm Multi-Cluster Guaranteed Allocation Scheduling (MCGAS). MCGAS,
like the algorithm in [63] for scheduling PTGs on clusters of SMPs, relies heavily on the works in [138]
and [107]. The first step of the algorithm is the allocation phase from [138], which rounds off the solution
of a rational linear program corresponding to a time-cost trade-off problem. Let us denote by C∗max and
W ∗ the values of Cmax andW that correspond to the optimal trade-off. The allocations produced in this
first phase ensure that Cmax andW are at most 1/(1−µ) and 1/µ as large as C∗max andW ∗, respectively,
where µ is a parameter between 0 and 1. Note that this approach has been repeatedly presented in the
theoretical literature over the last decade. One contribution was that, to the best of our knowledge, we
presented the first practical implementation of the time-cost trade-off linear program. Therefore, for the
first time, we were able to evaluate its efficacy in practice.
Once the initial processor allocation is determined, the schedule is produced via a modified list
scheduling algorithm as in [107]. We perform a bounding of task allocations so that these allocations
are at most b, where the value of b is to be defined. A large value favors data parallelism, while a small
value favors task parallelism. The goal for setting b to a value lower than, say, the number of processors
of the largest cluster is to avoid ill-advised stalling of the critical path. Indeed, the allocation phase of
MCGAS, albeit leading to a performance guarantee, does not attempt to balance data and task paral-
lelisms, and may thus lengthen the critical path in ways that could be avoided. Once all allocations have
been bounded, tasks can then be mapped to processors using a list-scheduling algorithm. Algorithm 6
summarizes the steps of the MCGAS algorithm.
Algorithm 6 Main steps of the MCGAS algorithm
1: Input: G = (V, E), T (v, p) for each v ∈ V and c, µ, b
2: Output: An allocation for each task and a schedule
3: Steps:
4: 1) Construct an instance of the continuous time-cost trade-off problem, based on G and T ()
5: 2) Solve the continuous time-cost trade-off problem to obtain the optimal continuous trade-off
6: 3) Round off the solution of the continuous problem, so that Cmax is a factor 1/(1− µ) from optimal and W
is a factor 1/µ from optimal, while computing corresponding integer task allocations
7: 4) Bound all allocations to be at most b
8: 5) Use any list scheduling algorithm to schedule the tasks on the platform
The efficacy of the scheduling algorithm and the performance guarantee are both contingent upon
a good choice for the values of the µ and b parameters. To compute MCGAS’s performance guarantee
as a function of µ and b, we consider a multi-cluster homogeneous platform. Let c be the number of
clusters in the platform, and pi, i = 1, . . . , c, the numbers of processors in these clusters. We refer to pi as
the size of cluster ci. Without loss of generality we assume that the clusters are sorted by non-increasing
sizes (p1 ≥ p2 ≥ · · · ≥ pc), so that p1 is the size of the largest cluster. Given the clusters sizes, we define
S =
c∑
i=1
max
(
0, pi − b+ 1) , (1.20)
which is a quantity that we will use in what follows. Intuitively, S represents the minimum number
of allocated processors so that no cluster has b idle processors.
For a given PTG we can categorize each time step in the resulting MCGAS schedule into three kinds
of time intervals according to the following rules:
• T1: intervals where at most b− 1 processors are used;
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• T2: intervals where at least b and at most S − 1 processors are used; and
• T3: intervals where at least S processors are used.
The definitions of these intervals are adapted from those used in [107], and use the newly defined
constant S. For the sake of simplicity ti denotes the sum of the lengths of all intervals of type Ti.
The goal of this classification is to bound the contribution of each time step to Cmax and to W . We
know from [138] that after the rounding phase Cmax is at most 1/(1 − µ) larger than C∗max, and that
W is at most 1/µ larger than W ∗. After the allocation bounding step, during which tasks that were
allocated more than b processors are reduced to exactly b processors, W does not increase. Indeed, a
smaller processor allocation for a task does not increase the task’s work because we assume that tasks
have parallel efficiencies lower than 1. For the same reason, the reduction to b processors causes Cmax
to increase by at most a factor p1/b.
During intervals of type T1, no task has seen its allocation reduced to exactly b processors (since
fewer than b processors are used). Therefore for each interval T1 there is a task that is on the critical
path and whose allocation has not been reduced during the allocation bounding step. During intervals
of type T2, there is at least one cluster where b processors are idle, which means that no task is ready
to be scheduled, which means again that there is a task in each of these intervals that belongs to the
critical path. However, in this case the task may have seen its allocation reduced from p1 processors
to b processors. With this reduced allocation the task’s contribution to Cmax is at least b/p1. For inter-
vals of type T3, there is no cluster with at least b idle processors, which means that there might be an
unscheduled ready task that is on the critical path.
Consequently, on the one hand Cmax is not smaller than t1 + b/p1 × t2, and on the other hand W is
larger than t1 + b× t2 +S× t3. Since the schedule length, Cmax, is the sum t1 + t2 + t3, we can now write
a complete set of inequalities leading to the performance guarantee for the MCGAS algorithm, using
C∗max to denote the optimal schedule length:
Cmax= t1 + t2 + t3 ,
C∗max
1−µ ≥Cmax≥ t1 + bp1 t2 ,
C∗max
µ
∑c
i=1 p
i≥ W ≥ t1 + b t2 +S t3 .
Let us define P =
∑c
i=1 p
i, and introduce a new parameter α ∈ [0, 1]. This parameter does not have
any concrete interpretation, but is used as an algebraic device to combine the two above inequalities.
More specifically, multiplying the first inequality by α, the second by 1− α, and adding them together,
we obtain
C∗max ≥
(
α(1− µ) + (1− α)µ
P
)
t1 + b
(
α(1− µ)
p1
+
(1− α)µ
P
)
t2 +
(1− α)µS
P
t3 . (1.21)
Let us now define β as the minimum of the three following quantities:
β1(α, µ, b) = α(1− µ) + (1− α)µ
P
,
β2(α, µ, b) = b
(
α(1− µ)
p1
+
(1− α)µ
P
)
,
β3(α, µ, b) =
(1− α)µS
P
.
Using the fact that Cmax = t1 + t2 + t3, we obtain
C∗max ≥ βCmax .
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The guaranteed performance ratio is thus equal to 1/β, which is minimized when β is maximized.
Finding a closed form for the α, b, and µ values that maximize β given the (p1, . . . , pc) values seems
very challenging. But it turns out that it is possible to determine a good approximation of the solution.
The three quantities β1, β2, and β3 are of the form AX + BY with A equal to α(1 − µ), B equal to
(1 − α)µ, and with both X and Y greater than or equal to zero. Then the function f(α, µ) = α(1 −
µ)X + (1 − α)µY reaches its maximum when α = 1 − µ and we can remove the α parameter from the
equations:
β = min(β1(µ, b), β2(µ, b), β3(µ, b))
= min
(
(1− µ)2 + µ
2
P
, b
(
(1− µ)2
p1
+
µ2
P
)
,
µ2S
P
)
Let us compute the values of b and µ that maximize this quantity (recall that P and p1 are charac-
teristics of the platform and are fixed, while S is a piecewise linear function of b). Note that β1(µ, b)
depends only on µ. Also, β1 decreases from 1 to 1/P when µ increases from 0 to 1, and β3 increases
from 0 to S/P when µ increases from 0 to 1. Therefore, the largest minimum of β1 and β3 is achieved
when β1(µ, b) = β3(µ, b) = β1,3, that is when (1 − µ)2 = µ2(S − 1)/P . β is then maximized when
β2(µ, b) is equal to β1,3, that is when b(S − 1 + p1) = Sp1. We obtain the best value for b as an integer
approximation of the non-integer solution of this simple equation, and can then compute the best value
of µ. Recall that by “best values” we mean the values that lead to the tightest performance guarantee.
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Figure 1.14: 2D projections of all (µ, b, 1/β) triplets with performance ratio 1/β lower than 10.
For given values of (p1, . . . , pc), we can easily plot the different guaranteed performance ratios, 1/β,
each for given values of b and µ. Figure 1.14 shows, for a particular platform configuration detailed
in [DNSC09], the two projections of all triplets (b, µ, 1/β) along the µ and the b axes, for performance
ratios at most 10. The left graph shows the projection along the b axis. The right graph shows the
projection along the µ axis. In both graphs we see that the performance ratio increases more sharply as
b or µ become larger than their optimal values, and more moderately when they become smaller than
their optimal values. Figure 1.15 shows the domain of the µ and b values in which one is guaranteed
that the performance ratio is lower than 10.
Such graphs provide good guidance for tuning the values of µ and b. Indeed, the values of µ and
b that lead to the tightest performance guarantee may not lead to the best average application perfor-
mance in practice. Therefore, one may wish to tune them to ensure a reasonable performance guarantee
while leading to good average observed performance over a range of relevant application configura-
tions.
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Figure 1.15: Domain of b and µ values for which MCGAS’s performance ratio is lower than 10, for a
particular platform configuration.
In the evaluation conducted in [DNSC09], we have determined the values of the µ and b parame-
ters that lead to the tightest performance guarantee both analytically and in practice. Our key finding
was that MCGAS outperforms the nonguaranteed HCPA algorithm, on average, over a large range of
application configurations. However, this guarantee comes at a the price of the larger scheduling time,
up to 1,600 times longer for PTGs with 30 tasks, due to solving a rational linear program. The applica-
tion of this algorithm is then better suited for applications with long execution times to justify such a
scheduling time.
A second and complementary approach to adding the support of heterogeneity in heuristics de-
signed for homogeneous platforms is to make heuristics designed to schedule DAGs on heterogeneous
platforms amenable to PTG scheduling. To some extent, it “simply” consists in a shift from a serial
execution to a parallel one. Indeed, classical DAG scheduling heuristics aim at finding which serial (and
thus homogeneous) computing resource is the best suited for the execution of each serial task in the
DAG. Similarly, scheduling a PTG on a multi-cluster consists in determining which set of homogeneous
computing resources is the best suited for the execution of each parallel task in the PTG. This kind of
adaptation was at the origin of the Mixed-parallel HEFT (MHEFT) algorithm that we proposed, with
H. Casanova and F. Desprez, in [CDS04]. As its name says, MHEFT uses the Heterogeneous Earliest
Finish Time (HEFT) [147] algorithm as a starting point. HEFT is one of the very popular algorithms for
scheduling a DAG onto a heterogeneous set of processors. As many other list scheduling algorithms,
HEFT is based on two components: a priority function, which is used to order all nodes in the task graph
at compile time; and an objective function, which must be optimized. The priority function of HEFT uses
a notion, called upward rank, similar to the bottom level of a task. The difference between the upward
rank and the bottom level of a task is that the length of the longest path to the exit node is based on
average values. It is defined as the sum of the average computation time of each task and the average
communication time of each communication edge along the path. These averages are computed over
all processors and network links. Tasks are scheduled by HEFT in order of decreasing upward ranks.
The objective function that is optimized by HEFT is the finish time of a task. The algorithm will then,
for each task, look for the processor that minimizes the completion time of this task, accounting for
time spent in communication. Indeed a task can be executed on a processor only once this processor is
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available and all the input data of the task have been transferred to this location.
The proposed MHEFT algorithm is a very straightforward extension of HEFT to the case of moldable
tasks and a heterogeneous collection of homogeneous clusters. The priority function, and its underlying
metric, are kept unmodified. The main difference lies in the objective function. The earliest finish time
can now be achieved by any subset of any cluster in the platform. To determine the best set of resources,
MHEFT exhaustively computes an estimation of the completion time of the currently scheduled task for
each possible subset size in each cluster. Availability dates of the processors, i.e., the moment at which
a processor can process a new task, and data transfer costs are taken into account in this process.
MHEFT was the first proposed algorithm to schedule PTGs on heterogeneous multi-clusters. This
was also my first contribution to this field. To some extent, it explains the simplicity of this algorithm
and its tight links with a popular algorithm such as HEFT. However, many of the limitations of MHEFT
have been highlighted and addressed since its publication in 2004.
A first problem with MHEFT is that it tends to produce very large processor allocations for most
of the data-parallel tasks. Indeed, allocations are chosen to minimize the completion time of each task,
and, in turn, the overall makespan of the algorithm. By contrast, the HCPA algorithm attempts to
achieve a trade-off between makespan reduction and work augmentation. Then HCPA often lead to
smaller allocations in the same circumstances. To remedy this problem with MHEFT we have proposed
in [NSC07] three simple methods to bound a task’s processor allocation:
MHEFT-IMP – A task’s allocation is increased by one processor only if that task’s execution time is
improved by more than some given threshold percentage.
MHEFT-EFF – A task’s allocation is increased by one processor only if that task’s parallel efficiency is
improved by more than some given threshold percentage.
MHEFT-MAX – No task allocation on a cluster can be larger than some fraction of the total number of
processors in that cluster.
Each of these variants trades some makespan reduction to increase the potential to execute some
other tasks in parallel. Figure 1.16 illustrates their relative impacts, when associated to common sense
thresholds, on the execution time and the determined allocation of a single moldable task. The consid-
ered task has 1 billion of floating point operations to compute with 10 percent of them that cannot be
executed in parallel, i.e., the α parameter of Amdahl’s law is equal to 0.1. The red line in Figure 1.16
shows the evolution of the execution time of this task with regard to the number of allocated processors.
The target cluster comprises 30 processors.
We see that the performance model limits the reduction of the execution time past a certain number
of processors. In this particular example, the execution time on one processor is divided by less than
a factor 8 when using the whole cluster. More than half of this gain is already obtained with only 6
processors, while using only half of the cluster leads to more than 80% of the maximum gain. Drastically
reducing the allocation of this task will then have a moderate impact on its execution time, while other
tasks could find enough resources to be executed concurrently. The proposed variants of MHEFT reduce
the allocation of the task in this illustrative example by a factor of two at least. The MHEFT-MAX-50
variant does not consider allocations that uses more than half of the available resources, leading to
an allocation of 15 processors. Then the MHEFT-EFF-50 variant guarantees that the work needed to
execute the task is not more than twice the sequential work. In this particular case, that limit is reached
with 12 processors. Finally the MHEFT-IMP-5 stops to increase the allocation is the execution time is
not 5% better than with the current allocation. Here it means that the potential gain on execution time
becomes negligible as soon as the task is allocated on 10 processors.
These techniques may lead to clearly suboptimal makespan in some cases. For instance, when the
PTG is a simple ”chain”, the best makespan is achieved by allocating all processors to each task (which
is the schedule computed by the original MHEFT algorithm). However, the objective here is to not aim
solely for the best makespan, but to take into account the efficiency of the schedule too.
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Figure 1.16: Illustration of the allocation reduction strategies added to MHEFT for a 1 Gflops task to be
scheduled on a cluster of 30 processors.
Another reason why MHEFT determines large allocations for the tasks composing a PTG is that a
task’s processor allocation is chosen “blindly” so that the task’s completion time is minimized. In other
words, the scheduling totally ignores the other ready tasks when taking a decision for the current task.
Then it has no reason to reduce the allocation in order to let enough resources available for the next
scheduling round. In [Sut07], I proposed a scheduling algorithm that takes the other ready tasks into
consideration, especially those having the same (or a close) bottom-level priority. Such tasks are indeed
as critical as the first task. The selfish, and potentially large, allocation of the first task may delay the
other tasks and could have a negative impact on the overall execution time of the application.
Depending on the structure of the PTG, the number of tasks with exactly the same bottom level value
varies. For instance, some parallel applications, e.g., Strassen’s matrix multiplication or one dimensional
FFT algorithms, can easily be decomposed into regular precedence levels and tasks in a given level have
the same bottom level priority. When the decomposition into levels is more complex, e.g., with execution
path of different lengths or costs, the maximal number of tasks with exactly the same bottom-level value
is likely to be one. The set of critical tasks then has to include tasks with a bottom-level value greater or
equal to that of the most critical task minus a certain ∆. A natural upper bound for this ∆ is the average
execution time (as estimated in the computation of the bottom level) of the first task added into the set
of ∆-Critical Tasks. Otherwise we may include tasks that depend on that most critical task and thus
cannot be executed concurrently. Experiments have shown that shorter schedules were produced by
setting ∆ to the half of the average execution time of the first task added. Based on this idea I proposed
the ∆-Critical Tasks Scheduling (∆-CTS) heuristic described by Algorithm 7.
This algorithm first computes the bottom level of each task in the PTG. Then it sorts the tasks in a
scheduling list by decreasing bottom level values. Then it builds a set of ∆-Critical Tasks of size d. For
each task in this set, the objective is to minimize its Earliest Finish Time (EFT) while taking the other
critical tasks into account. We denote as EFT (vi, cj , p
j
i ) the EFT of task vi if were to be executed on p
j
i
processors of cluster cj . The maximal number of processors that can be allocated to a task vi belonging
to the set of ∆-Critical Tasks on a cluster cj , j = 1, · · · , c, is then limited to aj = pj/(bd/cc + bj), where
bj correspond to the repartition of the dmod c remaining tasks among the c clusters, with regard to the
relative cumulative power of the clusters. For instance, if d = 8 and c = 3, there are two tasks to dispatch
among three clusters. If the heterogeneity of the platform is low, the first two clusters will respectively
determine a1 and a2 considering one more task than the third cluster i.e., b1 = b2 = 1, and b3 = 0. If
the heterogeneity is higher and the first cluster is twice as fast as the slowest cluster of the platform,
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Algorithm 7 ∆-Critical Tasks Scheduling
for all vi ∈ V do
Compute bl(vi)
end for
Sort tasks by decreasing bl(vi) values
while there are unscheduled tasks in the list do
Build a set of ∆-Critical Tasks from the first tasks of the list
for all task vi ∈ this set of ∆-Critical Tasks do
for all Cluster cj do
Compute aj the maximal allowed number of processors to allocate to vi on cj
Find 1 ≤ pji ≤ aj such as EFT (vi, cj , pji ) is minimal
end for
Assign vi on the pji processors of cluster
j that minimize EFT (vi, cj , pji )
end for
end while
the two remaining tasks will only influence the computation of the maximal number of processors that
can be allocated to a task on the first cluster, i.e., b1 = 2 and b2 = b2 = 0. The rationale is to favor the
scheduling of more concurrent tasks on faster clusters.
The experimental evaluation conducted in [Sut07] showed that the ∆-CTS produces better or equal
schedule lengths when compared to the MHEFT algorithm and its variants in 80% of the broad range
of investigated scenarios. Moreover, when not the best, the ∆-CTS algorithm is always close to its
contenders (less than 6% on average.) However, while the gain is clear for very regular PTGs, there is
still room for improvement with more irregular applications. Indeed even with considering tasks with a
bottom-level value as close as ∆, the size of concurrent tasks is often too small to see a gain with regard
to the original MHEFT algorithm. A solution could be to use a more flexible bound for very irregular
applications to increase the size of the set of critical tasks.
In collaboration with S. Hunold and T. Rauber, we proposed another variation of the MHEFT algo-
rithm to schedule dynamically generated DAGs onto a heterogeneous collection of clusters [HRS08b].
Indeed, the complete structure of some PTGs is not known before their execution. For instance, in
a recursive algorithm, a task may spawn new sub-tasks if certain criteria are satisfied. As for static
PTGs, assigning too many processors to one task may prevent other tasks from being executed. A first
scheduling algorithm leading to satisfying makespans for dynamic PTGs, namely the Reuse Processors
(ReP) algorithm, was proposed in [92]. The ReP algorithm assumed that the data distribution of tasks
is unknown to the scheduler and therefore the data transfer costs cannot be estimated. Since the ReP
algorithm does not account for these communication costs and attempts to use all idle processors in a
heterogeneous system, long running tasks could get scheduled to a small set of processors and delay
the execution of subsequent tasks. The Dynamic MHEFT (DMHEFT) algorithm extends the ReP by
considering the time to perform data transfer between subsequent tasks and proposing a postponing
strategy to avoid assigning a small number of processors to computation intensive tasks.
First, let recall the principle of the ReP algorithm. It is executed each time a task finishes its execution
and new tasks become ready. It manages a sorted queue of ready tasks according to their amount of
computation and precedence level. Considering the precedence level prevents in most cases starvation
for tasks with small computational costs. Indeed, successors of such tasks will take a long time be-
coming, thus hindering the exploitation of task parallelism. Sorting tasks by decreasing computational
costs is a common practice in list scheduling. “Big” tasks have to be scheduled first and “small” tasks
are used to “fill the holes”. The ReP algorithm determines the allocation of each task in three steps:
1. Determining the cluster that is the most suitable for executing the current task. This is the cluster
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with the most available computational power, i.e., that minimizes the completion time of the task;
2. Determining the number of processors which are assigned to this task. This number takes into
account the computational power of the cluster and the computational costs of the other unsched-
uled tasks. As a result, a task is assigned to a fair share of the available processors while leaving
enough room for the other tasks;
3. Selecting this number of processors among the available ones. There, the ReP algorithm favors
processors which were assigned to a parent task to reduce the communication overhead for data
transfers, hence its name.
The investigation of the cases in which the schedules produced by the ReP algorithm could be im-
proved highlighted the fact that neglecting the data transfer costs when selecting a cluster can lead to a
big communication overhead, especially when data has to be moved across cluster borders. It was also
observed that the strategy of using all processors at all time has a big impact on the overall makespan.
As we consider moldable tasks, the processors which are assigned to a task are determined before start-
ing the task and cannot be changed during the execution. An illustration of a problematic setup is
depicted in Figure 1.17(a). At time tr, task vi becomes ready. In this case, the ReP algorithm attempts to
schedule the biggest task, i.e., the one with the most operations to perform, on the available processors.
As one can see, as a consequence of this decision Vi will be executed on this cluster for a long time. If
the PTG does not exhibit a high degree of task parallelism and many tasks are dependent on the result
of vi , the schedule will contain large idle times. A possible solution might be to postpone vi until more
processors become available as shown in Figure 1.17(b).
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Figure 1.17: Common problem for dynamic schedulers: placing and executing a task vi at time tr(vi)
may lead to an unfavorable schedule if the number of available processors is small.
The general principles of the DMHEFT and ReP algorithms are similar, as both allocate processors
to task following the same three steps. However, two improvements have been made in the DMHEFT
algorithm to overcome the highlighted drawbacks of the ReP algorithm.
The first improvement is to consider the communication costs associated to data transfers. To
achieve this, we have to consider all clusters having at least one idle processor which are potential
candidates for the task allocation. For each cluster, the DMHEFT algorithm still estimates the execution
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time of the considered task but also the communication time to move data between this possible task
allocation and parent task allocations. Then, the algorithm selects the cluster leading to the smallest
sum of the task execution time and the longest data transfer.
The second optimization is to add a postponing strategy to the allocation process. As in the ReP
algorithm, the task with the largest amount of computation (or the smallest precedence level) is se-
lected and assigned to the cluster that minimizes its finish time (accounting for data transfer costs). As
shown in Figure 1.17(a), executing a computationally intensive task on a small set of processors may
dramatically increase the overall makespan of the schedule. This issue can be solved by delaying the
beginning of the execution of the task to wait for more available processors, as shown in Figure 1.17(b).
The proposed postponing strategy relies on three parameters illustrated by Figure 1.18.
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Figure 1.18: Postponing strategy of the DMHEFT algorithm for task vi that becomes ready at time tr(vi)
on cluster ck.
The first two parameters are times defining an interval for the potential execution of the postponed
task. The boundaries of this interval correspond respectively to the maximum amount of time a task
can be postponed and the time by which a postponed task must be completed to justify its postponing.
On cluster ck, these two times are directly related to the sum of tr(vi), i.e., the time at which vi becomes
ready, and the estimation of the EFT of the task on that cluster. This estimation is computed using
the number of processors currently available on cluster ck, denoted by pkavail. In the previously used
notation, that estimation is then given by EFT (vi, ck, pkavail).
The computations of the boundaries thus only differ by the use of one of the two tunable factors,
fmax and fimp, that define the fraction of the EFT used to determine each boundary. More formally, we
define tkmax and tkimp the interval boundaries on cluster c
k as:
tkmax = tr(vi) + fmax × EFT (vi, ck, pkavail),with fmax ∈ [0; 1[ and (1.22)
tkimp = tr(vi) + fimp × EFT (vi, ck, pkavail),with fimp ∈]0; 1]. (1.23)
The third parameter used by our postponing strategy is a number of processors. More precisely,
pkmax represents the number of processors of cluster ck that can be allocated to task vi at time tkmax. It
is a tunable fraction of the number of processors available on this cluster at that time. The rationale of
the existence of this third parameter is that vi would unlikely be the only ready task at time tkmax, even
though the scheduling algorithm has no such knowledge. Allowing vi to be allocated only a fraction fp
of the available processors ensure that other ready tasks can be scheduled too.
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In the experimental evaluation of the DMHEFT algorithm conducted in [HRS08b], the values of the
three tunable parameters fmax, fimp, and fp have been respectively set to 0.2, 0.8, and 0.4. These values
are of common sense and express that a task cannot be delayed more than 20% of its estimated execution
time, that its completion time should be reduced by at least 20% to justify the introduced delay, and that
no more than 40% of the available processors can be used to execute this task.
In this section, I have detailed the different heuristics designed to schedule a single PTG. They are
summarized by Table 1.4 that distinguish heuristics that target a single cluster (in green) from those
who consider a multi-cluster. Among the latter, this table makes a distinction related to the followed
approach. Heuristics in red were designed by adapting classical DAG scheduling algorithms to the
case of PTG, while those in blue have introduced a support of heterogeneity in two-step algorithms
designed for homogeneous platforms.
Platform
Single Cluster Multi-cluster
Serial list scheduling ⇒ list scheduling
algorithms algorithms
Type of
Moldable
⇓ ⇓
tasks RATS [HRS08a] MHEFT[CDS04, NSC07]
biCPA [DS10] DMHEFT [HRS08b], ∆-CTS [Sut07]
two-step algorithms ⇒ HCPA [NS06, NSC07], MCGAS [DNSC09]
Table 1.4: Summary of the contributions to the problem of scheduling a single Parallel Task Graph on a
single cluster or a multi-cluster.
Many of these heuristics have been compared together, depending on when they have been de-
signed. While no clear winner has emerged, it was often possible to identify which heuristic was the
most suited for a specific scheduling scenario, i.e., a combination of an application class and character-
istics of the target platform.
1.5 Multiple PTG Scheduling
In this section, we consider the problem of the simultaneous scheduling of a batch of N PTGs on a
single homogeneous cluster. As stated in Section 1.2.2, this scheduling problem is intrinsically a multi-
criteria optimization problem. Indeed, a scheduling algorithm still aims at minimizing the completion
time of each individual application, but also has now to ensure that this objective is achieved in a fair
way. Moreover, the overall completion time of the batch of PTGs has to be minimized too. Here, we
will focus on platforms that comprise a single cluster even though some of our early work on this topic
has been designed for multi-cluster platforms. To evaluate the quality of the schedules produced by the
different heuristics presented hereafter, we relied in the associated publications on the overall makespan,
scaled sum completion time, average stretch, and maximum stretch metrics as defined in Section 1.2.3.
The concurrent scheduling of multiple PTGs has been studied by several authors. In [157] four al-
gorithms are proposed that combine multiple task graphs into a single composite task graph, which
is then scheduled using a standard task graph scheduling algorithm, and two algorithms that perform
task-by-task scheduling over all tasks in all task graphs in a view to optimize fairness. In [43] a two-level
distributed scheduling algorithm for multiple task graphs is proposed. The first level is a WAN-wide
distributed scheduler responsible for dispatching the different task graphs (viewed at this level as a sin-
gle task) to several second level schedulers that are LAN-wide and centralized. The focus of that work
is more on environment-related issues (such as machine failure rates and queue waiting times) than on
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scheduling concerns (such as promoting fairness among applications). In [95] the authors propose a hi-
erarchical competitive scheduling heuristic for multiple tasks graphs. A restrictive assumption, which
we do not make in this section, is that each application is responsible for its own scheduling and has no
direct knowledge of the other applications. All the above focus on task graphs of sequential tasks and
not on PTGs. Consequently, they do not address the difficult issue, which arises in PTGs, of how many
processors should be given to each task. However, some ideas developed in [157] are extended in this
section to handle PTGs.
From a theoretical standpoint, the problem of scheduling multiple PTGs can be seen as a special case
of the problem of scheduling independent moldable jobs, given that PTGs are inherently moldable.
This problem has been studied for homogeneous clusters and a guaranteed algorithm for makespan
optimization with a 3/2 +  approximation ratio is given in [65]. Particularly relevant for the content
of this section is the work in [64], which builds on the algorithm in [65] and proposes algorithms for
solving a bi-criteria scheduling, with the two criteria being makespan and weighted average completion
time. We build on the ideas in [64] to develop some algorithms for scheduling PTGs rather than generic
moldable jobs.
Our first contribution related to this scheduling problem, made in the context of the Ph.D. of
T. N’Takpe´, was to focus on the allocation step [NS07]. In this work, we introduced the use of a con-
straint on the amount of computing resources that can be used to schedule each concurrent application
to ensure a fair sharing of the execution environment.
The determination of such a constraint on resource usage can be done either by the provider of each
application or by a global scheduling entity. Leaving the responsibility of the constraint determination
to users may lead to selfish behaviors, i.e., a loose constraint for each application. Then it may com-
promise the efficient execution of the concurrent applications. Conversely, a global scheduling entity
will be responsible to adapt the resource constraint on each independent schedule depending on the
global load of the environment. Moreover, the formal definition of a resource constraint can take differ-
ent forms, especially for heterogeneous multi-clusters such as those targeted in [NS07]. For instance, a
resource constraint can be expressed in terms of a number of processors that cannot be exceeded dur-
ing the execution of the schedule. This number of processors can be either a maximal value, e.g., the
schedule never uses more than X processors at the same time, or an average value, e.g., the schedule
cannot allocate more thanX processors per task on average. But on heterogeneous platforms, reasoning
solely in terms of number of processors is not relevant as scheduling a PTG onto 100 processors com-
puting at 1 GFlop/sec is not the same as onto 100 processors computing at 4 GFlop/sec. The resource
constraint can also be expressed in terms of a ratio of the processing power (maximum or average)
that can be used to build the schedule over the globally available processing power. This expression
of a resource constraint is more adapted to heterogeneous platforms and is equivalent to reasoning in
terms of number of processors for homogeneous clusters. Then the allocation procedures proposed
hereafter define β ∈]0; 1] as a fraction of the available resources used by a given application. Formally,
β = (used power)/(total power).
The next issue is to determine how to dispatch this usable processing power between the differ-
ent tasks of the PTG while respecting the constraint. We propose two different strategies, respectively
called Self-Constrained Resource Allocation Procedure (SCRAP) and SCRAP-MAX. The driving princi-
ple of SCRAP is to determine the allocation of each task while ensuring the respect of the global usage
constraint β, starting from an initial allocation of one processor per task. As in the CPA algorithm, one
extra processor is allocated to the task in the critical path that benefits the most of it in each iteration.
This iterative process stops if a violation of the resource constraint is detected. To do so, we estimate
the amount of resources consumed by the allocation of the current iteration by dividing the total work
Wmax associated to this allocation and by the time spent executing the critical path of the PTG. Thus
we define β′ as the ratio of Wmax/Cmax over the total processing power of the platform. This β′ can
be seen as a dynamic expression of the resource constraint β that evolves along with the allocation. If
β′ exceeds β, this mean that a violation of the initial resource constraint occurred. Then, the allocation
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process must be stopped and the last processor addition canceled. If β′ > β with the initial allocation,
SCRAP does not allocate more processors to any task of the PTG. It may also happen that the length of
the critical path cannot be further reduced, i.e., all the tasks that belong to the critical path are allocated
on the whole cluster, before the resource constraint is violated. Then we add a second stop condition,
called saturated critical path. This first allocation procedure is described by Algorithm 8.
Algorithm 8 Self-Constrained Resource Allocation Procedure
1: for all vi ∈ V do
2: pi ← 1
3: end for
4: while β′ < β and ¬ (saturated critical path) do
5: vi ← task ∈ CP |
(
T (vi,pi)
pi
− T (vi,pi+1)pi+1
)
is maximum
6: pi ← pi + 1
7: Update β′
8: end while
The second allocation procedure includes the precedence level of tasks in the respect of the resource
constraint. The idea is to restrain the amount of resources allocated at any precedence level to β. The
rationale behind this variant is that ready tasks candidate to a concurrent placement often belong to the
same precedence level. If all these tasks can be executed concurrently, the allocation has to ensure that
the maximum processing power required at this level is less than β × P × s. This impacts the selection
of the critical task to which allocate one extra processor. To be candidate, a task must show a maximal
benefit of the additional processor as in SCRAP but now the sum of the processing power alloted to
the tasks, including itself, in its precedence level (pl alloc(vi) × s) has also to be less than β × P × s.
Algorithm 9 details this second allocation procedure, called SCRAP-MAX.
Algorithm 9 SCRAP-MAX Allocation Procedure
1: for all vi ∈ V do
2: pi ← 1
3: end for
4: while β′ < β and ¬ (saturated critical path) do
5: vi ← task ∈ CP | (pl alloc(vi)× s) < (β × P × s) and
(
T (vi,pi)
pi
− T (vi,pi+1)
pi+1
)
is maximum
6: pi ← pi + 1
7: Update β′
8: end while
Experiments conducted in [NS07] have shown that the resource constraint is respected in 99% by
both allocation procedures even for stringent values, such as β = 0.2. Moreover, when the constraint is
violated, the extra amount of used processing power is rather small (3% on average and less than 8% at
worst.) Then, we developed this approach based on imposing constraints to determine the allocation of
each PTG in [NS09]. Indeed, SCRAP and SCRAP-MAX are allocation procedures, and thus only address
issues in the first phase of two-step algorithms. However, some challenges and possible optimizations
exist in the second step too, in which the allocated PTGs are actually mapped on resources. Simple
list scheduling heuristics are generally used in this second step. Most of them order the list of tasks
by decreasing bottom level values. In the case of a single PTG, this order guarantees the respect of the
precedence relations and favors the task that is the farthest from the end of the application when several
tasks are simultaneously ready.
When scheduling multiple PTGs, the ordering of tasks becomes more complex. The different ap-
plications can be aggregated into a single PTG as discussed in [157]. However, such a global ordering
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of tasks coming from different applications may have a strong impact on the fairness of the produced
schedule. Indeed, the entry tasks of a small PTG will have small bottom level values and be close to
the end of the ordered scheduling list. Then, this PTG will experience a high delay as its entry tasks
are ready as soon as it is submitted. Several strategies can prevent such a postponing issue. A classical
approach, used by batch schedulers, is to use conservative backfilling strategies [69] that try to fit some
waiting tasks into schedule holes to improve resource usage without delaying already mapped tasks.
Ready task lists
Task list
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6
Figure 1.19: Impact of an ordering limited to the list of ready tasks (bottom right) on the schedule length
with regard to a global ordering (top right).
In [NS09], we proposed a simple mapping procedure that prevents the postponing issue mentioned
in [157]. This approach orders tasks according to their bottom level, but only those that are ready, i.e.,
whose predecessors have finished their executions. Let consider two PTGs, as shown in the left part of
Figure 1.19, with one that can complete during the execution of the first task of the other PTG. Let also
assume that each PTG is allowed to use a half of the available power, i.e., one processor each in that
simple example, and that there is no backfilling available. The top right part of Figure 1.19 shows the
schedule resulting from a global ordering while the bottom right part presents the schedule obtained
by ordering only the ready tasks. We can see that with the global ordering some tasks of the smallest
PTG are postponed. The resulting schedule is thus unfair, as the smallest application has to wait and
also inefficient as it contains idle times. Conversely with the ordering of the ready tasks only, there is
no postponing leading to a fairer and more efficient schedule.
The advantage outlined by this simple example is not enough to ensure that postponing will not
occur. As the mapping decisions for the first task of the smallest PTG will be taken once all the entry
tasks of the other PTGs have been mapped, it could happen that not enough resources are still available
thus leading to postponing. Yet, thanks to the respect of the resource constraints, this small PTG should
have its share of the resources available when its entry task(s) will be considered for mapping.
Finally, the procedure will select the first task of the list and determine the processor set that achieves
the earliest finish time. It may happen that a task is delayed because its allocation is (perhaps only
slightly) larger than the number of processors available when the task is actually ready for execution.
Then, we include an allocation packing mechanism similar to that of the HCPA algorithm. If a task has
to be delayed because all the processors it needs are not available, we reduce its allocation if and only
if the task can start earlier and finish no later than on its original allocation.
With the implementation of this mapping procedure, we now have a fully functional algorithm
that allows us to investigate different strategies to determine the resource constraint assigned to each
concurrent PTG. This was not addressed by the SCRAP and SCRAP-MAX procedures that assumed the
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constraints were provided by the user. It defines a family of heuristics whose names are prefixed by
CRA , standing for Constrained Resource Allocation (CRA).
A first strategy consists in allowing each PTG to use all the available resources. In other words, each
application has a selfish behavior and all compete for resources. The β constraint is then fixed to 1 for
each application. The rationale is to have an indication on the fairness of schedules built by two-step
heuristics designed for the scheduling of a single PTG. We denote this first strategy by SELFISH.
By opposition the second strategy relies on a simple assumption. The fairest repartition of the re-
sources, which does not imply the fairest schedule, is to allow each PTG to use an equal share of re-
sources to build its own schedule. For instance if ten PTGs have to be scheduled simultaneously, each
of them will be associated to a resource constraint β = 0.1 and will be thus allowed to use only one
tenth of the processing power of the platform. More generally ifA is the set of applications to schedule,
each PTG ∈ Awill have to respect a resource constraint β = 1/|A|. We call this strategy CRA NDAGS.
The previous strategy aims at increasing the fairness, but may lead to longer schedules. Indeed some
PTGs may not fully exploit the allocated resources while some others are limited by a too constrained
allocation. A solution would be to unbalance the resource sharing so that each PTG is constrained
proportionally to its contribution relative to a particular metric inherent to the structure of a PTG. A first
characteristic could be the length of the critical path. If a PTG has a long critical path, more resources
would help to reduce its execution time. Conversely, a PTG with a short critical path may not complete
really earlier with more resources. A second characteristic could be the maximal width of each PTG, i.e.,
the size of the precedence level comprising the most tasks. A large PTG, or at least with one large level,
can exploit more task parallelism than a chain-like PTG. Moreover, constraining the allocation of a large
PTG may create a bottleneck and cause the postponing of some tasks. Allocations for a large level may
also have to be reduced to favor the concurrent execution of other PTGs. Finally, a last option would
be to consider the respective amount of work of each application. If one PTG has only a little amount
of work to do, less resources than allowed may be needed. These unused resources could benefit to
other PTGs with more work that require more than their share. These three considered characteristics
respectively define the CRA CP, CRA WIDTH, and CRA WORK heuristics.
Regardless of the chosen characteristic, i.e., length of the critical path, width, or amount of work,
unwanted situations with a negative impact on fairness may occur. For instance, if the relative contri-
bution of a PTG is very small, it will be forced to build its schedule on a few resources only. Then its
makespan will be much longer than what it would have achieved on a dedicated platform. To ensure
that each PTG can use a reasonable share of resources, we mitigate this proportional sharing of resources
by including the number of concurrent PTGs in the computation of the constraint. While in [NS09], a
tunable parameter taking its value in [0; 1] was used, experiments have shown that a perfect balance
between the two components of the equation led to better results. The resource constraint of the ith
PTG is then given by
βi =
1
2N
+
1
2
∑N
j=1 γj
, (1.24)
where γi represents the relative contribution of the ith PTG with regard to the complete set of N
applications. This formula ensures that each PTG can use enough resources to achieve a good makespan
while preventing the wasting of resources by PTGs having a small contribution.
In [CDS10] and [CDS10], besides two original heuristics, we proposed, with F. Desprez and
H. Casanova, optimized versions of the heuristics I just detailed. The first optimization was to imple-
ment a backfilling post-processing phase similar to that used in [150] and inspired by the “conservative
backfilling” technique used by batch schedulers [115]. Tasks are considered in the order in which they
were scheduled and each task is started as early as possible as long as no other task is delayed. We
reuse this technique as a way to compact schedules at the last step of all the algorithms and simply call
it “backfilling.” We have found it to be beneficial for all our performance metrics for all algorithms.
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Then, we have identified a clear weakness of SELFISH, that does not differentiate between “short”
and “long” PTGs. Since it schedules all tasks of all PTG together, by decreasing bottom-level values, the
completion of a short PTG could be postponed, leading to a high stretch. Recall that C∗maxi represents
the makespan achieved by the ith PTG on a dedicated cluster. We also denote by bli(vj) the bottom
level of task vj belonging to the ith PTG. We propose two simple enhancements to SELFISH to ensure
that tasks belonging to PTGs with short execution times are given higher priority. SELFISH ORDER is
similar to SELFISH, but instead of sorting tasks by blij values it sorts them by increasing C
∗
maxi values,
and then by decreasing order of blij values. This simply amounts to schedule short PTGs before long
PTGs. SELFISH WEIGHT instead sorts the tasks by decreasing blij/(C
∗
maxi)
2. This heuristic attempts to
weigh the bottom level of a task by the makespan of its PTG so as to give priority to tasks belonging to
short PTGs. The use of the power 2 does not have a theoretical justification, but in our experiments led
to much improved results. In all these algorithms all ties are broken randomly.
Figure 1.20 illustrates the impact of these modifications of the way tasks are ordered on the pro-
duced schedule for a simple example. Let consider three PTGs with different execution times. Fig-
ures 1.20(a), 1.20(b) and 1.20(c) respectively show the schedule obtained for each PTG on a dedicated
cluster of 20 processors and drawn with Jedule [HHS10]. The first PTG (in blue) completes in 73.2 sec-
onds and use 12 processors at most. The second PTG (in green) uses also 12 processors to finish after
40.5 seconds. Finally, the third PTG (in red) needs 16 processors to be executed in 148.4 seconds.
(a) First PTG alone (b) Second PTG alone (c) Third PTG alone
(d) SELFISH (e) SELFISH WEIGHT (f) SELFISH ORDER
Figure 1.20: Illustration of the impact of task ordering in the mapping step of the SELFISH heuristic on
the resulting schedule.
Figure 1.20(d) shows the schedule obtained when scheduling these three PTGs concurrently with
SELFISH. The achieved makespan is 181.5 seconds and all the processors in the cluster are used.
The highlighted problem here is that the longest PTG (in red) completes exactly as if it were alone
on the cluster while the shortest PTG (in green) is the most delayed. This schedule is then particu-
larly unfair, even though the overall makespan is good. The SELFISH WEIGHT (Figure 1.20(e)) and
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SELFISH ORDER (Figure 1.20(f)) variants that act on the ordering of the scheduling list solve this fair-
ness issue by allowing the tasks of the shortest PTG to be scheduled first. The direct consequence is that
the longest PTG is now the most delayed. Its completion time respectively becomes 200.3 seconds and
198.5 seconds. While the overall makespan is increased by around 20 seconds, the impact on fairness is
much lower. Indeed, the measured stretch for the red PTG is close to 1.34 with both variants and is the
maximum stretch. With the original SELFISH strategy, the maximum stretch, achieved for the green
PTG, was more than three times larger, around 4.5. We also see that the PTG of intermediate length (in
blue) benefits of these variants too and completes earlier. These two variants of the prioritization of
tasks in the mapping step have also been applied to the CRA * heuristics.
The main contribution in [CDS10] was to propose another family of algorithms that derive from a
work by Dutot et al. [64] that addresses a more general problem than ours. They proposed algorithms
for scheduling moldable independent jobs on a homogeneous cluster. PTGs are just one kind of mold-
able jobs. Indeed, since the tasks in a PTG are themselves moldable, a PTG can be executed on any
number of processors. As a result, the algorithms in [64] produce coarse-grain schedules that cannot
take advantage of the fine-grain structure of PTGs and lead to schedule fragmentation.
We proposed algorithms based on the ideas in Dutot et al., but that schedule multiple PTGs and
focus on optimizing makespan and fairness. We called this family of algorithms Coarse-grain Allocation
Fine-grain Mapping (CAFM), since allocations are computed assuming generic moldable jobs, but task
mapping is done with respect to individual PTG tasks.
Let describe the contribution made in [64] first. All their algorithms rely on the 3/2 +  approxi-
mation algorithm in [65]. This algorithm computes an approximation of the optimal makespan, Cmax,
computes an allocation for each moldable job, and produces a schedule. This schedule is structured as
two phases, or “shelves”, with jobs scheduled in either one of the two shelves (larger jobs in the first
longer shelf, and smaller jobs in the second shorter shelf). The first algorithm in [64] simply uses the
two-shelf schedule produced by the approximation algorithm. Two other algorithms were proposed
that use only the allocations produced by the approximation algorithm and use two well-known list
scheduling algorithms to schedule the jobs with these allocations. The first is Longest Processing Time
First (LPTF), which gives priority to the job that has the longest processing time. The second is Small-
est Area First (SAF), which gives priority to the job that has the smallest product of the number of
processors allocated to it by its execution time.
The last algorithm proposed by Dutot et al. uses only the approximation of Cmax computed by the
approximation algorithm. It then partitions the time from 0 to Cmax inK phases, or “shelves,” whereK
depends on Cmax and the smallest possible execution time over all jobs. By contrast with the schedule
produced by the approximation algorithm, there can be more than two shelves, and shelves increase
in duration throughout the schedule. The goal is then to determine which jobs are scheduled within
each shelf. This is done by solving a knapsack problem, via dynamic programming, for each shelf,
from the smallest to the largest shelf. The goal is to maximize the “weights” of the jobs packed into
each shelf, where the weights are those used for computing the weighted average completion time,
which is one of the two criteria to optimize. The resulting schedule is then compacted via a number
of optimizations (e.g., shuffle the order of shelves randomly, use a list scheduling heuristic to schedule
jobs while respecting a given shelf order).
The algorithms we designed in the CAFM family all start by computing the execution time of each
PTG assuming that p processors are available, with p varying from 1 to P . This is done using the
allocation procedure from the biCPA algorithm [DS10], given by Algorithm 4, to schedule the PTG on
the given number of processors. In this way we obtain a specification of each PTG as a moldable job.
We can then use the approximation algorithm in [65] to compute an approximation of Cmax, and an
allocation for each job. Note that, unlike in [64], we do not attempt to reuse the two-shelf schedule
produced by this algorithm for two reasons. First, the second shelf contains mostly smaller jobs, which
is detrimental to fairness. Second, even if the two shelves were to be swapped, we propose below a
K-shelf algorithm that subsumes the two-shelf approach.
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Once allocations have been computed for each job, like in [64], we can use standard list scheduling
techniques to schedule the jobs. Each job is then assigned a rectangular “box” in the schedule, that
spans a number of processors and a number of time units. Within this box we can then schedule the
individual tasks of the job, which is really a PTG. Once this is done for all PTGs, we obtain a schedule
for all tasks of all PTGs. This schedule is likely very fragmented, and we compact it using a backfilling
step. For list scheduling we use the SAF and LPTF approaches as in [64]. However, we note that LPTF,
unlike SAF, is likely detrimental to fairness since it gives priority to longer jobs and risks postponing the
execution of shorter jobs. For this reason we also use a Shortest Processing Time First (SPTF) approach.
We obtain three algorithms: CAFM LPTF, CAFM SPTF, and CAFM SAF.
TheK-shelf idea in [64] is attractive from the perspective of fairness, as smaller jobs can be placed in
smaller, earlier shelves. We reuse the algorithm from [64] to compute a K-shelf schedule for moldable
jobs. One difference is that the packing of jobs into shelves solves a knapsack problem in which the
weights of all the jobs are equal to 1, as opposed to an arbitrary weight. This is because our objective is
to maximize an unweighted notion of fairness, rather than maximizing weighted average completion
time. Note that, unlike in [64], we do not shuffle shelf order as shelves of non-decreasing durations pro-
mote fairness. Once aK-shelf schedule has been produced, as for the three CAFM algorithms described
earlier, we schedule the tasks of each PTG within its box, and use backfilling to compact the schedule.
We name this algorithm CAFM K SHELVES.
Finally, we propose an algorithm that combines the ideas from algorithms in the CRA family and
those by Dutot et al.. Recall that the CRA algorithms simply attempt to constrain the number of proces-
sors used for each PTG. While these algorithms use a number of heuristics to compute those constraints,
it is possible to base them on the allocations computed by the approximation algorithm in [65]. These al-
locations are known to provide a strong guarantee on the overall makespan, and may therefore provide
a good basis for producing a desirable overall schedule. Using the same procedure as for the other algo-
rithms in this section we execute the approximation algorithm and obtain a resource constraint for each
PTG. Using this constraint, we can now compute an allocation for each task of each PTG. We can then
schedule all tasks together, using the standard list scheduling approach of prioritizing tasks by decreas-
ing bottom-levels. Like for the other CAFM algorithms, we compact the schedule using backfilling. We
name this algorithm CAFM CRA. We also implemented a CAFM CRA WEIGHT variant of CAFM CRA while
a CAFM CRA ORDER variant was found to be always outperformed.
Based on our experiments, three out of all the studied algorithms have emerged. We have found
that CAFM K SHELVES is the best algorithm considering its performance in terms of overall makespan,
scaled sum completion time and maximum stretch. Another algorithm that achieves performance close
to that of CAFM K SHELVES is CRA WORK WEIGHT. This algorithm uses a much simpler allocation and
mapping procedure. It may therefore be a good choice for large problem instances, for which the time
needed by CAFM K SHELVES to compute the schedule may be prohibitively large. CRA WORK WEIGHT
would also be a good choice for practitioners that prefer a less involved implementation of the schedul-
ing algorithm. Finally, the even simpler SELFISH ORDER outperforms both these algorithms in terms
of maximum stretch and scaled sum completion time, but performs poorly in terms of makespan. If
makespan is not a metric under consideration, then SELFISH ORDER is the algorithm of choice.
In [CDS10], we investigated whether better schedules can be obtained by relaxing the resource con-
straint applied to each PTG. Our rationale was that, to increase fairness, it should be beneficial to al-
locate more processors to short PTGs so that they can complete earlier. These processors can then be
later redistributed among other PTGs The allocation of each PTG is thus malleable, i.e., decomposed in
several periods with a potentially different number of allocated processors in each period. Based on this
idea, we proposed a novel algorithm, called Malleable Allocations with Guaranteed Stretch (MAGS),
that determines such periods and computes allocations within them these periods. The periods and
allocations are based on a relaxation of a perfectly fair schedule assuming that PTGs are ideal malleable
jobs. This relaxation comes with a guarantee relative to both performance and fairness.
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As stated earlier, CAFM K SHELVES and CRA WORK WEIGHT were the best algorithms in [CDS10].
They both schedule each PTG within a rigid rectangular “box.” On the contrary, the MAGS algorithm
reasons on malleable allocations and structures the execution of the batch of PTGs as a sequence of time
periods. We detail the steps of this algorithm hereafter, starting with the determination of the periods.
To structure the schedule in periods we use a perfectly fair schedule as a starting point. In a perfectly
fair schedule all PTGs experience the same stretch, S, and the best perfectly fair schedule is the one that
leads to the smallest value for S. We first compute a lower bound on S, called S∗. This lower bound is
computed under the (unrealistic) assumption that each PTG is an ideal malleable job, i.e., composed of
an infinite number of independent, infinitesimal tasks. It is therefore possible to allocate any number of
processors to each job at any instant in time.
Recall from Section 1.2.3 that C∗maxi denotes the makespan of PTG i when scheduled on the dedi-
cated cluster. Let us assume, without loss of generality, that C∗maxi ≤ C∗maxi+1 for i = 1, . . . , N − 1. In a
perfectly fair schedule that achieves a stretch S, job i completes exactly at time S × C∗maxi . We can now
write simple constraints on the total work, i.e., execution time multiplied by number of allocated pro-
cessors, of each job. For each i, all job j for 1 ≤ j ≤ i must be completed by time S × C∗maxi . Otherwise
a PTG would have a stretch higher than S. Therefore, the sum of the works of each job j, for 1 ≤ j ≤ i,
must be lower than or equal to P × S × C∗maxi . More formally:
∀i = 1, . . . , n
i∑
j=1
p× C∗maxj ≤ p× S × C∗maxi , (1.25)
and we obtain the lower bound on the stretch as:
S∗ = max
i=1,...,n
1
C∗maxi
i∑
j=1
C∗maxj . (1.26)
We wish to structure the schedule as a sequence of time periods. Within each period a job is allocated
a number of processors. One possibility would be to have the period boundaries coincide with the job
finish times. This would lead toN periods, with the boundaries at times S∗×C∗maxi , i = 1, . . . , N . There
could therefore be many periods (up toN ), and, more importantly, some of these periods could be short
when two jobs have similar C∗maxi values. Short periods are not a problem under the assumption that
jobs are ideally malleable. However, in our schedule, each task of a PTG must be scheduled entirely
within a period. We impose this constraint because, as we will see, it makes task allocation and task
scheduling tractable. Unfortunately, this constraint also means that, in general, a short period may not
be usable: all ready tasks of a PTG may simply have execution times larger than the period duration
even for large allocations. Consequently, we propose a relaxation of the perfectly fair schedule so that
we can reduce the number of periods and avoid short periods. This relaxation, described hereafter,
comes with the guarantee that the maximum stretch over all PTGs is not more than a fixed factor away
from the bound S∗.
We structure the schedule as M time periods. Period i = 1, . . . ,M lasts from time ti−1 until time
ti, with t0 = 0. ti, i = 1, . . . ,M , and M are to be determined. We denote by ij the index of the period
during which job j completes in the perfectly fair schedule. More formally, tij−1 ≤ S∗ × C∗maxj < tij .
We set t1 = S∗ × Cmax1 so that only job 1 may complete during the first period. We use geometrically
increasing periods, relaxing the perfectly fair schedule so that each job j > 1 completes at time tij rather
than at time S∗ × C∗maxj . Periods are defined geometrically by ti+1 = ti × (1 + λ) for i = 2, . . . ,M and
some λ > 0. Therefore, ti = S∗ ×Cmax1 × (1 + λ)i−1 for i = 1, . . . , N . Let use write the completion time
of job j > 1 in the perfectly fair schedule as tij−1 + ε, for ε ≥ 0. The stretch of job j > 1 in the relaxed
schedule, Sj , is computed as:
Sj =
tij
C∗maxj
=
tij−1(1 + λ)
C∗maxj
=
tij−1(1 + λ)
1
S∗ (tij−1 + ε)
= (1 + λ)S∗
tij−1
tij−1 + ε
≤ (1 + λ)S∗ (1.27)
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We have therefore obtained a set of periods so that each job completes at the end of a period, with the
guarantee that no job experiences a stretch higher than S∗(1 + λ).
Our algorithm uses λ = 1, meaning that the duration of period i+ 1 is twice the duration of period
i, and the maximum stretch is 2 × S∗. Note that our initial goal was to avoid short periods. We allow
the specification of a bound on the smallest period, pi, so that we do not generate any period of duration
shorter than pi. If pi > S∗C∗max1 , then we merge the first two periods into one of duration S
∗C∗max1(1+λ),
leading to λ = max(1, pi/(S∗C∗max1) − 1). If instead pi ≤ S∗C∗max1 , then the smallest period may be the
second one, which is of length S∗C∗max1λ. We obtain λ = max(1, pi/(S
∗C∗max1)). In summary, given the
C∗maxi values and a specification of the smallest allowable period pi, we can generate a set of periods for
which, under the perfectly malleable parallel job assumption, the stretch of a job is guaranteed not to
be more than a factor two away from S∗.
Once the periods are determined, our algorithm computes allocations within each period in the
following way. At each period, available processors are allocated in a round-robin fashion to all jobs that
must complete during the period. Jobs are then considered in order of increasing completion time. The
algorithm allocates processors to each job greedily considering periods in order, until enough processors
have been allocated to the job. Enough processors have been allocated once the sum of the works of the
job at all periods (i.e., the number of allocated processors during a period multiplied by that period’s
duration) is equal to the job’s total work.
Figure 1.21 illustrates this allocation scheme on an example. Six PTGs have to be scheduled concur-
rently on a cluster that comprises 47 processors. The values of C∗maxi are respectively 45, 76, 93, 102, 221
and 232 seconds. According to Equation 1.25, S∗ is equal to (45 + 76 + 93 + 102 + 221 + 232)/232 = 3.31.
This means that, in a perfectly fair schedule, the stretch of a job is at least 3.31.
Time
760380190
S∗ = 3.31
C∗max1 = 45 sec.
C∗max4 = 102 sec. C
∗
max5
= 221 sec.
C∗max2 = 76 sec. C
∗
max3
= 93 sec.
C∗max6 = 232 sec.
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P40
Figure 1.21: Example of period and malleable allocations for the concurrent scheduling of 6 PTGs on a
cluster of 47 processors.
Our algorithm generates periods ([0; 190], [190; 380], and [380; 770]). The smallest PTG (C∗maxi = 45)
is the only one to finish in the first period. Note that the two largest PTGs use no processors in the
second period to let PTG 2, 3, and 4 complete earlier. Assuming perfectly malleable jobs, the respective
stretches of the PTG in the relaxed schedule are at worse 4.2, 5.0, 4.08, 3.43, 3.48 and 3.31. Expectedly,
these values are greater than S∗ and lower that 2× S∗.
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Given these allocations, we must now schedule the tasks of the PTGs. The main objective is that PTG
i completes no later than S∗×C∗maxi . To achieve it, we consider the periods in reverse order and schedule
the tasks of each PTG in a bottom-up fashion, i.e., starting from the exit tasks and moving towards the
entry task. Then the exit task of each PTG finishes exactly at the end of the last period at which the PTG’s
allocation is non-zero. Implementing this scheme requires a “reversed” copy of each PTG, obtained by
changing the direction of each edge ei,j in E . Successors of a task become predecessors and conversely.
For each period, each PTG is allowed to use a certain number of processors. We compute allocations
using the allocation procedure of the biCPA algorithm. We then select the task with the highest bottom
level in the reversed PTG and map it on the set of processors that minimizes its finish time.
Depending on the periods and the PTGs, it may not be possible to schedule all tasks. Indeed, the
allocations are computed assuming that the jobs are ideally malleable. But in practice, PTG tasks are not
infinitesimal. Therefore, some tasks may not be able to complete before the end of a period and may be
postponed to the subsequent period. Tasks may then remain unscheduled after the procedure finishes,
meaning that the schedule is not feasible. If this situation arises, we introduce slack in the schedule,
meaning that the guarantee on the maximum stretch is no longer 2 × S∗ but instead slack × 2 × S∗,
where slack ≥ 1. If slack > 1, then the schedule is still perfectly fair, but PTGs experience lower
performance than when slack = 1. In such a schedule periods are longer and possibly more numerous.
For a slack value large enough, one is guaranteed to be able to compute a feasible schedule.
Our algorithm searches for the smallest slack value that leads to a feasible schedule. It starts with
slack = 1 and doubles it until a feasible schedule is found. A binary search is then used between this
slack value and 1 to find the smallest slack value that leads to a feasible schedule. Once such a schedule
has been found, it is compacted using backfilling. Algorithms 10 and 11 summarize these steps.
Algorithm 10 The MAGS algorithm
1: for all PTG i do
2: Compute C∗maxi
3: Make a reversed copy of PTG i
4: end for
5: Sort the PTGs by increasing values of C∗maxi
6: slack = 1
7: while schedule(PTGs, slack) != ok do
8: slack = slack × 2
9: end while
10: maxslack = slack
11: Binary search for the smallest slack between 1 and maxslack for which schedule() returns ok
12: Apply backfilling
Algorithm 11 schedule(PTGs, slack)
1: Determine periods and malleable allocations
2: for all period do
3: for all reversed PTG i do
4: for all unscheduled task v of PTG i do
5: Determine t’s allocation using and schedule t if it fits in the current period
6: end for
7: end for
8: end for
9: return (no task remains unscheduled)
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Our experiments showed that MAGS achieves better results for these three considered met-
rics than SELFISH ORDER. More importantly, MAGS achieves performance on par with that of
CAFM K SHELVES and CRA WORK WEIGHT, but leads to a significant improvements on fairness. Finally,
MAGS produces schedules in a reasonable amount of time, which renders it usable in practice.
In this section, I have detailed the different heuristics designed to schedule a batch of PTGs on a
single compute cluster. Unlike in the previous section on single PTG scheduling, a single branch of
the taxonomy in Figure 1.4, and hence a single scheduling problem, was studied. Moreover, all the
proposed heuristics derive from the same common idea of splitting the available resources among the
PTGs to prevent competition. This part of my work was then to follow a lead and propose improve-
ments step by step. It ended up with the proposition of the MAGS algorithm [CDS10] that leads to the
best compromise between the studied metrics while remaining usable in practice.
1.6 Conclusion and Outlook
The easiest way to wrap up this chapter on Parallel Task Graph scheduling and summarize my contribu-
tions to this topic is to come back to the taxonomy proposed at the beginning of this chapter. Figure 1.22
shows the same classification as Figure 1.4 but also lists the different algorithms I proposed where they
do belong. We see on that figure that the single PTG branch is almost totally covered, except for two
cases. The Single Cluster – Single Criterion – One step case has been addressed by the work in [150]
and [151]. Results in [DS10] showed that the biCPA algorithm outperforms iCASLB both for perfor-
mance and scheduling time. Then, no algorithm was proposed for the Multiple Clusters – Multiple
criteria scheduling problem. However, it would be easy to rely on the concept of virtual homogeneous
cluster proposed in [NS06] to extend the biCPA algorithm to this context.
Figure 1.22: A taxonomy of Parallel Task Graph scheduling problems with the proposed heuristics.
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As mentioned in the conclusion of the previous section, my recent work on the scheduling of mul-
tiple PTGs has been focused on the Single Cluster – Off-line case, even though the SCRAP and CRAM
algorithms have been originally designed with multiple clusters in mind. Studying the on-line schedul-
ing of multiple PTGs is a very challenging and interesting problem. Faced with the features that some
JRMS such as OAR [34] offer, e.g., inter-dependent jobs or container jobs, we can see the opportunity
to propose innovative solutions for the scheduling of large applicative workflows on large distributed
computing infrastructures using PTGs.
Another research direction comes from some kind of frustration that is twofold. It was actually very
hard, or nearly impossible, to find existing applications onto which apply the algorithms I have de-
signed. Indeed, applications are usually represented either by a (very) complex DAG whose nodes are
purely sequential computations, or by a very simple PTG that comprises moldable jobs. In the former
category we can cite the task graphs that represent high level linear algebra operations and are exploited
in the Directed Acyclic Graph Unified Environment (DAGue) project [25]. The objective of this project is
to decompose a complex parallel application into an orchestration of more simple computations that fit
well on a single core. This aim is then quite contradictory to the use of moldable tasks. In the latter cat-
egory we found some image processing applications that have a very simple fork-join structure. Each
child of the fork corresponds to a chain of filters applied to a part of the initial image. As parallel im-
plementations of image filters exists, we can consider such applications as PTGs, but applying complex
scheduling algorithms on such simple graphs would be overkill. Finding an application that is a PTG
and would truly benefit of the use of a scheduling algorithm looks like the quest for the Holy Grail [42].
This lack of validation of the algorithms on real applications running in production is the origin of the
second source of frustration. Because of it, the articles describing the algorithms were always in a sort
of in-between situation when it came to the peer-review evaluation. For theoreticians, our algorithms
were too pragmatic and lack of NP-completeness or worst-case complexity analysis. For application or
middleware developers, our algorithms were too theoretic and lack of a “true” in-situ experiment with
a “true” application to be fully validated. The consequence was that critics arose from both sides, often
disregarding the merits of the approach.
Two ongoing works are good candidates to (eventually) apply all the algorithms detailed in this
chapter in a production context. The first one is the subject of the Ph.D. of S. Gault that I am co-
advising. It concerns the study and implementation of advanced scheduling for MapReduce appli-
cations. MapReduce [52] is a parallel programming paradigm specifically designed to analyze massive
amounts of data. A MapReduce application is usually composed of two basic user-provided functions
applied in two steps. First the data is divided into chunks that are passed as input of the Map func-
tion. One instance of this function is created for each chunk. All the maps are scheduled across the
available resources. It generates intermediate data, i.e., key/value pairs that are (potentially shuffled
and) distributed to several instances of the Reduce function. Figure 1.23 shows the typical workflow
representation of a MapReduce application.
Data
Map
Reduce
Figure 1.23: Typical workflow a MapReduce application.
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Even though this workflow is not as complex as those of linear algebra operations, it is not as simple
as image processing workflows either. Moreover, what makes MapReduce applications a good can-
didate for PTG scheduling is that the Map (and/or Reduce) function can be complex enough to be a
moldable task. Another option is to constitute groups of sequential Maps (and/or Reduces) to form
a parallel task. This approach is interesting as computing and data location are tightly linked in such
applications. Then, applying advanced scheduling techniques makes sense. Finally, compute clusters
dedicated to data analysis are often shared by multiple MapReduce users. All the work on multi-PTG
scheduling could then be applied. Some preliminary work has been published in [ABB+12, ACB+13]
as part of the MapReduce project1 funded by the Agence Nationale de la Recherche (ANR).
The second ongoing work that aims towards real applications considers scientific workflows that
have a non-deterministic structure. Among such applications, we can cite the problem of gene identi-
fication by promoter analysis [5], or the Grid ENabled Integrated Earth (GENIE) project that aims at
simulating the long term evolution of the Earth’s climate [112]. In this context, the classical PTG model
is augmented with special semantics [149] that allow for exclusive diverging control flows, e.g., condi-
tional structures, or repetitive flows, e.g., cycles. Adding this additional degree of freedom enlarges the
scope of target applications but also increases the complexity of the scheduling process.
In [CDMS12], with E. Caron, F. Desprez and A. Muresan, we made a first step towards the schedul-
ing of such non-deterministic PTGs by focusing on the allocation step. We added the following control
nodes to the existing PTG model. A OR-split node has a single predecessor and any number of suc-
cessors, that represent mutually-exclusive branches of the workflow. When the workflow execution
reaches an OR-split node, it continues through only one of the successors. The decision of which suc-
cessor to run is taken at runtime. Then in the scheduling phase, all the sub-workflows deriving from an
OR-split node have to be considered as equally potential execution paths. Conversely an OR-join node
has any number of predecessors and a single successor. If any of the parent sub-workflows reaches this
node, the execution continues with the successor. A Cycle construct is an edge joining an OR-split node
and one OR-join ancestor. Figure 1.24 gives a graphical view of these control nodes and constructs.
(a) OR-split (b) OR-join (c) Cycle
Figure 1.24: Non-deterministic workflow control nodes and constructs.
Figure 1.24(c) is a simple representation of the Cycle construct. p2,3 and p4,2 are not edges of the
workflow, but paths leading from v2 to v3 and from v4 to v2 respectifely. These paths are a weak con-
straint that ensure the creation of a cycle in the graph, in combination with the OR-join and OR-split
nodes v2 and v4. However, a Cycle can contain any number of OR-split or OR-join nodes and even an
unbound number of edges leading to other parts of the workflow.
1http://mapreduce.inria.fr
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In [CDMS12], we target Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud platform on which using compute
resources has a cost. Executing an application is then constrained by a budget that has to be respected by
the chosen allocation. The algorithm is thus divided in three steps. First, we split the non-deterministic
workflow into a set of deterministic PTGs. It allows us to fall back to a well studied scheduling problem
and to reuse existing algorithms. In a second step, we divide the overall budget among the resulting
PTGs. Finally we determine an allocation, under a specific budget constraint, for each PTG.
Transforming a non-deterministic workflow into a set of PTGs amounts to extract all the sequences
of nodes free of any non-deterministic construct. The OR-split nodes define the boundaries. An OR-
split node leads to n + 1 sequences, one ending with its predecessor and n starting with each of its
successors. The OR-join nodes do not actually lead to the creation of new sequences since they do they
do not lead to non-deterministic transitions. They just preserve the number of sequences coming from
their inwards transitions. These principles are illustrated in Figure 1.25.
(a) OR-split and OR-join (b) Cycle construct
Figure 1.25: Extracting sub-workflows from OR-splits, OR-joins and Cycles.
Extracting PTGs from a Cycle construct is simple if we consider that a Cycle is actually composed
of one or more OR-split nodes and a feedback loop. Then we fall back to the rules of splitting OR-split
nodes, as shown in Figure 1.25(b). Here we extract three PTGs containing two instances of task v3. One
is a result of executing task v1 and the other derives from following the cycle branch. Task v5 is the
predecessor of this second instance.
Once the allowed budget has been distributed among PTGs, we apply to each of them modified
versions of the allocation procedures of the CPA [125] and biCPA [DS10] algorithms. The modifications
mainly concern the definition of the average area (see Equation 1.8) to take the specifics of an IaaS cloud
into account. The procedure based on CPA determines a single allocation for the whole PTG while the
second procedure acts as that of biCPA, i.e., determines candidate allocations under tighter constraints
in an iterative way. The makespan and cost of each of these candidate allocations are then estimated and
the algorithm selects the one that achieves the best makespan while respecting the budget constraint.
More details on these procedure are given in [CDMS12]. We found that the second procedure is more
suited to small applications or small budgets, while the first one has to be preferred for large appli-
cations or large budgets. However, more work is still needed before obtaining of a complete schedul-
ing algorithm that could be integrated into a cloud management stack. Indeed, the non-deterministic
transitions are solved at runtime. Then the offline decisions taken at scheduling time may have to be
reconsidered. This important part of my research work may not be totally closed after all . . .
Chapter2
Simulation of Distributed Systems & Applications
2.1 Introduction
During my PhD, my work on parallel task graph scheduling was centered around a specific application,
the Strassen matrix multiplication algorithm. Then it was possible to assess the relative performance
of a given scheduling strategy through in situ experiments, i.e., running the real application on a real
platform. During my post-doctorate at the University of California, San Diego, I aimed at extending
the scope of my scheduling studies. Considering more applications and more target computing infras-
tructures made it more difficult to perform time and resource consuming experiments. Consequently, I
decided to resort to simulation to evaluate the proposed scheduling heuristics. Simulations may not be
as realistic as in situ experiments but come with attractive features such as the reproducibility of results,
an objective basis for application comparison, and the capacity to explore a broad range of experimental
scenarios in a reasonable amount of time. This decision was eased by the fact that my adviser, Henri
Casanova, was the founder of the SIMGRID project. To be clear from the outset, SIMGRID is not a simu-
lator. It provides all the required fundamental abstractions to design simulators of parallel applications
in distributed environments. Moreover the first version of SIMGRID was specifically designed for the
evaluation of scheduling algorithms. Then it seemed natural to rely on this existing framework to build
my own simulators. However, the common practice in Computer Science is alas to develop a complete
ad-hoc simulator, i.e., from specific user code to models of resources, for each new study. Most of the
times the underlying details of such simulators are not even detailed in publications. This is contradic-
tory with what is commonly done in other experimental sciences. For instance, every article in biology
or physics starts with a thorough description of the materials and methods used in the article. Such
a description makes references to previously published works from which techniques or inspirations
were borrowed. This ensures a certain pledge of quality of the contents of the article. It also allows the
reader to be able to reproduce the conducted experiments to confirm, infirm, or extend the presented
results. In other words, giving as many details as possible on a simulator is mandatory to ensure the
reproducibility of simulation results obtained with it.
Changing the common practices in the field is a long term objective. While I do not pretend to
achieve this alone, I tried to do my own share of the process over the last decade. It started by basing my
simulation studies on an existing tool rather than developing yet another undocumented-unvalidated-
undistributed simulator from scratch. Later, I happened to contribute to this framework at different
levels. These contributions will be described in the remaining of this chapter, but it is important to
describe what is meant by the term “simulation” first.
Figure 2.1 describes the different components of a simulation environment and their interactions.
First, a simulator comprises an application to test, e.g., a scheduling algorithm, and a simulation kernel.
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Figure 2.1: Components of a classical simulation environment.
The application is generally very specific to a given simulation study. This is a variable part of a simu-
lator whose rewriting is acceptable. The simulation kernel, however, is the core of a simulation toolkit
such as GridSim [29], OptorSim [19], or SIMGRID [39]. For some of them, a lot of efforts has been put to
assess the validity of the models underlying the simulation kernel. Except from very simplistic studies,
it would be foolish or arrogant to ignore a kernel with an important validation background and develop
a simple kernel on his/her own with too many abstractions.
In addition to the simulator itself, a simulation also implies the definition of an experimental sce-
nario whose complexity may vary. A fundamental component is a model of the platform topology, i.e.,
an interconnection of computing elements through a network. The input parameters of the simulated
application, e.g., the jobs to schedule, are also part of the scenario. The two remaining components add
the capacity to inject external dynamic conditions that impact the application (the workload) or modify
the infrastructure (the availability changes). During or at the end of a simulation run, the kernel can out-
put several kinds of information. It can be raw data such as logs of all the events that occurred. These
data can also be post-processed to produce higher level information such as statistics or visualization. All
these components of a single simulation lead to more complex tools when it comes to the execution of
a simulation campaign. Indeed, sound generators of platforms and applications abstractions are needed
to build a comprehensive set of scenarios. Advanced analysis and visualization techniques are also
mandatory to extract the most pertinent information from the whole set of produced results. Finally,
the management of a campaign itself requires some adapted tools to efficiently launch the simulations,
retrieve, and store the results. A simulation framework is then a whole ecosystem of tools that allows
its users to conduct sound performance evaluations of parallel and distributed applications.
Since 2003, I have contributed to the SIMGRID ecosystem at the interface between the simulated
applications and the simulation kernel through my work on the SimDAG API detailed in Section 2.3,
but also upstream of a simulation with contributions on the generation of simulation inputs presented
in Section 2.4 and downstream of a simulation by improving over the years way I acquired and analyzed
simulation results as explained in Section 2.5. These contributions granted me access to the core team
of the SIMGRID project in 2009. This coincides with the beginning of the large projects funded by the
ANR to make SIMGRID evolve. From 2008 to 2011, the Ultra Scalable Simulation with SIMGRID (USS
SIMGRID) project1 aimed at addressing three challenges related to simulation: accuracy, i.e., obtaining
simulation results that match results that would be obtained with real-world application executions,
or that introduce a quantifiable bias; scalability, i.e., simulating large-scale applications on large-scale
platforms with low time complexity and low space complexity; and usability, i.e., providing users
with ways to instantiate simulation models, to augment or develop simulation models, to implement
simulations for various application scenarios, to analyze/visualize simulation results, so as to enable
1http://uss-simgrid.gforge.inria.fr
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reproducibility of simulation results by others. In this project, I was in charge of the work package on
the application of simulation to some specific use cases, and more precisely on cluster dimensioning
through simulation as described in Section 2.6.
Then, starting in January 2012, the Simulation Of Next Generation Systems (SONGS) ANR project 2,
will continue to enlarge the scope of applicative domains in which SIMGRID can be used. The concepts,
models, and APIs, needed to simulate IaaS Clouds, and High Performance Computing (HPC) systems
will be added to the current framework. With the existing support of Computing Grids and Peer-to-
Peer (P2P) and Volunteer Computing systems, SIMGRID will cover the whole spectrum of Large Scale
Distributed Computing (LSDC) systems. This project will also continue to investigate issues related
to the pillars of simulation methodology that are the design of an efficient simulation kernel and of
sound concepts and models, e.g., storage, memory, energy, or High Performance Network (HPN), the
analysis and visualization of simulation results, design of experiments and campaign management.
As stated earlier, there is a need to change the common practices in Computer Science in terms of
experimental evaluation. One of the main objectives of the SONGS project will be to promote Open
Science in the context of the simulation of large scale distributed systems and applications. In this
project, I am in charge of the work package related to Grids. The focus is made on Data Grids through a
collaboration with the Organisation Europe´enne pour la Recherche Nucle´aire (CERN) in order to model
the distributed data management system of A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS (ATLAS), which is one of the
six particle detector experiments constructed at the LHC. This task requires to add missing concepts,
models, and API related to storage to SIMGRID.
2.2 The SIMGRID Framework
SIMGRID is a 12-year old open source project whose domain of application has kept growing since its
inception. It was initiated in 1999 as a tool for studying scheduling algorithms for heterogeneous plat-
forms. The first version of SIMGRID [37] made it easy to prototype scheduling heuristics and to test
them on a variety of abstract applications (expressed as task graphs) and platforms. In 2003, the second
major release of SIMGRID [38] extended the capabilities of its predecessor in two major ways. First, the
accuracy of the simulation models was improved by transitioning the network model from a worm-
hole model to an analytical fluid model. Second, an API was added to simulate generic Concurrent
Sequential Processes (CSP) scenarios. The third major release SIMGRID was distributed in 2005, but
major new features appeared in version 3.3 in April 2009. These features include a complete rewrite
of the simulation core for better modularity, speed and scalability, the possibility to attach traces to re-
sources to simulate time-dependent performance characteristics as well as failure events, and two new
user interfaces.
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Figure 2.2: SIMGRID components.
2http://infra-songs.gforge.inria.fr
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The current software stack with its relevant components is depicted in Figure 2.2. The four com-
ponents on the top of the figure, SimDAG, MSG, SMPI, and GRAS are user interfaces. The two compo-
nents below, SimIX and SURF, form the simulation core. A last component, not shown in the figure but
used throughout the software stack up to user-space, is the eXtended Bundle of Tools (XBT), a general-
purpose toolbox that implements classical data containers (e.g., FIFO, dynamic arrays, hash maps, . . . ),
logging and exception mechanisms, and support mechanisms for configuration and portability. The
next two sections describe the user interfaces and the simulation core in details.
2.2.1 User Interfaces
SIMGRID provides four APIs. Two of these APIs are designed for simulating executions of applications
based on an abstract specification of them. The SimDAG API allows for the simulation of parallel
applications structured as DAGs. Vertices represent (sequential or parallel) tasks and edges represent
task dependencies and optional data transfers between tasks. A large literature is devoted to the study
of DAG scheduling algorithms, and SimDAG provides the necessary abstractions to quickly implement
and evaluate such algorithms. The MSG API is intended for CSP simulation and provides classic CSP
abstractions (processes, mailboxes, channels, etc.). It is therefore generic and, to date, it is the most
widely used SIMGRID API, providing bindings for C, Java, Ruby, and Lua.
The remaining two APIs are designed for simulating the execution of applications based on the
actual application source codes. The SMPI API [CSG+11] targets the on-line simulation of Message
Passing Interface (MPI) applications. Actual application code is executed and MPI calls are intercepted
so that communication delays can be injected based on network simulation. The GRAS API [123] makes
it possible to use SIMGRID as a development framework for implementing full-fledged distributed
applications. It provides two back-ends, allowing the same application source code to be executed
either in simulation or deployed on a real-world platform. GRAS can thus bypass the simulation core
entirely, as depicted in Figure 2.2. Consequently, application developers benefit from an enhanced
development cycle in which the application can be quickly tested over arbitrary simulation scenarios
as it is being developed.
2.2.2 Simulation Core
SURF and SimIX
The component that implements all simulation models available in SIMGRID is called SURF. It provides
an abstract interface to these models that exposes them as resources (i.e., network links, workstations)
and activities that can consume these resources. For convenience, an additional layer is provided, called
SimIX. It provides POSIX-like services including processes, Inter-Process Communication (IPC), locks,
and actions. SimIX processes correspond to execution contexts (e.g., threads) for the simulated applica-
tion, that run code written by the SIMGRID user using one of the provided APIs. All APIs but SimDAG
are written using SimIX. This exception is because SimDAG only allows the user to simulate centralized
algorithms without independent processes, removing the need for the SimIX layer.
SimIX acts as a virtual operating system that provides a system call interface through which pro-
cesses place requests. These requests are used for all interaction between the user program and the
simulated platform. SimIX actions connect the requests from the user programs (expressed through the
APIs) and the activities on the simulated resources in SURF. These activities are used by SURF to com-
pute the delays incurred by the user actions (e.g., computations and communication operations). Each
activity is represented by a data structure that stores the total amount of “work” to be done (e.g., num-
ber of bytes to transfer, number of compute operations to perform) and the amount of work remaining.
A process blocks on a request until it is answered when the delay corresponding to all the activities
currently performed by the process have expired. Simply put, if a process issues a request that would
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Figure 2.3: Design and internals of SIMGRID.
initiate an activity that should take x time units, this process blocks on the request until SimIX answers
it, i.e., once the simulated clock has advanced by x time units. This scheme is depicted in Figure 2.3.
For instance, the third activity depicted in the figure corresponds to a total amount of work of 664 units,
and 50 of these units remain until completion of the activity. When the activity completes, the request
depicted above the action associated to the activity is answered, allowing the corresponding process to
continue execution. SIMGRID is designed so that the simulation state can only be updated in the SimIX
layer. In SIMGRID, when an activity completes, a task dependency is resolved and other activities can
be simulated by SURF.
The Main Simulation Loop
SimIX implements a “simulation loop” through which the simulation makes progress, as shown in
pseudo-code in Algorithm 12. The algorithm maintains a set of ready processes, i.e., new processes or
those processes whose requests have been answered. The loop executes the processes in the ready set
each in turn, and ends when there are no such processes in the ready set (which is either the end of the
simulation or a detected deadlock). At the beginning of each iteration, SimIX lets all ready processes
execute (line 3). By default, all processes are run in mutual exclusion and in round-robin fashion. Each
process runs until completion or until it issues a request. Next, the SimIX maestro handles the set of
requests issued by the processes, possibly creating or canceling activities (line 4). These requests are pro-
cessed in deterministic order based on process ids to ensure simulation repeatability. For each simulated
resource with at least one pending activity, SURF determines when each pending activity will complete
(note that an activity may use more than one resource). The minimum of these completion dates is then
computed and the set of activities that complete at that minimum date is determined (line 5). SIMGRID
allows users to attach “traces” to simulated resources. These traces are time-stamped lists of resource
states. They are used for instance to simulate time-dependent resource availability for an out-of-band
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Algorithm 12 Main simulation loop
1: readyset← all processes
2: while readyset 6= ∅ do
3: requests← run processes(readyset)
4: handle requests(requests)
5: (t1, activities)← compute next activity completions()
6: t2 ← compute next resource state change()
7: t← min(t1, t2)
8: update simulation state(t)
9: readyset← answer requests(activities)
10: end while
workload that causes fluctuations in the performance delivered by the resources. SURF computes the
earliest resource state change date (line 6), and then the minimum of this date and of the minimum
activity completion date (line 7). The state of the simulation is then advanced to this date, updating
activity states and resource states (line 8). Finally, based on those activities that have completed, the
corresponding requests are answered thus unblocking the relevant processes and updating the ready
set (line 9).
Simulation Model Formalization and Implementation
During the main simulation loop, SURF determines execution rates and completion times of activities
on resources. This determination is based on the various simulation models implemented in SIMGRID,
several of which are discussed in upcoming sections. It turns out that most of these models can be
formalized in a unified manner as a multi-variate optimization problem subject to linear constraints.
As depicted at the bottom of Figure 2.3, a variable is associated to each activity that quantifies the
activity’s execution rate. SIMGRID implements an efficient sparse representation of the set of linear
constraints, and solves the optimization problem with time complexity linear in the number of activity
variables and the number of resources.
2.3 SimDAG: an API for DAG Scheduling Simulation
Before detailing the basic concepts of the SimDAG API and how I have contributed to this part of
the SIMGRID toolkit, it is necessary to come back to the early years of SIMGRID to understand where
SimDAG does come from. From 1999 to 2003, before the addition of the MSG API by A. Legrand to
study CSP scenarios, SIMGRID had only one API designed by H. Casanova. The primary purpose of
SIMGRID was then to factor the concepts and models that were common to ad hoc simulators developed
by each and every student and faculty in the lab.
At that time, SIMGRID focused on algorithms that have to assign a set of tasks on a set of resources in
a way that optimizes some performance metric, typically that minimizes the application makespan. In
other words, SIMGRID was primarily designed to study algorithms or heuristics that build schedules.
A task can represent different types of basic operations, such as a computation, a data transfer, or an
I/O operation. Control or flow dependencies may exist between such tasks to form a DAG. Similarly, a
resource can be either a computing unit, a network link, or a storage device.
Comparing the relative performance of several algorithms on an objective basis is almost impossible
with actual experiments. It would be too time and resource consuming and variations in resource
load over time would prevent obtaining repeatable results. Simulation then appears as the most viable
approach to compare scheduling algorithms, provided that a sound simulation framework is used.
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The early versions of SIMGRID provided a set of core abstractions and functionalities to easily build
event-driven simulators. Resources are modeled by two types of basic entities. A host represents a single
computing unit that is associated to a certain service rate, i.e., the capacity to perform a certain number
of work units per time unit. The most commonly used unit for this service rate is a number of floating
point operations executed per second, or flop/s. Then a link is a simple network device that connects
two entities in a point-to-point fashion. A link can be connected to a host or to another link to form a
more complex route. Each link has its own service rate, which corresponds to a network bandwidth, i.e.,
a number of bytes transferred per second, and a latency, i.e., the time in second to access the resource.
These basic entities can be aggregated to form a workstation that comprises a host and at least one link.
The second main concept underlying the first version of SIMGRID is that of a task. SIMGRID makes
no distinction between computations and data transfers. The user is in charge to ensure that the for-
mer are scheduled on computing units while the latter are scheduled on network links. This slightly
modifies the way applications structured as a DAG are described, but greatly simplifies SIMGRID im-
plementation and API. Figure 2.4 illustrates how a simple application made of four computational tasks
and four data transfers is represented in the scheduling literature and in SIMGRID.
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Figure 2.4: Scheduling literature and SIMGRID representations of an application structured as a DAG.
Thanks to these basic concepts, writing a simulator with the first version SIMGRID [37] amounts to:
• Create instances of computing and network resources to form the execution environment with the
SG_createHost and SG_createLink functions. As mentioned earlier, in addition of a name, a
host is represented by its service rate while a link has a latency and a bandwidth;
• Create task instances and add dependencies between some of them to form the application DAG
respectively with the SG_newTask and SG_addDependent functions. When created, a SIMGRID
task is given a name and a cost, i.e., an amount of work to be executed;
• Schedule tasks on resources. This step is the one that allows the user to implement his/her
scheduling algorithm. A single function, SG_scheduleTaskOnResource, is provided and the
user is in charge to ensure that computations are scheduled on hosts and data transfers on links;
• Run the simulation with the SG_simulate function. A simulation can be stopped either when
all the tasks have completed, upon the completion of a given task, or after a certain amount of
simulated time. It allows the user to dynamically take scheduling decisions during the simulation.
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While SIMGRID had been specifically designed to implement DAG scheduling algorithms, using it
for my own research work on PTG scheduling raised several issues since 2004 and [CDS04]. Indeed,
my work considered the problem of scheduling DAGs made of moldable tasks, as explained in Chap-
ter 1. Then scheduling a task that belongs to a PTG becomes much more complex than just calling the
SG_scheduleTaskOnResource function. Once allocated, a moldable compute task corresponds to a
set of SIMGRID tasks that have to be scheduled on a set of SIMGRID hosts. For instance, if an algorithm
decides that a moldable task has to be executed on five processors, four new SIMGRID tasks have to
be created in addition to the one that already exists in the PTG. Then the amount of work of the initial
moldable task has to distributed among these five tasks. Finally, each of these five SIMGRID tasks has
to be scheduled on a distinct SIMGRID host.
Scheduling a data transfer between two moldable tasks is even more cumbersome. Now we have
to determine a communication matrix first. It describes what share of the data to transfer each processor
in the source allocation has to send to each processor in the destination allocation. For each non-zero
element in this matrix, a new SIMGRID task has to be created and scheduled accordingly on the network
link or route that connects source and destination hosts.
It is quite easy to see that writing a simulator for a PTG scheduling algorithm with the original API of
SIMGRID is a tedious and error-prone process because of the management of these newly created tasks.
Moreover, multiplying the number of SIMGRID tasks this way puts an extra burden on the simulation
kernel and greatly slows down the simulation speed.
Then I faced a certain dilemma as I wanted to benefit from the quality of the models underlying
SIMGRID, but was limited by an API that was not suited to my needs. In August 2005, two releases of
SIMGRID were made that changed that situation. The former tended to simplify the way PTG schedul-
ing simulators could be written while the latter complicated it.
With A. Legrand, we added a new concept to SIMGRID, that of a parallel task, in release 2.96. Depend-
ing on the parameters given upon creation, a parallel task can represent a fully parallel computation,
i.e., each host executes its share of the parallel task without any communication, a data redistribution,
i.e., a data transfer from n sources to m destinations without any computation involved, or a sort of
Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) task that alternates computation and communication phases. More
precisely, a parallel task is created with the following arguments:
1. A name, that is a user-level information and can be null;
2. The number of hosts involved in the execution of the parallel task;
3. The list of hosts that will execute the parallel task;
4. An array of computation amounts that denotes the amount of work each host has to perform;
5. A communication matrix that describes how much data has to be transferred between each and
every pair of hosts;
6. Some user data attached to the task, if needed.
The most important parameters are the array of computation amounts and the communication ma-
trix that define together the type of a parallel task, i.e., fully parallel, data redistribution, or BSP task. A
SIMGRID parallel task is a very flexible entity as heterogeneity is handled seamlessly by the simulation
kernel. A user can define a homogeneous parallel task, i.e., each host has the same amount of work
to execute, and map it onto a heterogeneous set of hosts. In that case, the execution of the task will
progress according to the speed of the slowest host. Conversely, the work to be done or the amount of
data to transfer can be unbalanced among hosts. Whatever the processing and network characteristics
of the execution environment, each host involved in the execution of a parallel task has to wait for the
completion of the task on all the hosts to continue the simulation. When both computation array and
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communication matrix are filled, the simulation kernel makes each component of the task progress in
turn and at their own rate. Communications are overlapped by computations when possible. Finally, if
a resource is slowed down during the execution, because of its sharing policy or external load injection,
it impacts the task progress rate on all the involved resources.
This addition of a model to the kernel and specific functions to the API totally solves the afore-
mentioned issues related to the management of moldable tasks. Thanks to it, transforming a classical
SIMGRID task coming from some DAG description (see Section 2.4.2) into a parallel task becomes rel-
atively easy at scheduling time. In my different works on PTG scheduling, a compute task is initially
described by an amount of work and a strictly sequential part (see Equation 1.1). Once its allocation
has been determined, i.e., the number of hosts onto which execute the task is known, it is possible to fill
the array of computation amounts by applying the Amdahl’s law to that initial amount of work. The
work is thus evenly distributed among the participating hosts. Similarly, a data transfer task initially
corresponds to a global amount of data. Once the allocations of both sending and receiving tasks are
known, the communication matrix can be built. There, a major assumption is made for the sake of
simplicity, that is a one dimensional block distribution of the data. Figure 2.5 shows an example of a
data redistribution from a compute task allocated on five hosts to another mapped on three hosts. With
the chosen data distribution, filling the communication matrix is straightforward. When some hosts are
common to the source and destination allocations, we first have to build a list of distinct hosts. Then if
a host has to keep some data, a communication occurs on a local loopback link.
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Figure 2.5: Communication matrix of a data redistribution between a source allocation on five hosts to
a destination allocation on three hosts.
Unfortunately, the next version of SIMGRID that was released less than two weeks later was the 3.0
major revision in which the historical API was removed to give room to the SURF optimized simulation
kernel and the MSG API. Consequently, the functions to manage moldable tasks more easily were part
of MSG only, that was not an API adapted to the scheduling of task graphs. Then the simulated execu-
tion of a schedule had to be coded as a CSP application instead of a simple call to the SG_simulate
function. The basic idea was that a set of processes running on some hosts are in charge not only of the
execution of a compute task assigned to this set, but also of spawning new processes that will handle
the successor(s) of the task and the afferent data redistribution(s). This way of implementing the simu-
lated execution of a schedule was designed only once and reused in several simulators. Nevertheless, it
was much more complex than what was allowed by the former API and became a great source of bugs.
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To benefit from the addition of parallel task handling and the historical API that was tailored to my
needs, I initiated the revival of that API on top of the new SURF simulation kernel. With some avail-
able funding from the Action de Recherche Collaborative (ARC) INRIA Ordonnancement de Taˆches
Paralle`les en milieu He´te´roge`ne (OTaPHe)3 that I led at that time, I hired C. Thiery for this job. Thanks
to his internship and with the great help of M. Quinson, SimDAG was born and became part of the
SIMGRID toolkit in July 2006 with the release of SIMGRID 3.1.
The main aim was to preserve the historical API as much as possible. For most functions, the prefix
in the function name simply changed from SG_ to SD_. However, some major semantic modifications
have been introduced to remain compliant with the new simulation kernel and coherent with the pre-
vailing MSG interface. Figure 2.6 presents a simple code to schedule and simulate the execution of the
DAG from Figure 2.4 on two processors connected by a single network link. This code sample was given
in Appendix of the first paper on SIMGRID [37]. Figure 2.7 shows an equivalent code written using the
SimDAG API. Both simulation codes can be divided in five sections. For each of these sections, major
differences can be highlighted. First, the execution environment, i.e., the set of computing and network
resources, has to be declared. Early versions of SIMGRID allowed (but also forced) the user to explicitly
create the resources (Fig. 2.6, lines (12-14)). In SimDAG, as in the other APIs, such a declaration is exter-
nalized in an eXtended Markup Language (XML) file that is loaded by the SD_create_environment
function (Fig. 2.7, line 12). In this example, the platform.xml file is
Platform file loaded in Fig. 2.7 code
1 <platform version="3">
2 <AS id="AS0" routing="Full">
3 <host id="p1" power="1e9"/>
4 <host id="p2" power="2E9"/>
5
6 <link id="link" bandwidth="1.25E8" latency="1.0E-4"/>
7
8 <route src="p1" dst="p2"> <link_ctn id="link"/> </route>
9 </AS>
10 </platform>
A second difference related to resource declaration is the definition of the processing power of hosts.
In Figure 2.6, the processing power is unitless and relative, while in Figure 2.7, hence in SimDAG, it is
measured as a number of floating point operations per second and is absolute. Finally, the capacity to
attach trace files that describe the dynamically changing latency and bandwidth of a network link and
processing power of a host still exists in SimDAG. Indeed, the <link> tag accepts latency_file and
bandwidth_file attributes while the <host> tag may have an availability_file attribute.
The second part of these simulation codes consists in creating the computation and data transfer
tasks to simulate. There again the major change is about units. While computation tasks were formerly
described by a duration in seconds, they are now associated with an amount of work (in floating point
operations) to perform. Moreover the amount of data transferred by a communication task is now ex-
pressed in bytes instead of bits. Finally, the SD_task_create function has two additional parameters,
i.e., a comprehensive name and a field dedicated to user data.
As illustrated by Figure 2.4, forming the application DAG is done by adding dependencies between
tasks. The original SG_addDependent(x,y) function specifies that task x depends on task y (Fig. 2.6,
lines 27-30)). This way of adding a dependency between two tasks may seem quite counter-intuitive
if we refer to the orientation of the edges in the application DAG. Then, in SimDAG, a dependency is
created from a source to a destination (Fig. 2.7, lines 25-28)) which is more natural with regard to the
execution flow. As for task creation, a comprehensive name and user data can be given as input.
3http://www.loria.fr/˜suter/OTAPHE/
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1 #include "simgrid.h"
2 int main() {
3 SG_Resource p1,p2,link;
4 SG_Task c1,c2,c3,c4; /* Computations */
5 SG_Task t1,t2,t3,t4; /* Data Transfers */make
6 SG_Task *tasks done; /* List of completed tasks */
7 double clock;
8
9 SG_init(); /* Simgrid initialization */
10
11 /* 2 processors (P2 twice as fast as P1) and 1 link */
12 p1 = SG_createHost("p1",1.0,"./cpu1");
13 p2 = SG_createHost("p2",2.0,"./cpu2");
14 link = SG_createLink("link", "./latency","./bandwidth");
15
16 /* Create the tasks */
17 c1 = SG_newTask("c1",50.00); /* 50 s */
18 c2 = SG_newTask("c2",100.00); /* 100 s */
19 c3 = SG_newTask("c3",200.00); /* 200 s */
20 c4 = SG_newTask("c4",80.00); /* 80 s */
21 t1 = SG_newTask("t1",1000.00); /* 1 Kb */
22 t2 = SG_newTask("t2",10000.00); /* 10 Kb */
23 t3 = SG_newTask("t3",200000.00);/* 200 Kb */
24 t4 = SG_newTask("t4",200000.00);/* 200 Kb */
25
26 /* Set the dependencies */
27 SG_addDependent(t1,c1);SG_addDependent(t2,c1);
28 SG_addDependent(c2,t1);SG_addDependent(c3,t2);
29 SG_addDependent(t3,c2);SG_addDependent(t4,c3);
30 SG_addDependent(c4,t3);SG_addDependent(c4,t4);
31
32 /* Schedule computations to hosts */
33 SG_scheduleTaskOnResource(c1,p1);
34 SG_scheduleTaskOnResource(c2,p1);
35 SG_scheduleTaskOnResource(c3,p2);
36 SG_scheduleTaskOnResource(c4,p2);
37
38 /* Transfers t1,t4 within a single host */
39 SG_scheduleTaskOnResource(t1,SG_LOCAL_LINK);
40 SG_scheduleTaskOnResource(t4,SG_LOCAL_LINK);
41
42 /* Transfers t2,t3 scheduled on the link */
43 SG_scheduleTaskOnResource(t2,link);
44 SG_scheduleTaskOnResource(t3,link);
45
46 /* run for 100 seconds of virtual time */
47 SG_reset();
48 tasks done=SG_simulate(100.0,NULL,SG_VERBOSE);
49
50 /* run until at least the simulation completes */
51 SG_reset();
52 tasks done=SG_simulate(-1.0,NULL,SG_VERBOSE);
53 clock=SG_getClock();
54
55 /* Free memory used by Simgrid */
56 SG_shutdown();
57 exit(0);
58 }
Figure 2.6: SimGrid v1 code sample [37].
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1 #include "simdag/simdag.h"
2 int main(int argc, char **argv) {
3 SD_workstation_t *host_list;
4 SD_task_t c1,c2,c3,c4; /* Computations */
5 SD_task_t t1,t2,t3,t4; /* Data Transfers */
6 xbt_dynar_t tasks_done; /* dynamic array of completed tasks */
7 double *comp_array, *comm_matrix, clock;
8
9 SD_init(&argc, argv); /* SimDAG initialization */
10
11 /* 2processors (P2 twice as fast as P1) and 1 link */
12 SD_create_environment("platform.xml");
13
14 /* Create the tasks */
15 c1 = SD_task_create("c1", NULL, 50e9); /* 50 s */
16 c2 = SD_task_create("c2", NULL, 100e9); /* 100 s */
17 c3 = SD_task_create("c3", NULL, 200e9); /* 200 s */
18 c4 = SD_task_create("c4", NULL, 80E9); /* 80 s */
19 t1 = SD_task_create("t1", NULL, 1000); /* 1 Kb */
20 t2 = SD_task_create("t2", NULL, 10000); /* 10 Kb */
21 t3 = SD_task_create("t3", NULL, 200000); /* 200 Kb */
22 t4 = SD_task_create("t4", NULL, 200000); /* 200 Kb */
23
24 /* Set the dependencies */
25 SD_task_dependency_add("c1-t1",NULL,c1,t1); SD_task_dependency_add("c1-t2",NULL,c2,t2);
26 SD_task_dependency_add("t1-c2",NULL,t1,c2); SD_task_dependency_add("t2-c3",NULL,t2,c3);
27 SD_task_dependency_add("c2-t3",NULL,c2,t3); SD_task_dependency_add("c3-t4",NULL,c3,t4);
28 SD_task_dependency_add("t3-c4",NULL,t3,c4); SD_task_dependency_add("t4-c4",NULL,t4,c4);
29
30 comp_array=(double*)malloc(sizeof(double)); comm_matrix=(double*)malloc(sizeof(double));
31 host_list = (SD_workstation_t*) malloc (sizeof(SD_workstation_t));
32
33 /* Schedule computations to hosts */
34 host_list[0]=SD_workstation_get_by_name("p1"); comp_array[0] = SD_task_get_amount(c1);
35 SD_task_schedule(c1,1,host_list,comp_array,NULL,-1);
36 comp_array[0] = SD_task_get_amount(c2);
37 SD_task_schedule(c2,1,host_list,comp_array,NULL,-1);
38 host_list[0]=SD_workstation_get_by_name("p2"); comp_array[0] = SD_task_get_amount(c3);
39 SD_task_schedule(c3,1,host_list,comp_array,NULL,-1);
40 comp_array[0] = SD_task_get_amount(c4);
41 SD_task_schedule(c4,1,host_list,comp_array,NULL,-1);
42
43 /* Transfers t1,t4 within a single host */
44 host_list[0]=SD_workstation_get_by_name("p1"); comm_matrix[0] = SD_task_get_amount(t1);
45 SD_task_schedule(t1,1,host_list,NULL,comm_matrix,-1);
46 host_list[0]=SD_workstation_get_by_name("p2"); comm_matrix[0] = SD_task_get_amount(t4);
47 SD_task_schedule(t4,1,host_list,NULL,comm_matrix,-1);
48
49 /* Transfers t2,t3 scheduled on the link */
50 comm_matrix = (double*) realloc (comm_matrix, 4*sizeof(double));
51 host_list = (SD_workstation_t*) realloc (host_list,2*sizeof(SD_workstation_t));
52 host_list[0]=SD_workstation_get_by_name("p1");
53 host_list[1]=SD_workstation_get_by_name("p2");
54
55 comm_matrix[1] = SD_task_get_amount(t2);
56 SD_task_schedule(t2,1,host_list,NULL,comm_matrix,-1);
57 comm_matrix[1] = SD_task_get_amount(t3);
58 SD_task_schedule(t3,1,host_list,NULL,comm_matrix,-1);
59
60 tasks_done=SD_simulate(100.0); /* run for 100 seconds of virtual time */
61 tasks_done=SD_simulate(-1); /* run until the simulation completes */
62 clock=SD_get_clock();
63
64 free(comp_array); free(comm_matrix); free(host_list);
65 SD_exit(); /* Free memory used by Simgrid */
66 return 0;
67 }
Figure 2.7: SimDAG code sample.
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The next step is to schedule the different tasks on the computing and network resources. With regard
to the historical API, the fact that the request for developing SimDAG came from me, with my work
on PTG scheduling in mind, had an unwanted yet important side effect. Indeed, tasks in SimDAG
are parallel by default, and the default underlying model is the one designed for parallel tasks. More
precisely, the parallel nature of a SimDAG task does not appear when it is created but only when it is
scheduled. Before calling the SD_task_schedule function, a user has to fill the list of hosts to use, the
array of computation amounts (Fig. 2.7, line 34), and/or the communication matrix (Fig. 2.7, line 44).
This has to be done even though tasks are not parallel at all and to be executed on a single host as in
this simple example. The designed API, tailored to suit my own needs, could thus be too complex and
non natural for users aiming solely at studying DAG scheduling algorithms. Such SimDAG users do
not want to deal with the extra burden of dealing with parallel tasks.
Before detailing how the SimDAG API has been extended to reintroduce the concepts of sequential
task and point-to-point data transfers, let mention that the main simulation function (SG_Simulate)
has been preserved. Its prototype has only be simplified as logging mechanisms have been moved to
the XBT module. The original function also allowed the user to explicitly indicate upon the completion
of which task the simulation should be suspended. This watch point mechanism that enables the im-
plementation of dynamic scheduling algorithms has been automatized in SimDAG. The SD_Simulate
functions stops each time a watched task completes.
In December 2009, typed tasks were introduced in the SimDAG API with the release 3.3.4 of SIM-
GRID. The objective was to remove the burden of managing parallel tasks when there are not needed.
Two new task creation functions were added, that are actually wrappers on the SD_task_create
function. The SD_task_create_comp_seq and SD_task_create_comm_e2e functions allow the
user to create tasks that correspond to a sequential computation and a point-to-point data transfer re-
spectively. The input parameters are exactly the same as for the generic task creation function.
Two functions were also added that considerably ease the scheduling of tasks on resources. Their
use is currently limited to the aforementioned typed tasks but might be extended to parallel typed
tasks. The main idea is to totally decouple the declaration of the amount of work to do or data to
transfer between the creation and the scheduling of a task. For parallel tasks, the amount given as
input of the creation function has to be distributed among the involved resources to simulate a parallel
execution or a complex data redistribution. Then some intermediate functions allowing the user to
create the computation array and/or the communication matrix will have to be added to the API so
that the scheduling function has a semantic as simple as in the historical SIMGRID API. However, for
sequential computations and point-to-point data transfers, this is straightforward. Indeed, there is no
need to modify the arguments passed to the creation functions at scheduling time. Then such tasks can
already benefit from the newly added SD_schedulel and SD_schedulev functions. Both functions
require three parameters: the task to schedule, the number of workstations onto which execute the task,
and the list of involved workstations. They only differ by the way the list of workstations is passed
to the function. SD_schedulev accepts a vector of workstations (const SD_workstation_t *) as
input, while the third parameter of SD_schedulel is a variable argument list.
An interesting side effect of these two functions is that they allow for auto-scheduling. Once the cur-
rent task is scheduled, the function scans the lists of its predecessors and successors to inform them
about the used set of resources. This information may allow some tasks to be automatically scheduled.
For instance, we see in Figure 2.4 that a computation task is generally preceded and followed by data
transfer tasks. In this example, when task C2 is scheduled, two data transfer tasks, T1 and T3, are
candidate for auto-scheduling. If task C1 (resp. C4) has already been scheduled, all the necessary in-
formation, i.e., source and destination of the point-to-point communication, is known and the transfer
can be scheduled in turn. If task C1 (resp. C4) is not scheduled yet, the destination (resp. source)
of data transfer task T1 (resp. T3) is set. When C1 (resp. C4), will be scheduled, T1 (resp. T3) is
automatically scheduled. Another potential situation is that a control dependency exists between two
computation tasks, e.g., task Cy depends on task Cx. Scheduling task Cx with one of the new schedul-
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ing function may automatically set off the actual scheduling of task Cy. This happens when Cx is the
last predecessor Cy is waiting for.
1 #include "simdag/simdag.h"
2 int main(int argc, char **argv) {
3 SD_task_t c1,c2,c3,c4; /* Computations */
4 SD_task_t t1,t2,t3,t4; /* Data Transfers */
5 xbt_dynar_t tasks_done; /* dynamic array of completed tasks */
6 double clock;
7
8 SD_init(&argc, argv); /* SimDAG initialization */
9
10 SD_create_environment("platform.xml");
11
12 /* Create the tasks */
13 c1 = SD_task_create_comp_seq("c1",NULL, 50e9); /* 50 s */
14 c2 = SD_task_create_comp_seq("c2",NULL, 100e9); /* 100 s */
15 c3 = SD_task_create_comp_seq("c3",NULL, 200e9); /* 200 s */
16 c4 = SD_task_create_comp_seq("c4",NULL, 80E9); /* 80 s */
17
18 t1 = SD_task_create_comm_e2e("t1",NULL, 125); /* 1 Kb */
19 t2 = SD_task_create_comm_e2e("t2",NULL, 1250); /* 10 Kb */
20 t3 = SD_task_create_comm_e2e("t3",NULL, 2500); /* 200 Kb */
21 t4 = SD_task_create_comm_e2e("t4",NULL, 2500); /* 200 Kb */
22
23 /* Set the dependencies */
24 SD_task_dependency_add("c1-t1",NULL,c1,t1); SD_task_dependency_add("c1-t2",NULL,c2,t2);
25 SD_task_dependency_add("t1-c2",NULL,t1,c2); SD_task_dependency_add("t2-c3",NULL,t2,c3);
26 SD_task_dependency_add("c2-t3",NULL,c2,t3); SD_task_dependency_add("c3-t4",NULL,c3,t4);
27 SD_task_dependency_add("t3-c4",NULL,t3,c4); SD_task_dependency_add("t4-c4",NULL,t4,c4);
28
29 /* Schedule computations to hosts, transfers are auto-scheduled */
30 SD_task_schedulel(c1,1,SD_workstation_get_by_name("p1"));
31 SD_task_schedulel(c2,1,SD_workstation_get_by_name("p1"));
32 SD_task_schedulel(c3,1,SD_workstation_get_by_name("p2"));
33 SD_task_schedulel(c4,1,SD_workstation_get_by_name("p2"));
34
35 tasks_done=SD_simulate(100.0); /* run for 100 seconds of virtual time */
36 tasks_done=SD_simulate(-1); /* run until the simulation completes */
37 clock=SD_get_clock();
38
39 SD_exit(); /* Free memory used by Simgrid */
40 return 0;
41 }
Figure 2.8: SimDAG code sample using typed tasks and auto-scheduling features.
Figure 2.8 shows a code equivalent to those presented in Figures 2.6 and 2.7 but that uses the typed
tasks (Fig. 2.8, lines 13-21) and auto-scheduling (Fig. 2.8, lines 30-33) features. It is worth noting that the
data transfers are not explicitly scheduled anymore thanks to auto-scheduling. There is also no more
need to manage a computation array and a communication matrix.
My last contributions with regard to SimDAG intend to help its use and adoption by new users of
SIMGRID. I have written a tutorial to introduce the basic concepts underlying SimDAG 4 and developed
a set of stock implementations of some popular DAG scheduling algorithms5.
4http://simgrid.gforge.inria.fr/tutorials/simdag-101.pdf
5svn://scm.gforge.inria.fr/svn/simgrid/contrib/trunk/DAGSched
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2.4 Simulation Input Generation
2.4.1 Platforms
When resorting to simulation to study parallel and distributed applications, every researcher is faced
with the question: “which platform configurations should I simulate?” Depending on the research field
in which simulation is planned, the answer to this question may not be the same. Indeed each research
community expresses a different set of requirements that we identified in [QBS10], with L. Bobelin and
M. Quinson. In what follows, we express these different requirements through simple use cases. This
analysis was refined in [BLM+12], with the same authors and A. Legrand, D. Marquez, P. Navarro and
C. Thie´ry, to expose requirements related to network modeling raised by community specific use cases.
Networking In the networking community simulation is used to assess the behavior and the efficiency
of algorithms and protocols at differing scales, ranging from local networks to the full Internet. The
underlying platforms thus have to reflect the fundamental properties of the actual structure of the In-
ternet, such as the presence of power-laws [66]. In this community a synthetic platform has to be fully
connected and some qualitative information is needed. For instance, link bandwidths and network de-
lays can have an impact on the studied protocols. However, this community shows only little interest
in the description of the computing resources located at the edges of the network.
Large Scale Distributed Systems This domain covers the study and design of peer-to-peer algorithms
and protocols. While the platforms needed by this community are as network-oriented as those re-
quired by the networking community, their characteristics are however different. Indeed the topology
is here less important than the scale, typically hundreds of thousands entities. Hence the most impor-
tant structural property is now the the geographic diversity of peers. Studies on P2P Distributed Hash
Tables (DHTs) involves exchange of small messages. Contention can thus be somehow ignored as the
measure of interest is generally the amount of exchanged messages. Conversely, P2P streaming uses
large messages but the key characteristics are connection asymmetry and interference between con-
current connections on the borders of the network. A detailed modeling of the topology is then not
important. In this context, network is commonly modeled according to the distance between entities.
This distance can be represented by network latency while some recent studies show the impact of link
bandwidth on peer-to-peer algorithm design [18]. Classical information on network links then has to be
provided. Details on non-network resources may also be needed. For instance, a peer-to-peer storage
application will base its strategies on the amount of available disk space of each host.
Volunteer Computing Initiated by the SETI@Home project and generalized with the BOINC frame-
work [7], Volunteer Computing is now a common way to solve large scale computing problems. In
this community, simulation is used to study fault-tolerance and scheduling to improve the reliabil-
ity, fairness, and throughput of the computing platforms [60]. Volunteer computing studies imply the
simulation of clients and/or servers. The key characteristics to account for are the volunteer dynamic
availability, computing and storage properties, e.g., CPU speed, number of cores, or disk space, and
reliability. In some cases it may be important to model the characteristics of the connection of the peers
to the Internet as well. Then the same requirements as for P2P streaming simulations apply.
Cluster computing Simulation is also used in High Performance Computing, e.g., to compare batch
scheduling algorithms [32, 100]. Here, the network topology has only little interest. Indeed batch sched-
ulers usually manage only one or a few clusters. The platform descriptions are thus simpler. But this
community also requires access to descriptions of real production clusters. Moreover adding flexibil-
ity to these descriptions would allow users to easily study the behavior of their algorithms on smaller,
larger, or upgraded versions of the initial cluster. Then simulation can be used to replay some work-
load traces in different what-if scenarios, e.g., with twice as much processors, with a high performance
network interconnect, or to assess the impact of switching off some machines to save energy.
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Grid Computing Grid resources are often interconnected either through a private network or National
Research and Education Networks (NRENs). This is the case of production infrastructures such as the
European Grid Infrastructure (EGI)6 which relies on the pan-European GE´ANT network that intercon-
nects European NRENs. Research grids such as the French Grid’5000 initiative7 also have their own
private network. This leads to less complex network topologies than what can be found on the Internet.
The compute resources typically deployed in Grids are commodity clusters.
There is a strong need for resource descriptions in this research field. Indeed many scheduling algo-
rithms map jobs thanks to match-making techniques. Various properties, such as the operating system,
the available memory and disk space, installed libraries, are thus part of the platform description. While
such properties are usually not handled by simulation toolkits they have, however, to be described.
Another important requirement in the domain of grid computing is to run simulations on an experi-
mental environment as close as possible to reality. Ideally, descriptions of deployed grid infrastructures
should be available. In a production context, this would help application developers to prepare an
experiment campaign in a controlled and realistic setting. As for cluster computing, performance as-
sessments can be done by introducing some variations in the experimental environment.
Cloud computing Modeling an IaaS Cloud in terms of network requires require a mixture of the pre-
vious requirements. For instance, it may be important to precisely model what happens within data
centers. To reflect a hierarchical organization, high-end compute nodes are distinguished from low-
end compute nodes and storage nodes. When the infrastructure comprises several sites, the wide area
network connection between sites has also to be accounted for. Then it is possible to study the differ-
ent charging mechanisms involved when going from one site to another. While a precise modeling of
client connectivity may not be required, it is important to consider their geographic diversity at least.
Moreover the accurate description of the resources and services available on each site is mandatory.
Community
Desired Computing Network
Properties
Topology Resources Resources
Networking Similar to Internet (none) Latency LAN/WAN
Large Scale Large scale
Single nodes
Latency
Disk
Distributed Computing (not realistic) Bandwidth
Volunteer Similar to
Single hosts
Latency Computing
Computing Internet Bandwidth power
Cluster Simple
Cluster
Latency Computing
Computing (flat) Bandwidth power
Grid Simple
Cluster
Latency Power
Computing (hierarchical) Bandwidth Services
Cloud Similar to
Cluster
Latency Power, Storage
Computing Internet Bandwidth Services
Table 2.1: Requirements for synthetic experimental environments per research community.
Table 2.1 summarizes the requirements in terms of network topology, type of computing and net-
work resources, and additional properties, expressed by the different research communities.
A first approach to synthesize such experimental environments, is to generate random platform
configurations. In my early works, I applied this approach to the specific fields of cluster and grid
computing. The random generation was then about the number of clusters, the number of nodes per
cluster, or the nodes’ compute speeds. Simple uniform probability distributions were used. Then I
6http://www.egi.eu/
7http://www.grid5000.fr/
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happened to develop a simple generator of such platform configuration producing very compact files
in a specific text format. The outputs of this generator were used in [CDS04, NS06, NSC07, NS07,
HRS08b]. While this approach was simple and made it possible to generate large numbers of platform
configurations it was not clear that many of the generated platforms were representative of the real
world. Moreover the proposed description format was not compliant with the one used by SIMGRID
and required to bypass the parser provided by the toolkit.
More complex synthesizing tools have been designed over the last decade. Tiers [30] follows a top-
down approach to generate N-Level topological graphs. It starts from a connected graph and replace
a node by another connected graph at each step. Tiers also adds a semantic to the edges of the graph
to distinguish local networks from metropolitan or wide-area networks. Unfortunately, this seman-
tic is not exploited to derive network link latency and bandwidth values. Moreover Tiers does not
consider non-network resources. The Boston university Representative Internet Topology gEnerator
(BRITE) [113] provides a unified framework for the generation of network topologies with particular
emphasis on topologies reflecting the structural properties of the Internet, e.g., hierarchical structure
and degree distribution. As in Tiers, the computing resources located at the edges of the network are
ignored by BRITE. However it allows users to label communication links with bandwidth values. While
these two tools focus on network topologies, some work exists about the generation of synthetic com-
puting resources. From the observation that grids are principally made of clusters, a commodity cluster
synthesizer has been proposed in [99]. The authors examined 114 production clusters comprising more
than 10,000 processors in terms of processor architecture, clock frequency, cache size, number of pro-
cessors, network interconnect, disk capacity, or release date. They came up with statistical models to
allow users to extrapolate for future configurations. By contrast with Tiers and BRITE that generate net-
work topologies with no computing resources, this commodity cluster synthesizer can produce multiple
cluster-like resources, but does not interconnect them. Furthermore this synthesizer does not include
information such as computing power while it is a fundamental information for simulation kernels.
The GridG [110] project is a computational grid synthesizer. It relies on structured topologies obtained
with Tiers. The routers, hosts, and links of the produced topologies are then annotated with attributes
such as memory size, number of computing units, disk size, or bandwidth. The GridG annotation
mechanism also supports user-supplied conditional probability rules to define correlations among the
attributes. A main drawback of GridG is the limitation to hierarchical network topology supported by
Tiers. This prevent the users of GridG to test their algorithms or protocols on other network topologies.
In conclusion no existing execution environment synthesizer is able to cover all the requirements
expressed by the different research communities. Each of them is indeed specific to a given community
while simulation frameworks such as SIMGRID are now able to span across several communities.
An alternate approach to produce synthetic environments for simulation purposes is to opt for using
real-world platform configurations directly. For instance, in [Sut07, HRS08a, NS09, DNSC09, DS10,
CDS10, CDS10], descriptions of Grid’5000 clusters were used. Such descriptions based on the actual
hardware configuration and performance of the clusters are obviously more realistic than randomly
generated cluster configurations. However, describing a cluster in the XML format of SIMGRID was
cumbersome and verbose before the release of SIMGRID 3.3. In the previous versions of the toolkit,
describing a cluster implied to separately declare each node of the cluster. Then all the network links
connecting a node to the interconnection switch also had to be declared. Finally, all the routes detailing
the complete set of network links a communication has to go through from one node to another were
also described. For instance, the following XML file describes a homogeneous compute cluster made
of one hundred identical nodes, or hosts, interconnected through a single switch. It is easy to see the
verbosity of such a declaration of a hundred hosts, followed by a hundred network links, and worst of
all, by 4,550 routes between pairs of hosts. Hopefully, it is assumed that routes are symmetrical so that
half of the declarations can be saved.
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Cluster description prior to SIMGRID 3.3
1 <platform version="1">
2 <host id="BOB-1.HAMBURGER.EDU" power="1E9"/>
3 <host id="BOB-2.HAMBURGER.EDU" power="1E9"/>
4 [...]
5 <host id="BOB-100.HAMBURGER.EDU" power="1E9"/>
6
7 <link id="LINK_BOB-1" bandwidth="1.25E8" latency="5E-5"/>
8 <link id="LINK_BOB-2" bandwidth="1.25E8" latency="5E-5"/>
9 [...]
10 <link id="LINK_BOB-100" bandwidth="1.25E8" latency="5E-5"/>
11
12 <link id="BOBSWITCH" bandwidth="1.25E8" latency="5E-5" sharing_policy="FATPIPE"/>
13
14 <route src="BOB-1.HAMBURGER.EDU" dst="BOB-2.HAMBURGER.EDU">
15 <link:ctn id="LINK_BOB-1"/>
16 <link:ctn id="BOBSWITCH"/>
17 <link:ctn id="LINK_BOB-2"/>
18 </route>
19 <route src="BOB-1.HAMBURGER.EDU" dst="BOB-3.HAMBURGER.EDU">
20 <link:ctn id="LINK_BOB-1"/>
21 <link:ctn id="BOBSWITCH"/>
22 <link:ctn id="LINK_BOB-3"/>
23 </route>
24 [...]
25 <route src="BOB-99.HAMBURGER.EDU" dst="BOB-100.HAMBURGER.EDU">
26 <link:ctn id="LINK_BOB-99)"/>
27 <link:ctn id="BOBSWITCH"/>
28 <link:ctn id="LINK_BOB-100"/>
29 </route>
30 </platform>
This format being obviously not scalable at all, we proposed, with M.-E. Frincu and M. Quinson, a
new description format for SIMGRID in [FQS08]. The main objective was to dramatically reduce the size
of the XML files thanks to the factoring of all the redundant information. As a side effect, the parsing
time of these description files was also reduced. To this end, we proposed a new XML tag to declare a
homogeneous cluster with a switched network interconnect in a more concise way. In the description
format used by SIMGRID from its 3.3 version, the previous example can be written as follows.
Cluster description from SIMGRID 3.3
1 <platform version="2">
2 <cluster id="BOB-CLUSTER" prefix="BOB-" suffix=".HAMBURGER.EDU"
3 radical="1-100" power="1E9" bw="1.25E8" lat="5E-5"
4 bb_bw="1.25E8" bb_lat="5E-5"/>
5 </platform>
The optimizations proposed in [FQS08] allowed SIMGRID’s users to describe large computing plat-
forms and parse these descriptions in a reasonable time. For instance, with the Document Type Def-
inition (DTD) of SIMGRID 3.2 the description of the whole Grid’5000 platform (that comprised 1,300
nodes scattered across 23 clusters at that time) required 425 MiB of disk space and was impossible to
parse. With the DTD of SIMGRID 3.3, the same platform was fully described in a file of 78.8 KiB and was
parsed in 31 seconds. This description format has since been improved, with the extra help of L. Bo-
belin, A. Legrand, P. Navarro, and D. Marquez. The way the routing was expressed has been simplified
and corrected. But the compactness and expressiveness of the existing format was preserved.
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The main contribution in [BLM+12] was to allow for the description of a synthetic platform as a hier-
archical aggregation of networks. On the Internet, most aggregated networks are named Autonomous
Systems (ASs), as they behave independently from each other and may have very different structures.
Each AS is connected with lower or higher level ASs by a set of entry points. This hierarchy is often by-
passed by direct connections between ASs in the same level. Within an AS, a routing policy is applied,
most of the time based on shortest paths algorithms such as Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) and Rout-
ing Information Protocol (RIP). In our proposal, we opt for static routing. From a performance point of
view, higher hierarchy sub-networks may use traffic aggregation and dynamic routing to perform load
balancing. However studies have shown that no change may occur for 80% of the paths in a 24 hour
period [28]. Moreover, such changes may especially affect load balancing on backbone links, that are
usually not bottlenecks. Then these changes can be ignored without any significant impact on simula-
tion accuracy. SIMGRID comes with stock implementations of the Dijkstra (with or without cache) and
Floyd routing algorithms, both described in [51]. A classical flat representation, in which each route is
completely defined by the set of equipments belonging to it, is also implemented. Finally we propose
a rule-based routing model that relies on regular expressions to exploit regular structures. Figure 2.9
shows an example of such a hierarchical network representation.
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Figure 2.9: Illustration of hierarchical network representation. Circles represent processing units and
squares represent network routers. Bold lines represent communication links. AS2 models the core of
a national network interconnecting a small flat cluster (AS4) and a larger hierarchical cluster (AS5), a
subset of a LAN (AS6), and a set of peers scattered around the world (AS7).
Each AS has one or more gateways, which are used to compute routes between ASs included in an
AS of higher level. With this mechanism, the simulator can determine routes between hosts belonging
to different ASs by looking for the first common ancestor in the hierarchy (see Figure 2.10). Routing is
then solved recursively using the hierarchy. It allows us to represent hierarchical platforms in a very
compact and effective way. However, as real platforms are not strictly hierarchical, we also define
bypassing rules to manually declare alternate routes between ASs.
This extension of SIMGRID’s description format also includes the definition of a peer tag. This tag
allows users to easily create P2P overlays by defining at the same time a host and a connection to the rest
of the world. With such a tag we benefit both from the compactness of coordinate-based models that
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Figure 2.10: Main steps of the hierarchical routing mechanism.
account for delay heterogeneity and correlation, and from the accuracy of fluid models for contention.
The following XML file describes a simple AS that comprises two peers. Each peer is described by its
network coordinates, its processing power, and the characteristics of the network link that connects it
the rest of the platform, i.e., latency, upload and download bandwidths. The routing protocol used to
exchange messages between these peers is Vivaldi [50].
1 <platform version="3">
2 <AS id="AS0" routing="Vivaldi">
3 <peer id="100030591" coordinates="25.5 9.4 1.4" power="1.5E9"
4 lat="5E-4" bw_in="2.25E9" bw_out="2.25E9"/>
5
6 <peer id="100036570" coordinates="-12.7 -9.9 2.1" power="7.3E8"
7 lat="5E-4" bw_in="2.25E9" bw_out="2.25E9"/>
8 </AS>
9 </platform>
A drawback of using descriptions of real-world platform configurations is that typically only a few
such configurations are constructed. Then they do not necessarily cover a wide range of properties
which, in turn, limits the representativeness of the described platforms. However, considering subsets
of a large-scale multi-cluster platform multiplies the number of possible configurations. In [SC07], we
applied this idea to the Grid’5000 platform to produce a compendium of configurations with specific
characteristics, to be used for simulation experiments. Figure 2.11 shows the range of processor speeds
in the Grid’5000 platform (on the x-axis) for the cores of the 18 clusters on which the HPLinPack bench-
mark was run in 2007. We see that the platform was fairly heterogeneous at this time, with the fastest
processors computing about 45% faster than the slowest processors.
From this set of compute clusters we defined collections of subsets, in a view to span a sound spec-
trum of characteristics. One important characteristic is the degree of processor heterogeneity in the
platform. We define the degree of heterogeneity, h, as 100 × (smax/smin − 1), where smax (resp. smin)
is the maximum (resp. minimum) processor speed (in billions of floating operations per second) in
the platform. A zero value indicates a perfectly homogeneous system. Given the eighteen clusters in
Grid’5000, no multi-cluster platform is fully homogeneous. We thus consider what we term ”almost ho-
mogeneous” platforms, that is multi-cluster configurations with a low h value (h < 10). We also use this
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Figure 2.11: Grid’5000 Processor Speeds (in GFlop/s) in 2007.
definition when deriving heterogeneous two-cluster platforms. For configurations that comprise more
than two clusters, or in other words platforms that consist of some “fast” clusters and of some “slow”
clusters, we define hmin and hmax as follows. hmin is the heterogeneity factor between the fastest of
the slow clusters and the slowest of the fast clusters. hmax is simply defined as the heterogeneity factor
between the slowest cluster and the fastest cluster. Also, we limit the number of platform configu-
rations whenever applicable. For instance, given the clusters in Grid’5000, when trying to generate
configurations with one fast cluster and three slow clusters, we could end up choosing the three slow
clusters among seven possibilities, for a total of 210 platform configurations, with many of these config-
urations virtually identical. Therefore, we choose to ignore many of these possibilities in order to keep
the number of platform configurations reasonably low. From these definitions and the set of clusters
listed in Figure 2.11, we list 356 individual multi-cluster platform configurations. These configurations
contain one, two, four, or eight clusters, and can be categorized as homogeneous or heterogeneous, as
summarized in Table 2.2.
Type 1 cluster 2 clusters 4 clusters 8 clusters total
Homogeneous 18 10 10 10 48
Heterogeneous - 82 133 93 308
Total 18 92 143 103 356
Table 2.2: Summary of platform configurations extracted from Grid’5000.
The compendium proposed in [SC07] was a first attempt to enlarge the set of realistic platform
configurations available for simulation experiments, mainly in the scheduling field. It was also aiming
at quantifying the diversity of the simulated platforms to avoid unforeseen biases in the selected set.
Indeed a typical issue related to randomly generated platforms is that while the generated set can be
large, it can also contain a lot of elements with redundant characteristics. However, the limitations of
this first attempt are numerous. First it focuses on the Grid’5000 platform only, while it could be applied
to any large scale multi-cluster infrastructure. Second, the subset selection has been done manually
which is a very tedious process. Finally the selection criteria were totally subjective and driven by
the targeted scheduling studies. Then the produced set of platform configurations may not reflect the
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concerns of other users potentially coming from other research communities. For instance, the main
selection criterion is the processing power heterogeneity. The network connectivity of the clusters is not
considered. But some user may prefer to simulate a configuration in which all the clusters are located
in a same site, while another may want to simulate a highly geographically distributed multi-cluster
platform, both regardless of the computing heterogeneity.
In the direct continuation of these efforts to describe and generate sound and diverse platform con-
figurations, we described in [QBS10] the principles of the Simulation pLAtform CReation and User-
guided Modification) (SIMULACRUM) tool. SIMULACRUM is a generic synthesizer that aims at cover-
ing all the requirements expressed by several research communities given in Table 2.1. It also combines
random generation and description of real-world platform configurations. Finally the main design goal
of SIMULACRUM is to allow its users to define and control how the synthetic platforms have to be
generated at every step of the flowchart depicted in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.12: Generation flowchart of the SIMULACRUM tool.
This flowchart has two entry points. Descriptions, in the XML format proposed in [FQS08], of ex-
isting grid infrastructures, such as the Grid’5000 and DAS-38 platforms, are provided, as needed by
cluster and grid computing communities. In what follows we detail the different steps of the longest
path of the generation flowchart. This process mainly concerns the networking, large scale distributed
systems, volunteer computing, and cloud computing research communities.
Topological Graph Generation To create a topological graph, SIMULACRUM relies on several models.
Classical topologies such as ring, star, or clique are of course available. Moreover SIMULACRUM
implements models that spread the nodes over a unit-square area and connect two nodes u and v with
a probability P (u, v) following different distributions such as uniform, exponential, Waxman [153], and
Zegura [155]. The topologies produced by these models are flat in opposition to those produced by
hierarchical generators such as Tiers. Finally, SIMULACRUM provides another class of interconnection
generators encompassing degree-based models such as the one proposed by Bara`basi and Albert in [16].
This model, based on incremental growth of the platform and affinity connexion, is known to better
follow power-laws [66].
At the end of this first step, SIMULACRUM manages a connected topological graph composed of
abstract nodes without any particular type. The edges of this graph only represent the fact that two ab-
stract nodes are connected or not. This graph just gives the structure of the experimental environment.
The next two steps add qualitative information to these abstract entities.
Node Promotion The second step consists in converting the abstract nodes of the topological graph
into computing (hosts and clusters) and networking (routers) resources. The difficulty here is to express
complex decision-making processes such as ”change one half of the graph leaves into low-cost desktop
machines and the second half into small clusters; nodes with medium degree should be changed into
powerful computational servers; nodes with high degree should remain routers”.
8http://www.cs.vu.nl/das3/
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Our approach is to define a chain of promoters, which describes the transformation of the topology
graph into an interconnection of resources. A promoter is a decision-making rule encompassing a filter
and a generator. Only the nodes of the topological graph are concerned by these promoters. At this
stage, edges still only express if two resources are connected or not.
For each promotion rule, several filtering patterns are available. They can be combined in a logical
AND manner to express several properties to respect. Some filters depend on the properties of the node,
e.g., its degree, while others depend on the targeted platform. For instance, a filter may be applied while
the number of computing resources is under a certain threshold.
If a node gets caught in the filter of a promotion rule, it is promoted to the corresponding resource
type. A node can be changed into a single host, i.e., a desktop computer characterized by its compute
speed, or a homogeneous cluster, i.e., multiple hosts interconnected through a local area network. For
both types of promotions, the characteristics of the target resource can be fixed by the user or picked
uniformly within an interval. The nodes that are not selected by any filter become routers.
The promoters are considered in order for each node. The first promotion rule whose filter catches a
node is applied and the subsequent promoters are skipped for this node. The decision-making process
introduced above informally corresponds to the following chain of promoters.
Promoter 0: AND(is leaf, probability 0.5)⇒ small desktop
Promoter 1: node is leaf⇒ small cluster
Promoter 2: degree ∈ [2, 5]⇒ powerful server (other nodes remains routers)
It is also often useful to add arbitrary properties to the promoted nodes (represented as key × value
couples). A list of property adders is then associated to each promoter. Each adder associates a given
property to each node generated by its promoter. The value can be a string, or a numerical value
picked uniformly in an interval. For instance, this allows for the description of services and data storage
components that are typical in Cloud Computing.
Edge Labeling Once each node has been promoted into its final type, communication properties, i.e.,
latency and bandwidth, still have to be associated to the edges of the topological graph. SIMULACRUM
relies on the same promotion mechanism as for the nodes by using a chain of edge labelers. These rules
are also applied in order, in an exclusive manner, and properties adders can be associated to labelers.
The available filters act on the length of the edges. The length of an edge is defined as the Euclidean
distance between the nodes it interconnects on the unit-square area. When an edge is caught in a filter,
it becomes a communication link that is labeled with a latency, a bandwidth and a sharing policy. The
values of the first two labels can either be fixed by the user or uniformly picked within an interval.
The sharing policy models whether or not a communication link will suffer from contention. At the
end of this step, SIMULACRUM handles a generated synthetic platform described in the same way as
real-world computing grids. From this point there may be a need for creating subsets of this original
platform, depending on the research community.
Subset Selection SIMULACRUM provides two ways to select a subset from a given platform, be it
generated or a description of an existing computing grid. First, a user can manually discard some of
the hosts or clusters. For each cluster it is also possible to modify the number of hosts. Note that this
modification can decrease or increase the number of computing resources and alter the properties of
the generation model. During the selection of resources, the user is notified of the evolution of the
characteristics of his/her experimental environment. This way the user can, for instance, continue to
modify the platform until the desired resource heterogeneity is reached.
To obtain all the subsets of a platform that satisfy certain properties, SIMULACRUM also provides
an automatic selection mechanism. This interactive process allows the user to express the different
properties that a subset must meet as a chain of filters. At the end of the selection process, the list of all
the subsets that passed through all filters is displayed.
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Several filters are available. Some of them consider the structural properties of a subset, i.e., the
number of nodes in the topological graph, the number of hosts or clusters, or the diameter of the graph.
Another class of filters allows the user to characterize the statistical distribution of the compute speed
within a subset9. Note that the compute speed absolute value is less relevant than the ratio between the
highest and lowest compute speeds to determine the heterogeneity of a given subset. Then we compute
the statistical moments over the logarithm of the compute speed.
The distribution support filter fixes the interval within which the compute speed of each node of the
subset must lie. The average filter ensures that the compute speed average remains within the given
interval. The variance and standard deviation filters help to control whether the compute speeds are
concentrated around the average or evenly distributed between the extrema. The skewness filter corre-
sponds to the third standardized moment. It measures the asymmetry of the probability distribution. A
negative value indicates that the mass of the distribution is concentrated on large values with few small
values. The average is then bigger than the median. A positive value indicates the contrary. Finally the
kurtosis filter corresponds to the fourth standardized moment, which measures the ”peakedness” of the
distribution. A high kurtosis means that most of the variance is due to infrequent extreme deviations,
while in flatter distributions the variance comes from frequent but modestly-sized deviations.
After this last step, the user disposes of a completely defined platform configuration. its description
is ready to be used as part of a simulation scenario. Table 2.1 summarized the requirements of each re-
search community. Table 2.3 exemplifies some SIMULACRUM settings that correspond to these needs.
For example, since Grid and Cloud researchers are mainly interested in interconnections of clusters,
they should promote nodes into clusters (with either fixed or uniformly picked capacities.) Moreover
the interconnection between clusters is of little interest in Grid community. A classical generator such
as Waxman or Zegura is then sufficient. To mimic a Cloud in which the clusters are connected directly
to the Internet, the Bara`basi-Albert topology generator will be preferred. In both cases, selecting subsets
of existing platforms based on the computational power distribution is also an interesting approach. By
contrast, large scale distributed platforms should probably be generated using any method and then
filtered on graph metrics such as the diameter.
Community
Topology Real world Node
Labelling Properties
Model description Promotion
Networking
Bara`basi
Internet-like
Fixed Latency
WAN/LAN
Albert host from distance
Large Scale Waxman
Large scale
Fixed Fixed
None
Distributed Computing Zegura host characteristics
Volunteer Computing
Bara`basi
Internet-like
Uniform Lat & bw
Disk
Albert host from distance
Cluster Computing
Only one
Flat tree
Uniform
None Disk
cluster cluster
Grid Computing
Waxman
Hierarchical
Uniform Lat & bw Disk,
Zegura clusters from distance services
Cloud Computing
Bara`basi
Internet-like
Uniform Lat & bw Disk,
Albert clusters from distance services
Table 2.3: Examples of SIMULACRUM settings fulfilling the needs of each research community.
Export The final step of the generation process allows users to make some final adjustments. SIMU-
LACRUM exports an XML representation of the produced platform configuration or graphically dis-
9http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Descriptive_statistics
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plays the platform using the classical dot tool. This representation is based on the description format
of SIMGRID. It can be edited at will by the user within SIMULACRUM. Each modification of the XML
is reflected in the graphical view. Once the user is satisfied with the produced XML description, s/he
can save the corresponding file. This file can be directly used as input of any SIMGRID simulator.
To summarize, SIMULACRUM is a tool that produces, in interaction with the user, generic synthetic
platform descriptions. It combines models and approaches found in existing tools, such as BRITE or
GridG, to original features such as the definition of arbitrary properties. Contrary to other existing
synthesizers, SIMULACRUM is not limited to a specific research community. Its modular generation
process allows SIMULACRUM to be parametrized to fulfill the specific requirements of any community.
A very interesting feature of SIMULACRUM is its ability to select subsets of existing platforms based
on user-defined filters. It allows for a double-check of the characteristics of the selected platforms. For
instance, it could help to understand the performance variations observed during an experiment in
light of the inherent characteristics of the experimental settings.
To evaluate the benefit of such a tool over a compendium such as the one presented in [SC07],
we investigated if it was possible to extract the same subsets of the Grid’5000 platform. To this end,
we searched for subsets of the platform that comprise exactly 8 clusters and so that the heterogeneity
degree is no larger than 1.1. It took SIMULACRUM 20 seconds to identify eleven such subsets out of
the 4,194,201 possible configurations. For comparison purposes, in [SC07], only ten such subsets were
listed. Moreover, it took much more time to determine all the interesting subsets manually.
2.4.2 Task Graphs
The second main input component of a simulation, with regard to Figure 2.1, on which I worked is the
application workload. This component can have various meanings depending on the conducted simula-
tion study. In the context of my work described in Chapter 1, application workload corresponds to the
generation of application task graphs. These task graphs can be composed of sequential computation
tasks to form DAGs or moldable tasks to represent PTGs. As for platforms, researchers are faced to
the choice between a large set of synthetic application graphs or a smaller set of descriptions of actual
parallel applications to assess the performance of their scheduling algorithms. Both have their pros and
cons that are similar to those outlined for platforms.
On the one hand, task graphs describing actual parallel applications, such as scientific workflows,
give some credit to the applicability of the studied scheduling algorithms. Indeed they are confronted
to concrete execution scenarios and may lead to performance improvements in production systems.
However, the good performance of an algorithm on a limited set of carefully chosen applications may
hide more common or bad performance in more general settings. On the other hand, resorting to
synthetic application task graphs allow to cover a broader range of application characteristics and solve
this issue of evaluation the overall performance of algorithms. However, other potential drawbacks
may come with the generation of large sets of synthetic task graphs.
The first and most obvious drawback of synthetic task graphs is their potential lack of realism. It
is important to correlate the generation parameters with the analysis of the characteristics of existing
workloads. This would prevent the production of a set of graphs that would never exist in real settings.
To illustrate this issue, we can refer to the study conducted in [120]. The authors analyzed the workflow
applications that run on the Austrian Grid platform. They found that most of these task graphs com-
prise around 30 tasks, 75% of them have fewer than 40 tasks, and only 5% of them have large numbers
of tasks higher than 200. A sound generator should of course produce task graphs of any size to test
the behavior of an algorithm in every conditions. This would allow the algorithm designer to tackle
corner case issues and improve the algorithm. However, this study indicates that the distribution used
to determine the number of tasks in a graph should not be uniform, but skewed around 30-40 nodes.
Then it would better reflect the characteristics that raise from actual production workloads.
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A second potential pitfall lies in the adequacy of the parameters of the task graph synthesizer to the
general behavior of the studied algorithms. For instance, the performance of many DAG scheduling
algorithms depends on the length of the critical path of the task graph. To validate such algorithms,
a synthesizer should have to generate graphs with a large variety of the critical path length. A too
narrow range of values would hinder the quality of the performance study. Moreover, synthesizers
usually accept a lot of parameters as input. The Cartesian product of the number of values taken by each
parameter usually leads to very large sets of randomly generated graphs. The algorithm designer (and
most likely the reader of a validation study) using such large sets may confidently think that the more
scenarios are tested, the sounder the validation is. However, it may often be only an illusion of validity.
Some generation parameters may have no effect at all on the performance of the studied algorithms
while other may be redundant. Many combinations may indeed lead to a very similar behavior. The
consequence is that what should be the core of the performance analysis is diluted by these useless
scenarios. It may lead to too flattering results for some algorithms by hiding very bad performance on a
few set of important task graphs by good or even average performance on a lot of very similar graphs.
Conversely, an algorithm may exhibit poor performance just because the set of graphs for which it
performs well is largely outweighed by a large set of redundant unfavorable scenarios.
Detecting which properties of a task graph have an effect or not over the performance of the studied
algorithms is a difficult problem. It adds up to the highly complex problem of characterizing and
generating a truly representative synthetic workload, which is well introduced in [67]. Then, most
validation studies in the field of DAG and PTG scheduling rely on a few graphs representing actual
applications or larger sets of synthetic graphs produced by some home-made generators. Combinations
of graphs from these two categories can be used to compensate some of their respective drawbacks.
Many projects are part of the effort to share input workloads for DAG scheduling studies. The
Standard Task Graph Set [146]10 has been proposed as a benchmark suite for the evaluation of multi-
processor scheduling algorithms. It comprises 2,700 random graphs, whose size varies from 50 to 5,000
tasks, generated according to various methods. It also includes graphs representing actual applications,
such as robot control or sparse matrix solver. The graphs in this set model either communications costs
between compute tasks or not. They are described in a simple and comprehensive text format. An
interesting thing about this project is that optimal schedule lengths are provided for all the graphs in
the set. This allows developers to compare the performance of their algorithms to these optimal values
and make fair and objective comparisons. The Task Graphs for Free (TGFF) tool [56] was also specifi-
cally designed for scheduling simulation. It produces Series-Parallel or Fan-in/Fan-out, i.e., that mimic
scatter/gather phases in a parallel application, task graphs. TGFF also comes with a built-in model
to generate communication costs and deadlines. Unfortunately there is no way to control the random
distribution of the attributes generated by TGFF. The GGen project [47] is not only a random graph
generator, but also a graph analyzer. Its main aim is at providing users insights on the properties, e.g.,
Minimum Spanning Tree, Max Independent Set, in/out degrees of the nodes, of the generated graphs
and thus create proper and representative validation suites. GGen provides several generation methods
that cover what is typically used in the scheduling literature. Graphs are exported in the Graphviz’s
DOT language that allows users to load the graphs with most of the available analysis tools. Finally,
the developers of the Pegasus workflow management system [54] made available a generator of in-
stances of the most popular data-driven applications managed by their system11. For each application,
the general shape of the graph is fixed. The generator then acts on the size of the instance, that is the
number of tasks. The tasks and data transfers that compose a graph are instantiated with costs gath-
ered from actual executions on a computing grid. They proposed their own XML format, called DAX,
to described these task graphs. A DAX file is decomposed in two parts. First the jobs, i.e., compute tasks
that compose the application, are described by a unique id, the name of the executable to run and the
10http://www.kasahara.elec.waseda.ac.jp/schedule/
11https://confluence.pegasus.isi.edu/display/pegasus/WorkflowGenerator
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list of input and output files. Data-dependencies between tasks are derived from these lists of files. A
task B depends on another task A if one of B’s input file is an output of task A. The second part of a
DAX file explicitly lists control dependencies that may exist between tasks.
Unfortunately, none of the aforementioned tools was designed to conduct PTG scheduling simu-
lation studies. As it was mentioned in Section 1.2.1, a model of moldable task is required in addition
to a model of DAG to obtain a PTG. Then I developed my own random PTG generator, called daggen,
and made it publicly available12. I used this generator in my different publications on PTG schedul-
ing [NS06, NSC07, Sut07, NS07, HRS08a, NS09, DNSC09, CDS10, CDS10, DS10]. It was also used in
several publications by other authors with various application domains [2, 9, 22, 143, 152].
This generator produces PTGs described as a set of nodes in an intuitive text format. Each line
lists information about a node, namely its index, list of successors, type, amount of work to execute (in
flops) or data to transfer (in bytes), and, in our specific context, a parallelization overhead. As said in
the previous chapter, moldable tasks are modeled according to the Amdahl’s law. This last parameter
then corresponds to the α parameter in Equation 1.1 and takes its value in [0; 1]. Note that setting α to
0 for every task allows a user of daggen to generate DAGs instead of PTGs. Nodes can have one of the
four following types. ROOT is a unique artificial entry node with zero cost, with no predecessor, and
with the entry node(s) of the PTG as successor(s). Similarly, END is a unique artificial exit node with
zero cost, with no successor, and with the exit node(s) of the PTG as predecessor(s). Then the other
nodes are either COMPUTATION or TRANSFER tasks. One restriction exists for TRANSFER nodes. As
they represent point-to-point communications, such nodes can have only one successor. Figure 2.13
shows an example of PTG produced by daggen as a text file (left) and more graphically (right).
1 NODE_COUNT 17
2 NODE 0 1,2 ROOT 0.0 0.0
3 NODE 1 3,4,5 COMPUTATION 15000000000 0.20
4 NODE 2 6,7,8 COMPUTATION 24000000000 0.20
5 NODE 3 9 TRANSFER 100000000 0.0
6 NODE 4 10 TRANSFER 100000000 0.0
7 NODE 5 11 TRANSFER 100000000 0.0
8 NODE 6 9 TRANSFER 100000000 0.0
9 NODE 7 10 TRANSFER 100000000 0.0
10 NODE 8 11 TRANSFER 100000000 0.0
11 NODE 9 12 COMPUTATION 10000000000 0.20
12 NODE 10 13 COMPUTATION 6000000000 0.20
13 NODE 11 14 COMPUTATION 3000000000 0.20
14 NODE 12 15 TRANSFER 100000000 0.0
15 NODE 13 15 TRANSFER 100000000 0.0
16 NODE 14 15 TRANSFER 100000000 0.0
17 NODE 15 16 COMPUTATION 15000000000 0.20
18 NODE 16 - END 0.0 0.0 End
21
Root
43
5 6
7 8
11
141312
109
15
Figure 2.13: Example of a PTG produced by daggen as a text file (left) and grahically (right).
Here we recall what was introduced in Section 1.3 about the instantiation used in our studies. We
generally assumed that a task operates on a dataset of d double precision elements (for instance a
√
d×√
d square matrix). We arbitrarily assumed that processors have at most 1GByte of memory and thus
d ≤ 121M . We also assumed that d is above 4M (if d is too small, the moldable task should most
likely be fused with its predecessor or successor). We modeled the computational complexity of a task, in
12https://github.com/frs69wq/daggen
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number of operations, with one of the three following expressions, which are representative of common
applications: a · d (e.g., a stencil computation on a √d×√d domain), a · d log d (e.g., sorting an array of
d elements), d3/2 (e.g., a multiplication of
√
d ×√d matrices). For the first two types of complexity a is
picked randomly between 26 and 29, to capture the fact that some of these tasks often perform multiple
iterations. Four scenarios were considered: three in which all tasks have one of the three computational
complexities above, and one in which task computational complexities are chosen randomly among
the three. The volume of data to communicate by a TRANSFER node depends on the size of the data
handled by its parent COMPUTATION node.
The structure of the generated PTGs is defined by four popular parameters in addition to the number
of COMPUTATION nodes. The width determines the maximum parallelism in the PTG, that is the number
of tasks per level. A small value leads to “chain” PTGs and a large value leads to “fork-join” PTGs.
The regularity denotes the uniformity of the number of tasks in each level. A low value means that
levels contain very dissimilar numbers of tasks, while a high value means that all levels contain similar
numbers of tasks. The density denotes the number of edges between two levels of the PTG, with a low
value leading to few edges and a large value leading to many edges. This parameter has a direct impact
of the number of TRANSFER nodes that will be generated to form the PTG. These three parameters
take values between 0 and 1. Furthermore we add random “jumps edges” that go from level l to level
l + jump. Algorithm 13 details the generation procedure used by daggen. Uniform distributions are
assumed when picking random values.
Algorithm 13 Generation procedure of daggen
1: Generation of n COMPUTATION tasks
2: Determine the perfect number of tasks per level: ewidth×log(n)
3: Randomly assign a number of tasks per level
by picking a number around the perfect value with (100 ∗ (1− regularity))% of latitude
4: Randomly assign a cost to each task according to the computational complexity
5: Pick a random value for α for each task
6: End
7: Generation of TRANSFER tasks
8: Randomly assign a number of parents to each task:
min(1 + random(0, density ×#tasks in previous level), #tasks in previous level)
9: if jumps are allowed then
10: Select in which level to pick the parent
11: end if
12: Randomly select the parent of the TRANSFER node
13: Add data volumes to transfer that derive from the size of the data handled by the parent task
14: End
In some studies, I had to adapt this generation method to produce layered PTGs with the particu-
larity that all the tasks in a given precedence level have the same cost. Then all the transfers between
the same two levels share the same communication cost. In some others, the costs of the TRANSFER
nodes were all set to 0 to model applications without inter-task communications. In addition to this
tool developed to generate a population of synthetic PTGs, I also developed some scripts to generate
real PTGs from the Strassen matrix multiplication and FFT applications to obtain PTGs that are more
regular than those produced by daggen. However, we usually considered in our studies four different
computational complexity scenarios, as for the random PTGs.
A final contribution related to the use of task graphs in simulation studies was to help at the de-
velopment of loaders of DOT and DAX files for SimDAG. This work, made with J.-N. Quintin and
M. Quinson allows users to use graphs produced by GGen [47] or the Pegasus workflow generator as
input of their SimDAG simulator. daggen has also been modified to export DAGs in the DOT format.
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2.5 Result Acquisition and Analysis
Once a simulator is written and various inputs for this simulator, such as platform, workload, or simu-
lation parameters, have been generated, a simulation campaign can be launched. Depending on the con-
ducted study, such a campaign can imply the execution of several millions of independent simulation
runs. For instance, in [NS06] we compared five scheduling heuristics over a range of 1,296 PTGs and
200 heterogeneous platforms for a total of 1,296,000 independent simulation runs. This raises several
challenges related to the efficient execution of this large set of runs, retrieving and storing the obtained
results so that pertinent performance information can be extracted later on.
As the size of the simulation campaigns I have conducted increased, I had to develop or use several
tools to automate and ease their management. Indeed, a crude management approach based on simple
shell scripts to launch simulation runs and large text files to store the results may work for small cam-
paigns but becomes quickly limited and painful to use. In what follows I briefly detail the design and
implementation choices I made to manage the simulation campaigns conducted for the evaluation of
the scheduling algorithms in Chapter 1.
When developing a simulator, it is important to have in mind that a large simulation campaign is
likely to follow. Then, the way input parameters are injected into the simulator and outputs are pro-
duced has to be carefully chosen. Most of the simulators I developed follow a simple rule: one set of
input parameters corresponds to only one simulation run and produces only one result (maybe includ-
ing several metrics). The advantages of this design choice are a greater flexibility in the execution of
the campaign, an easier automation of the process, and some control on the output location. A poten-
tial drawback is that even though many simulation runs share a common subset of input parameters,
typically platform and application descriptions, they have to be loaded each and every time. Then, the
overall execution time of the campaign may be greater compared to a simulator that would load some
combination of input parameters once and run all the tested algorithms on it, for instance. However,
the improvements made around SIMGRID about the management of platforms and applications con-
siderably reduced this overhead. The improved flexibility is thus worth the extra loading time. In this
configuration, the total output set produced by the campaign is scattered in as many files as indepen-
dent simulation runs. This prevents a straightforward filtering of results with basic tools such as grep.
Other methods to manage results have to be implemented.
The following example shows a command line typical of the different simulators I developed. De-
pending of the studied problem, this command line can be more complex and have more parameters,
but it comprises at least the set of input parameters described hereafter.
1 $./my_simulator -h heuristic -p platform.xml -d app1.dot [-d app2.dot ...]
A simulation run performed in a scheduling study always requires three input parameters: (i) the
scheduling heuristic to study (plus some related configuration flags when needed); (ii) a description
of the experimental environment, or platform, in the XML format supported by SIMGRID; and (iii) the
description of one or several applications represented as DAGs or PTGs. The size of the campaign, i.e.,
the total number of such independent simulation runs, is then determined by the cross-product of the
numbers of values used for each parameter.
The second condition to ensure the most flexible management of a simulation is to have independent
and easy to parse outputs. Most of my simulators produce results formatted as in the example below.
1 biCPA:chti.xml:FFT16-0.0:434.724:8694.483
Information is separated by colons to ease further parsing. This output line starts with the param-
eters given as input, i.e., heuristic, platform, and application, that describe a unique simulation run.
Then, it stores values for the different metrics of interest, makespan and total work for instance.
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To launch hundreds of thousands independent simulation runs, that require thousands of distinct
input files, and retrieve a similar amount of outputs, I relied on a simple but powerful tool. The AppLeS
Parameter Sweep Template (APST) framework [40] was developed by J. Hayes at UCSD, in the team
where I spent my post-doctoral year. As its name says, APST has been designed to handle parameter
sweep applications, a category of applications that totally corresponds to a simulation campaign. Indeed,
the same code, i.e., the simulator, is executed for a broad range of input parameters, i.e., the simulation
scenarios. The main advantage of APST is its simplicity. It can run in user mode without any software
dependency. The user simply launch a daemon, declare the resources to use and the tasks to execute
in an XML file, and then submit this file to the daemon. The mapping of tasks on resources is fully
automatized. Moreover, the status of the campaign, e.g., how many tasks have completed or failed, can
be easily monitored. For my scheduling studies, I generally limited the resources to use to my own
laptop. In some cases, APST was combined to a script that acquires as much available resources as
possible on Grid’5000. Those extra processors were accessed in a best effort mode, i.e., they could be
preempted at any time by a regular job submitted by another user.
To store all the produced results, draw graphs, and fill tables that were used in articles to support the
performance analysis of some scheduling heuristics, I found convenient to rely on a relational database.
Indeed, the output format introduced earlier can be directly mapped to a database entry. Resorting to
a database greatly simplifies the comparison of heuristics and reduces the time needed to extract pro-
cessed data. For large campaigns, storing results in flat text files would have made the post-processing
too cumbersome. Then, I developed many scripts to populate mySQL tables with the simulation re-
sults, and to extract, aggregate, compare, or combine these results. These scripts have evolved as I
improved my analysis methodology as explained in Section 1.3. These methods ranged from extracting
only average values to analyzing the full distribution for the considered performance metrics.
Another useful analysis tool I used for many of my scheduling studies is visualization. Scheduling
algorithm usually aim at optimizing an objective function, e.g., minimizing the makespan. Then, the
evaluation of these algorithms is often limited to the analysis of the final achieved value. What led to
this makespan, that is the schedule itself, is hardly ever analyzed. It is because it is hardly possible
for humans to get a rough idea of an entire schedule by looking only at log files. Visualization helps
the analysis of schedules in different cases. First, a new algorithm might perform better than all its
competitors in most cases. However, there might be corner cases which could be easily spotted with a
graphical representation of the schedules. Second, the debugging of scheduling algorithms is greatly
eased by visualization. But, while scheduling is a broadly covered field in Computer Science, only a
few tools exist that help researchers to develop scheduling algorithms.
In [HHS10], we presented, with S. Hunold and R. Hoffmann, the software tool Jedule13 that can
visualize arbitrary schedules as Gantt charts. A schedule is displayed in two dimensions, one that
corresponds to the resources of the system, e.g., processors, cores, or hosts, while the other corresponds
to time. Scheduled tasks are depicted by rectangles in such a representation. Jedule has been designed
with PTG scheduling in mind. Then, it handles compute tasks that span on several (potentially non
contiguous) resources and complex data redistributions. Jedule relies on its own custom XML structure
to represent schedules that can be automatically dumped from any SimDAG simulator.
Jedule was a great help for the evaluations conducted in [CDS10] and [CDS10]. As detailed in
Chapter 1, these articles were about the scheduling of multiple PTGs on a single cluster. Visualization
helped us to check the validity of one of the proposed approaches which consists in distributing the
resources among the applications. Each application then has to build its own schedule according to this
constrained resource allocation.
A critical issue for such an algorithm is to ensure that each schedule respects its resource constraint.
Figure 2.14 shows a schedule produced by the considered algorithm for four PTGs. We can see that
the tasks of each application are mapped on distinct processors, hence confirming that the algorithm
13http://sourceforge.net/projects/jedule/
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Figure 2.14: Jedule output for the schedule produced by one of the algorithms proposed in [CDS10].
Four PTGs, each having its own color, are scheduled on a cluster of 20 processors. The resource con-
straints imposed by the algorithm are respected.
does what it was designed for. It also points out that the initial distribution of the processors among the
applications is too restrictive. For instance, processors 17 to 19 are clearly underused. Such information
which could be extracted from text logs, but with more efforts, immediately highlights the need for
more complex algorithms such as the one that was later proposed in [CDS10]. In this context, Jedule
was also used to see the impact of a conservative backfilling step applied at the end of the scheduling
process. A comparison of the Jedule outputs with and without backfilling allows for a check that no
task is delayed by this step. The reduction of the total idle time can also be easily quantified.
Jedule was also useful to spot strange phenomena more easily. As an illustration, Figure 2.15 shows
the Jedule output of the schedule produced by HEFT [147] for a DAG of 50 tasks on a heterogeneous
platform made of four small homogeneous clusters that respectively comprise two or four processors.
Figure 2.15: Jedule output of the schedule by HEFT of a DAG of 50 task on a heterogeneous platform.
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From this output, we suspected a bad scheduling decision for the the last task executed on proces-
sor 2. Indeed, there are three other tasks with exactly the same characteristics, i.e., execution time, input
data size, and dependencies to satisfy. These three tasks are respectively executed on processors 9, 10,
and 11. The logic indicates that the fourth task should have been scheduled on processor 8 instead of
processor 2. This tends to indicate a flaw in the scheduling algorithm. We thus checked the logs of
the scheduling process. It appeared that processor 2 actually leads to the earliest finish time for this
task. The scheduling decision was then correct despite the glaring issue. In presence of inter-task com-
munications, moving a task from one cluster to another should lead to a greater finish time, but this
scheduling decision shows the opposite. Sending data to another cluster is as costly as executing the
task locally. The source of the strange behavior pointed out by Jedule was in fact the description of the
execution platform. The latency of the backbone link connecting the clusters was the same as that of
the links connecting the processors in a cluster. In a real setting, this inter-cluster latency is likely to be
much higher. Then we corrected our description to reflect a more realistic setting.
Figure 2.16: Jedule output of the schedule by HEFT of a DAG of 50 task on a heterogeneous platform
with a greater latency on the backbone link.
The schedule obtained on this modified platform is showed by Figure 2.16. It does not exhibit odd
scheduling decisions anymore. The two fast clusters (processors 0-1 and 6-7) are chosen first and then
the larger but slower clusters are used. We can also see that one of these slow clusters is more heavily
used. This reflects the impact of the higher backbone latency on the scheduling decisions. Finally, it is
worth noting that the overall makespan is the same for both schedules (140.9 s). If we had only relied on
this metric to detect suspect behaviors, we would have missed this particular issue. This demonstrates
the benefits of visualization on the analysis of simulation results, at least in a scheduling context.
Management of simulation campaigns and result analysis are very active fields within the SIMGRID
project. These topics are even considered as simulation pillars. Advance visualization techniques, such
as those offered by Triva [134], e.g., treemaps or time and space aggregations, have proved their im-
portance to better understand various phenomena occurring during a simulation [135]. To optimize
a simulation campaign, and thus minimize the numbers of independent runs to execute, techniques
related to the Design of Experiments are investigated. Such methods are widely used in other sciences
but scarcely in Computer Science. Being part of the SIMGRID team and following closely the conducted
investigations will help me to improve my own experimental methodology. In the near future, I plan to
apply such methods to run smaller campaigns that however lead to more backed-up and sound results.
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2.6 Dimensioning Through Simulation
Large-scale distributed computing systems, such as grids or clouds, are victims of their success. Driven
by the High Energy Physics community since the European DataGrid project, computing and data
grids such as EGEE, and now EGI, have allowed physicists to store, share, and analyze the tremendous
amount of data produced by the Large Hadron Collider at CERN. Other communities, such as biology,
earth science, or even humanities, are also evolving to data-driven sciences. The direct consequence of
this data deluge is the constant and mandatory upscale of data and computing centers. For instance,
the IN2P3 Computing Center has recently doubled the floor area of its computing room to be able to
host and power the resources required to fulfill its engagements up to 2019.
In this context, dimensioning becomes a main concern to optimize the utilization of these comput-
ing and storage infrastructures. Indeed, it is crucial to determine precisely the investment to grant for
each type of resources and how to physically organize them to get the “best bang for the buck”. Unfor-
tunately it is hard to estimate the relevance of a solution without implementing it. Such decisions are
thus taken based on years of experience shared by system administrators and users. The former knows
how complex systems work while the latter have expertise on the behavior of their applications. Nev-
ertheless this process lacks of objective data about the performance of a given candidate infrastructure.
Benchmarks suites exist, such as the LINPACK benchmark used to establish the Top50014 list, but they
can only be executed once the resources have been bought and deployed. Any unforeseen behavior can
then lead to large but vain expenses.
An alternative would be to resort to simulation to obtain the expected objective indicators and com-
pare each possible evolution of the infrastructure. In 2010, I initiated a CNRS Projet International de
Coope´ration Scientifique (PICS) between the IN2P3 Computing Center and the University of Hawai‘i at
Manoa to work with H. Casanova on this topic of dimensioning through simulation. In this project,
we aim at evaluate, compare, strengthen, and integrate within the SIMGRID toolkit two complementary
approaches: on-line simulation, also called simulation via direct execution, and off-line simulation, also
called post-mortem simulation, of parallel applications. We focus on applications relying on the MPI [83]
standard as they represent the vast majority of currently deployed parallel applications. In on-line sim-
ulation the application is executed but part of the execution takes place within a simulation component.
In off-line simulation a trace of a previous execution of the application is “replayed” on a simulated
platform. In the next sections I detail the contributions made for each approach respectively.
2.6.1 Single Node On-Line Simulation of MPI Applications with SMPI
One option for simulating the execution of an MPI application is on-line simulation. In this approach,
the actual code of the application, with no or marginal modification, is executed on a host platform that
attempts to mimic the behavior of the target platform. Part of the instruction stream is then intercepted
and passed to a simulator. LAPSE is a well-known on-line simulator developed in the early 90’s [57]. In
LAPSE, the parallel application executes normally but when a communication operation is performed a
corresponding communication delay is simulated on the target platform using a simple network model
(affine point-to-point communication delay based on link latency and bandwidth). MPI-SIM [13] builds
on the same general principles, with the inclusion of I/O subsystem simulation in addition to network
simulation. A difference with LAPSE is that MPI processes run as threads, which is enabled by a source
code preprocessor (e.g., to privatize global variables). Another project similar in intent and approach is
the simulator described in [130]. The BigSim project [158] also builds on similar ideas. However, unlike
MPI-SIM, BigSim allows for the simulation of computational delays on the target platform. This makes
it possible to simulate “what if?” scenarios not only for the network but also for the compute nodes of
the target platform. Simulation of computation delays in BigSim is done based either on user-supplied
14http://www.top500.org
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projections for the execution time of each block of code (as done also in [84]), on scaling execution times
measured on the host platform by a factor that accounts for the performance differential between the
host and the target platforms, or on sophisticated execution time prediction techniques such as those
developed in [139]. The weakness of such approaches is that since the computational application code
is not executed, the computed application data is erroneous. Consequently, application behavior that
is data-dependent is lost. This is acceptable for many regular parallel applications, but can make the
simulation of irregular applications (e.g., branch-and-bound) questionable at best. Aiming for high
accuracy, the work in [106] uses a cycle-accurate hardware simulator of the target platform to simulate
computation delays, which leads to a high ratio of simulation time to simulated time.
The complexity of the network simulation model has a high impact on speed and scalability, thus
compelling many authors to adopt simplistic network models. One simplification, for instance, is to
use monolithic performance models of collective communications rather than simulating them as sets
of point-to-point communications [12, 145]. Another simplification used in most aforementioned sim-
ulators, whether off-line or on-line, is to ignore network contention because simulating it is known
to be costly [159]. The work in [145] proposes the use of simple analytical models of network con-
tention for off-line simulation. An exception is the MPI-NetSim on-line simulator [121], which provides
full-fledge contention simulation via a packet-level discrete-event network simulator. As a result, the
simulator may run more slowly than the application, which poses time coherence problems for on-line
simulation. The solution in [121] is to slow down the entire system (i.e., inserting sleep calls during
the application execution) so that the simulator has the time to simulate all network traffic without in-
ducing timing skew. This approach has also been used in the general-purpose simulation environment
MicroGrid [141]. Another exception is the PEVPM on-line simulator [84]. PEVPM relies on exten-
sive benchmarks of the target platform that provide probability distributions of communication times,
which can in turn be used to model network contention phenomena. Finally, note that two options for
general-purpose on-line simulation are to reconfigure the cluster interconnect of the host platform to
mimic that of the target platform [148], or to load the host platform with a judiciously chosen synthetic
user-level workload [33].
One difficulty faced by most MPI-specific on-line simulators is that the simulation, because done
via direct execution of the MPI application, is inherently distributed. Parallel discrete event simulation
raises difficult correctness issues pertaining to process synchronization. For the simulation of parallel
applications, techniques have been developed to speed up the simulation while preserving correctness
(e.g., the asynchronous conservative simulation algorithms in [122], the optimistic simulation protocol
in [158]). A way to side-step this difficulty is to run the simulation on a single node which also challeng-
ing as it requires large amounts of computing and memory resources. For most aforementioned on-line
approaches, the resources required to run a simulation of an MPI application are commensurate to those
of that application. In some cases, those needs can even be higher (e.g., an extra node to run the network
simulation component [121], or costly cycle-accurate simulation of the application’s code [106]). One
way to reduce the computing needs of the simulation is to avoid executing computational portions of
the application and simulate only expected delays on the target platform [84, 158]. Reducing the need
for memory resources is more difficult. For instance, simulations in [84], which run on a single-node,
are for applications with small memory footprints. In general, if the target platform is a large cluster,
then the host platform must also be a large cluster. However, a solution proposed in [1] consists in
removing large data arrays from the simulation with the help of the compiler. When doing so, the mod-
ified application produces erroneous results. But, for non-data-dependent applications memory usage
reductions up to 4 orders of magnitudes are reported.
In [CSG+11], we detailed, in collaboration with P.-N. Clauss, M. Stillwell, S. Genaud, H. Casanova,
and M. Quinson, the aims and internals of another on-line simulator, called Simulated MPI (SMPI).
As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, SMPI is implemented as an API of the SIMGRID toolkit. In its current
implementation SMPI implements the following subset of the MPI standard:
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• error codes, predefined datatypes, and predefined and user-defined operators;
• process groups, communicators, and their operations (except Comm split);
• these point-to-point communication primitives: Send Init, Recv Init, Start, Startall, Isend, Irecv,
Send, Recv, Sendrecv, Test, Testany, Wait, Waitany, Waitall, and Waitsome;
• these collective communication primitives: Broadcast, Barrier, Gather, Gatherv, Allgather, All-
gatherv, Scatter, Scatterv, Reduce, Allreduce, Scan, Reduce scatter, Alltoall, and Alltoallv.
An SMPI simulation runs in a single process, with each MPI process running in its own thread.
However, these threads run sequentially, under the control of the fully sequential simulation kernel of
SIMGRID. The potential drawback of a sequential kernel is that simulation time may increase drasti-
cally with the scale of the simulation. However, SIMGRID relies on the analytical simulation models
implemented in SURF that can be computed quickly, leading to scalable simulation capabilities.
SMPI was designed to be used as seamlessly as possible. Figure 2.17 shows the compilation chains
provided by SMPI for C and FORTRAN codes. Two wrappers, smpiff and smpic99, take source
code as input and produce an object file after source-code modifications. As MPI processes are replaced
by threads within a single process, global variables need to be privatized so that each thread has its
own copy. For C codes, we use the Coccinelle semantic patching tool [116] to locate global variables
automatically, and rely on a Perl script to privatize them. For FORTRAN codes, the provided wrapper
internally resorts to the f2c tool for translating a FORTRAN code into an equivalent C code. Thanks to
the clean and regular output from f2c, the global variables in the translated FORTRAN code are made
private by a straightforward Perl. The resulting C codes are then passed to the gcc compiler through
the smpicc wrapper.
smpiff smpic99
smpif2c smpipatchsmpicc
perlf2c perl spatchgccFortran 77 source C 99 source
Object file
Figure 2.17: Application compilation with SMPI.
Once compiled with smpicc, the produced executable file can be executed thanks to a command
line very similar to that MPI users are accustomed to.
1 bob:˜$ smpirun -np 8 \
2 -platform target_platform.xml -hostfile process_mapping \
3 my_MPI_app <application parameters>
Users have to call smpirun instead of the classical mpirun. They still give the number of pro-
cesses used to run the instance (-np), as well as the way these processes are mapped onto physical
resources (-hostfile), and the executable itself with its own parameters. The only extra information
given to SMPI is a description of the target platform (-platform) that gives the characteristics of the
simulated environment in which the application will execute.
One of the main aims for SMPI is to simulate an application on a large target platform while using
a single node as the host platform, which we call the “host node.” While the motivation for single-
node simulation is clear, it is a challenging proposition for on-line simulation due to the computing and
memory requirements of the simulated applications.
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In general, the amount of time needed to execute the computational portions of the application’s
code, or computing bursts, on a single node is proportional to the number of nodes of the target plat-
form that are used by the application. As in [84, 158], we opt to replace each burst in the simulation by
the corresponding expected delay on a target platform node. Thus, unless the application’s execution
is data-dependent, the computational time of the application when it runs in simulation could be negli-
gible. The main question, however, is how to determine the delay of each burst on the target platform.
We allow for the execution of each burst only the first n times the burst occurs, and then using the
average delay computed over these n samples as the delay in the simulation for future occurrences of
this burst. Using n > 1 is useful for bursts that exhibit execution time variations, e.g., due to application
data. Since the bursts are measured on the host node, their durations are used directly for simulating a
target platform comprised of nodes identical to that of the host node. Otherwise, we simply allow the
user to specify a factor by which burst durations can be scaled to account for a performance differential
between the host node and the nodes of the target platform. We allow for n = 0, in which case the
user must supply a number of flops (which is then transformed into a delay using the aforementioned
factor) for simulating the corresponding burst on the target platform.
The time to execute each burst n > 0 times on the node platform is proportional to the number of
nodes in the target platform, since each MPI process executes each CPU burst n times. The scalability of
this approach may thus not be acceptable because simulation time increases linearly with the number
of simulated nodes. In many parallel applications, computations are regular, meaning that the MPI
processes execute identical or similar bursts. This is the case, for instance, for most applications using
the Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) paradigm. Therefore, SMPI allows the measurement of the
execution times of the first n bursts on any MPI process. The simulation time of application computation
is then independent on the number of nodes in the target platform, and thus scalable. This can be
enabled easily by a code preprocessor that takes n as input and inserts global counters and if-then-else
statements around the code for each burst. In the current version of SMPI, macros were developed for
the standard C preprocessor. They have to be manually inserted by the user in his/her code.
1 ...
2 MPI_Init(...);
3 SMPI SAMPLE LOCAL(10)
4 { < Some computation (A) > }
5 SMPI SAMPLE GLOBAL(10)
6 { < Some computation (B) > }
7 SMPI SAMPLE DELAY(1048576)
8 { < Some computation (C) > }
9 < Some computation (D) >
10 MPI_Finalize();
11 ...
Figure 2.18: SMPI macros to reduce computing requirements.
Figure 2.18 shows a code sketch that uses these macros. At line 3, the SMPI SAMPLE LOCAL macro
is used to indicate that the following burst (in between curly braces) should be executed and timed 10
times by each MPI process, and subsequently bypassed and replaced by a simulation of a delay equal to
the average of the 10 measured execution times. At line 7, the SMPI SAMPLE GLOBAL macro is similar
but the burst is measured only 10 times in total (possibly when executed by 10 different MPI processes),
before its execution is bypassed and replaced by an average delay. At line 11, the block of code following
the SMPI SAMPLE DELAY is never executed but instead replaced in the simulation by the given amount
of flops. These macros are expanded into one or more calls to various functions that look up and update
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hash tables where each entry contains a unique identifier (based on source file name and line number),
execution counters, reference counters, and/or pointers to user arrays.
For applications that are irregular or data-dependent, replaying previously measured burst dura-
tions may not lead to accurate results. In the worst case, all bursts would need to be executed. In this
case, single-node simulation would suffer from severe scalability issues. Should these issues endanger
the applicability of the approach, one would have to face the challenges of developing a parallel discrete
event simulator that can be executed on a cluster, as done for instance in MPI-SIM or MPI-NetSim.
A problem with single-node on-line simulation is that the memory footprint of the application can-
not be accommodated on the host node unless the number of nodes in the target platform is small
and/or the application’s footprint is small. In an SMPI simulation, all MPI processes run as threads
that share the same address space. In this case, two techniques are proposed in [1] for removing large
array references:
Technique #1: Because MPI processes run as threads, references to local arrays can be replaced by
references to a single shared array. If the MPI application has m processes that each use an array
of size s, then the memory requirement is reduced from m× s to s.
Technique #2: Because a burst is simulated by replaying a delay rather than by executing its code,
memory references in that code can be removed, which can lead to the removal of potentially
large, now unreferenced, arrays.
Both techniques are implemented in SMPI, but the second one can only be used if n, the number of
measurements of each burst duration, is 0. In this case, as in [1], burst durations are user-provided
and the burst code is effectively removed. Here also we rely on macros designed for the standard C
preprocessor as shown in Figure 2.19.
1 ...
2 double *data = (double*)SMPI SHARED MALLOC(...);
3 MPI_Init(...);
4 < Some computation (A) >
5 MPI_Finalize();
6 SMPI FREE(a);
7 ...
Figure 2.19: SMPI macros to reduce memory requirements.
At line 3 array data is allocated using the SMPI SHARED MALLOC macro. This macro allows the
array to be allocated only once and to be shared by all simulated MPI processes. Similarly, at line 7, the
SMPI FREE macro is used so that the array is freed only once.
Another goal of SMPI is to perform accurate simulation of both point-to-point and collective
communications. One option is to use a packet-level discrete event network simulator, as in MPI-
NetSim [121]. The drawback is that packet-level simulation is neither fast nor scalable. For instance,
simulation time grows roughly linearly with message size. Simulation time can then be longer than
simulated time, which poses difficulties for preserving the coherence of an on-line simulation. Not
surprisingly, most of the simulators have opted for the not (fully) realistic, but simple, standard affine
model defined by a latency and bandwidth parameter. In this model the time to transfer a message of
size s in bytes from one node to another is α+ s/β where α is the network latency in seconds and β the
bandwidth in bytes/sec. Unfortunately, this model fails to capture the behavior of real-world cluster
interconnects using TCP and popular MPI implementations (e.g., OpenMPI [74] over a Gigabit Ethernet
switch). For instance, a message under 1 KiB fits within an IP frame, in which case the achieved data
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transfer rate is higher than for larger messages. Also, MPI implementations for MPI Send() typically
switch from buffered to synchronous mode above a certain message size. Consequently, instead of
being an affine function of message size, communication time is likely to be piece-wise linear.
SMPI also uses an analytical network model that can be computed quickly and in scalable way.
However, we contend that this model is more accurate than the analytical models used in previously
developed MPI simulators. Indeed, SMPI models point-to-point communication times with a piece-
wise linear model with an arbitrary number of linear segments. Each segment is obtained using linear
regression on a set of real measurements. The number of segments and the segments boundaries are
chosen such that the product of the correlation coefficients is maximized. In practice, we find that the
model should be instantiated for three segments, leading to eight parameters defining the model (two
for defining the boundaries of the three segments, and one latency and bandwidth parameter for each
segment). To illustrate the necessity to use a piece-wise linear model, we compared the results achieved
by SKaMPI (using OpenMPI) and by SMPI for a simple ping-pong test between two machines
Figure 2.20 shows communication time versus message size, using a logarithmic scale for both axes.
We display three sets of SMPI results. The results “Default Affine” are obtained for an affine model
calibrated on the cluster using the time to send a 1-byte message for the latency and the maximum
achievable bandwidth using the TCP/IP protocol (i.e., approximately 92% of the peak bandwidth).
This is the standard method for instantiating the affine model, and corresponds to the approach taken
by many MPI simulators. The “Best-Fit Affine” results are for an affine model instantiated using the
latency and bandwidth values that minimize the average logarithmic error with respect to the SKaMPI
results. We include these results to see whether a linear model could be inherently inaccurate. Finally,
the “Piece-Wise Linear” results are for the piece-wise linear model instantiated by SMPI.
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Figure 2.20: Comparison between a SKaMPI run and SMPI (default affine, best-fit affine, and piece-wise
linear models) for a ping-pong operation between two machines.
We see that the piece-wise linear model matches the real-world results very well. By contrast, both
affine models fail to capture the entire real-world behavior. The Default Affine model is accurate for
small and big messages, but inaccurate in between while the Best-Fit Affine model performs better for
medium-sized messages, but overestimates communication time for big messages.
Furthermore SMPI takes into account effects induced by packet-based communication over a single
link, a very common interconnection pattern. Multiple concurrent communications that appear to occur
simultaneously from the application point of view are actually sequenced on the output link. The
effective starting time of each of the these communications is thus delayed by a constant gap for each
communication that is already pending.
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As mentioned before, an SMPI simulation takes as input the number of MPI processes, their
command-line arguments, and a specification of the target platform. This specification is written in
XML using SIMGRID’s DTD described in Section 2.4.1. In the context of SMPI, the specification contains
descriptions of the cluster nodes, including a performance indicator measured in number of floating
point operations performed in one second. Then, the performance of the host node is given as argu-
ment to the simulation program, allowing to scale the timings obtained on the host node to what would
be experienced on the nodes of the target platforms. The specification also lists network elements, which
are on paths between cluster nodes. The performance of point-to-point communications on these links
is described by eight parameters. While the values of these parameters can be chosen arbitrarily by the
SMPI user, it is likely difficult to simply pick reasonable values. This is why we calibrate the SMPI sim-
ulation by automatically instantiating these parameters based on point-to-point experiments executed
on two nodes of one or more real-world clusters. It is then possible to modify this instantiation to run
simulations for “what if?” scenarios (e.g., simulate a network that achieves 30% higher data transfer
rate for large messages).
We use the freely available SKaMPI [129] benchmarking framework to perform simulation calibra-
tion. Using the simple ping-pong MPI benchmark provided by SKaMPI, we obtain data transfer times
achieved for a wide range of message sizes. We can then automatically fit the experimental data to
a piece-wise linear model, thereby obtaining an instantiation of the required parameters. A user can
easily perform such instantiation when wanting to simulate a particular cluster deployment. Alterna-
tively, this instantiation can be conducted by a third party, for a range of typical cluster deployments,
and made publicly available. SMPI users can then reuse these instantiations, or modify them to explore
reasonable “what if?” scenarios.
In [CSG+11], we demonstrated the accuracy, scalability and speed of SMPI simulations for scenarios
ranging from simple point-to-point communication to more complex communication benchmarks. We
showed that a piece-wise linear model is necessary for accurate simulation of MPI communications on
a cluster. We also showed that a network model without contention, such as the one used by most of the
on-line MPI simulators, always underestimates the completion time of a scatter operation. Conversely
our piece-wise linear model with contention leads to simulated execution times that are very close to
the performance of MPI implementations. On average, the difference between SMPI and MPICH2 was
almost the same as the difference between OpenMPI and MPICH2. Finally, the proposed techniques
aiming at reducing the computation and memory requirements of SMPI-based simulations, allowed us
to push some scalability limits while keeping a reasonable simulation time.
2.6.2 Off-Line Simulation with Time-Independent Trace Replay
An alternate approach for simulating the execution of an MPI application is off-line simulation in which
a log, or trace, of MPI communication events (time-stamp, source, destination, data size) is first obtained
by running the application on a real-world platform. A simulator then replays the execution of the
application as if it were running on a target platform. This approach has been used extensively, as shown
by the number of trace-based simulators described in the literature since 2009 [89, 145, 118, 156, 87].
The typical approach is to decompose the trace in time intervals delimited by the MPI communication
operations. The application is thus seen as a succession of computation bursts and communication
operations. An off-line simulator then simply computes simulated delays in a way that accounts for the
performance differential between the platform used to obtain the trace and the platform to be simulated.
Computation delays are typically computed by scaling the durations of the CPU bursts in the trace [145,
118, 87]. Network delays are computed based on a simulation model of the network.
One limitation of these off-line simulators is that trace acquisition is not scalable. Indeed, to sim-
ulate the execution of an application on a platform of a given scale, the trace must be acquired on a
homogeneous platform of that same scale, so that time-stamps are meaningful. In some cases, extrapo-
lating a smaller trace to larger numbers of compute nodes is feasible [89], but not generally applicable.
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Furthermore, the use of time-stamps requires that each trace be accompanied with a description of the
platform on which it was obtained, so as to allow meaningful scaling of computation delays. In this
work we address the trace acquisition scalability limitation by using time-independent traces.
Another limitation is that these simulators typically use simplistic network models, because they
are straightforward to implement and scalable. Possible simplifications include: not using a network
model but simply replay original communication delays [87]; ignoring network contention because it
is known to be difficult and costly to simulate [89, 156, 159]; using monolithic performance models of
collective communications rather than simulating them as sets of point-to-point communications [145,
87, 12]. Other simulators opt for accurate packet-level simulation, which is not scalable and leads to
high simulation times [118]. In this work we address this limitation by leveraging the validated and
scalable network models in the SIMGRID framework.
One well-known challenge for off-line simulation is the large size of the traces, which limits the
scalability of trace acquisition and can prevent running the simulation on a single node. Mechanisms
have been proposed to improve scalability, including compact trace representations [145] and replay of
a judiciously selected subset of the traces [156]. In this work, we discuss how the traces used by our
framework can be compacted and we demonstrate the scalabilty of our trace acquisition procedure.
Time-stamped traces for use in off-line simulation cause several problems, in particular the need to
acquire traces on large-scale, homogeneous platforms to conduct large-scale simulations. To obviate
these problems we proposed in [DMQS11], in collaboration with F. Desprez, G. Markomanolis and
M. Quinson, to conduct off-line simulation using time-independent traces. For each event occurring
during the execution of the traced application, e.g., a CPU burst or a communication operation, we
log its volume (in number of executed instructions or in number of transferred bytes) instead of the
time when it begins and ends. The main advantage is that our logged information does not depend on
the hardware characteristics of the platform on which the trace is collected, with the exception of the
processor family. The size of the messages sent by an application is not likely to change according to
the specifics of the network interconnect, and the number of instructions performed within a for loop
does not increase with the processing speed of the CPU. This claim does not hold for adaptive MPI
applications that modify their execution path according to the execution platform. Such applications,
which represent a small fraction of production MPI applications, are outside the scope of this work.
A time-independent trace is a list of actions performed by each process of an MPI application. An
action is described by the rank of the process that performs it, a type (computation or communication), a
volume (number of instructions or number of bytes), and some action-specific parameters (e.g., the rank
of the receiving process for a one-way communication).
1 for (i=0; i<4; i++)
2 if (myId == 0){
3 /* Compute 1M instructions */
4 MPI_Send(1MB,...,(myId+1));
5 MPI_Recv(...);
6 } else {
7 MPI_Recv(...);
8 /* Compute 1M instructions */
9 MPI_Send(1MB,...,(myId+1)%4);
10 }
1 0 compute 1e6
2 0 send 1 1e6
3 0 recv 3 1e6
1 1 recv 0 1e6
2 1 compute 1e6
3 1 send 2 1e6
1 2 recv 1 1e6
2 2 compute 1e6
3 2 send 3 1e6
1 3 recv 2 1e6
2 3 compute 1e6
3 3 send 0 1e6
Figure 2.21: Simple MPI application on a ring (left) and corresponding time-independent trace (right).
The left-hand side of Figure 2.21 shows a simple MPI application executed on a ring with four
processes. Each process computes one million instructions and sends one million bytes to its neighbor.
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The right-hand side of the figure displays the corresponding time-independent trace. For large numbers
of processes and/or numbers of actions, it may be preferable to split the time-independent trace so as
to obtain one trace file per process.
MPI actions Trace entry
CPU burst <rank> compute <volume>
MPI_Send <rank> send <dst_rank> <volume>
MPI_Isend <rank> Isend <dst_rank> <volume>
MPI_Recv <rank> recv <src_rank> <volume
MPI_Irecv <rank> Irecv <src_rank> <volume
MPI_Broadcast <rank> bcast <volume>
MPI_Reduce <rank> reduce <vcomm> <vcomp>
MPI_Allreduce <rank> allReduce <vcomm> <vcomp>
MPI_Alltoall <id> allToAll <send_volume> <recv_volume>
MPI_Alltoallv <id> allToAllv <send_buffer> <send_counts>
<recv_buffer> <recv_counts>
MPI_Barrier <rank> barrier
MPI_Wait <rank> wait
MPI_Waitall <id> waitAll
Table 2.4: Time-independent actions corresponding to supported MPI communication operations.
Table 2.4 lists the MPI functions that can be replayed by our Time-Independent Trace Replay Frame-
work. Our framework replays traces using an MPI application simulator provided as part of SIMGRID.
This simulator allows us to simulate the MPI collective communication operations in Table 2.4 in a way
that corresponds to popular MPI implementations (MPICH2 [82] and OpenMPI [74]).
The acquisition procedure of a time-independent execution trace, depicted in Figure 2.22, comprises
three steps: (i) the instrumentation of the target application; (ii) the execution of this instrumented
version; and (iii) the gathering of the different traces to a single location.
GatheringExecutionInstrumentation
Instrumented
VersionApplication
Time
Independent
Traces
Figure 2.22: Time-independent trace acquisition process.
The first step of the acquisition procedure is to instrument the MPI application to be simulated, so
that an execution of the instrumented application generates application event traces that can be used
to replay the application in simulation. The only information required by our Time-Independent Trace
Replay Framework are: (i) the volume of computation in between two MPI calls at each MPI process,
measured in number of instructions; (ii) the name of and parameter values passed to each MPI call;
(iii) the volume of data transferred by each communication operation; and (iv) the exact sequence of
computation bursts and communication operations executed by each process.
Several tools are available that instrument MPI applications for various purposes including debug-
ging, profiling, performance debugging, and execution visualization [136, 76, 102, 27, 104, 101, 142]. Af-
ter a thorough evaluation of the major existing tools to profile or trace parallel applications conducted
in [DMS13], we decided to base our first prototype on the Tuning and Analysis Utilities (TAU) Perfor-
mance System [136], a popular tool for post-morterm analysis of MPI applications. TAU can generate
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application event traces and does report on hardware performance counters through the Performance
Application Programming Interface (PAPI) [27] interface, and can thus be used for our purpose. In
fact, like most of these other tools, TAU provides capabilities well beyond our needs. Two undesirable
side-effects of instrumentation are overhead, i.e., extra execution time for obtaining the traces, and skew,
i.e., increase of the application’s instruction count due to the insertion of instrumentation code. Unnec-
essary instrumentation, in our case instrumentation that generates trace data beyond the information
strictly needed for our replay framework, would then unnecessarily increase overhead and skew. It
turns out that TAU enables selective instrumentation, by which parts of the application’s source code can
be ignored for the purpose of instrumentation. This feature can be used in an attempt to avoid unnec-
essary instrumentation, namely enabling only the tracing of MPI calls and the gathering of numbers of
executed instructions in between these calls. This is achieved by telling TAU to exclude all application
source files from instrumentation. We have also implemented our own instrumentation method. The
MPI standard exposes two interfaces for each MPI function, one prefixed with MPI and the other pre-
fixed with PMPI , the former calling the latter directly. This provides developers with the opportunity
to insert their own code, e.g., for profiling purposes, in the implementation of all MPI functions. This
mechanism is used by several of the aforementioned tools, and we ourselves use it to insert code that
is executed upon entry and exit for all MPI calls. This code retrieves hardware counters through PAPI,
and generates event traces like the example trace above. This approach is guaranteed to perform the
minimal amount of instrumentation needed for our purpose.
To measure overhead and skew we perform experiments using one of the NAS Parallel Benchmarks
(NPB) [14]. The NPB are a suite of programs commonly used to assess the performance of parallel
platforms. Each benchmark can be executed for 7 different classes, denoting different problem sizes:
S (the smallest), W, A, B, C, D, and E (the largest). For example, a class D instance corresponds to
approximately 20 times as much work and a data set almost 16 times as large as a class C problem.
We execute four different versions of the LU factorization from the NPB suite, all compiled with
the highest level of compiler optimization. The first version is the original benchmark augmented with
two calls to PAPI inserted at the beginning and the end of the LU computation to measure the total
number of executed instructions. Since the overhead and skew due to these two calls are negligible, we
call this version “original”. The second version is called “TAU-full” and corresponds to the benchmark
instrumented using TAU with default configuration settings. The third version is called “TAU-reduced”
and corresponds to the benchmark instrumented using TAU but enabling instrumentation exclusion to
reduce overhead and skew. The fourth version is called “minimal” and corresponds to the benchmark
instrumented using our own method with wrappers on the PMPI interface. We execute all versions
on the same cluster, called graphene, that comprises 144 2.53GHz Quad-Core Intel Xeon x3440 nodes.
Each core has a L2 cache of 2 MB. The nodes are spread across four cabinets, and interconnected by a
hierarchy of 10 Gigabit Ethernet switches.
We compute the instrumentation overhead as the percentage difference in execution time between
an instrumented version and the original version. For each MPI process, we compute the instrumenta-
tion skew as the percentage difference in total number of instructions between an instrumented and the
original application. For the instrumented application this number is computed as the average of the
numbers of instructions for all the CPU bursts.
Figure 2.23 shows the skew for various instances of the LU benchmark. Each data point is obtained
as an average over ten executions and aggregates the skews measured on all the processes. As expected,
the TAU-full instrumentation method leads the highest skew as it is the most intrusive methods. The
induced skew ranges from 3.66% to 21.62%. As the number of instructions is a fundamental component
in our replay framework, the higher the skew, the less accurate the simulations will be. In other words,
our framework will simulate the instrumented application rather than the original application. The
TAU-reduced and Minimal instrumentation methods greatly reduce the skew (on average by a factor
of 3.69 and 8.97, respectively). The lowest skew is achieved by the Minimal instrumentation method.
It is always under 5% and in most of the cases under 2%. The highest skew caused by the Minimal
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instrumentation method (4.76%) is obtained for the B-128 instance. In this particular case a relatively
small input data is distributed among 128 processes, so that each process holds only less than a hundred
kilobytes of data. As a result each process performs a small volume of computation, meaning that the
instrumentation instructions represent a non-negligible fraction of the executed instructions.
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Figure 2.23: Instrumentation skew for the three in-
strumented LU benchmarks.
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Figure 2.24: Overhead for the reduced and mini-
mal instrumentation methods.
Figure 2.24 shows the overhead in terms of execution time induced by the TAU-reduced and Mini-
mal instrumentation methods for various instances of the LU benchmark. The TAU-Full instrumenta-
tion method is not displayed here, as its high skew discards it as a valid choice for our off-line simula-
tion framework. As for the skew, we see that the Minimal instrumentation we implemented reduces the
overhead (on average by a factor of 1.6) with regard to the TAU-reduced method. While this figure indi-
cates that the overhead can become large (up to 23.5% for the B-128 instance), in general it remains low.
Indeed, the overhead induced by the Minimal instrumentation method ranges from 1.55 to 2.01 seconds
for class B instances and from 0.8 to 2.6 seconds for class C instances. But as the original execution time
of the application greatly decreases as more processes are used, the relative overhead increases. Since
large number of processes are generally used to solve only large problem instances, unlike the class B
LU benchmark, we conclude that the instrumentation overhead is well within acceptable limits.
Once the application has been instrumented, it has to be executed to obtain the desired trace. There
are only two requirements for obtaining a valid time-independent trace in a view to simulating an MPI
application with n processes on an arbitrary platform: (i) the instrumented application must be executed
with n processes; and (ii) each process must fit in main memory. This is in sharp contrast with time-
dependent traces, which must be obtained on homogeneous platforms with as many compute nodes as
that in the simulated platform. In particular, our method makes it possible to execute the instrumented
application in four ways:
Regular mode: execution on a single homogeneous cluster with one MPI process per processor. This is
the way in which off-line simulators obtain time-stamped traces. As discussed earlier, this mode
requires as many processors as that in the platform to be simulated, which limits its scalability.
All three modes hereafter are only applicable to time-independent traces.
Folded mode: execution on a single homogeneous cluster with more than one MPI process per pro-
cessor. This allows for the acquisition of traces for larger instances of the application than can be
executed in regular mode on the same cluster. The folding factor is only limited by the available
amount of memory on the processors.
Composite mode: execution on heterogeneous or multiple non-identical clusters. In this mode, the
user can aggregate disparate processors together, such as those in multiple homogeneous clusters,
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so as to augment the scale of the trace without requiring a single (large) homogeneous cluster. The
only constraint is to select processors of a same family to prevent inconsistencies in the execution.
Composite and folded mode: a combination of folded and composite mode. This mode further in-
creases the scalability of trace acquisition by executing multiple MPI processes per processor in a
non-homogeneous platform.
Experiments conducted in [DMQS11] showed that the time needed to execute the instrumented ap-
plication increases with the folding factor, which is expected as several processes compete for a single
CPU. However, we saw that the execution time is increased by a factor smaller than the folding factor.
Moreover composite execution on two sites, separated by more than 400 miles, requires roughly twice
as much time as that in the regular execution for a highly communicating application. The increase in
execution time is thus not surprising and commensurate to the number of sites. Finally we observed
that combining the composite and folded acquisition modes (using two sites) does not lead to a simple
multiplication of their respective overhead. Indeed, folding processes reduces the amount of data trans-
fers to be done across a Wide Area Network. We conclude that folded, composite, or a combination of
these two modes can be used to obtain large-scale traces with reasonable trace acquisition times.
An interesting property of time-independent traces is exemplified by these experiments. A tracing
tool such as TAU will produce traces with some erroneous timestamps for most scenarios, due to ex-
ternal load on the system and or transient operating systems behaviors. A simulator using these traces
would then predict an execution time close to that of the corresponding acquisition scenario instead of
the targeted Regular mode execution time. Preventing such a behavior would require an accurate de-
scription of the acquisition platform along with the trace. With time-independent traces, the simulated
time is totally independent of the acquisition scenario. Only slight variations (under 1%) are observed
caused by hardware counter accuracy issue, and in fact a dedicated platform is not even required.
Depending on the chosen instrumentation method, an extra step may be added to the acquisition
procedure right after the execution. The Minimal instrumentation that we proposed produces traces
directly in the expected format, which is the main advantage of developing an ad-hoc instrumentation
method. However, our first implementation based on TAU produced many files once the instrumented
application completes. These files fall in two categories: trace files and event files. The generated trace
files are named:
tautrace.<node>.<context>.<thread>.trc,
where <node> is the rank of the MPI process whose execution is logged in the file. The two other
fields, i.e., <context> and <thread>, are only used for multi-threaded applications. In this case, TAU
distinguishes each thread and groups the threads according to the virtual address space they share.
A trace file is a binary file that includes all the events that occur during the execution of the appli-
cation for a given process. For each event, this file indicates when this event (e.g., a function call or an
instrumented block) starts and finishes. The time spent and the number of computed instructions be-
tween these begin/end tags are also stored. For MPI events all the parameters of the MPI call, including
source, destination, and message size, are stored.
To reduce the size of the trace files, TAU stores a unique id for each distinct traced event instead of
its complete signature. The matching between the ids and the functions descriptions can be found in
the event files. These files are named:
events.<node>.edf.
There is only one event file per MPI process. Each event file contains information about each traced
function. For any function, an event file stores its numerical id, the group it belongs to, e.g., MPI for all
MPI functions, a tag to distinguish TAU events from those defined by the user, and the name type which
is the actual name of the traced function. Some extra parameters required by TAU can also be stored into
an event file. For instance, the keyword EntryExit is used to declare a function that occurs between
two separate events. Conversely the TriggerValue keyword typically corresponds to a counter that
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increases monotonically from the beginning of the execution. Such a trigger has to be activated twice to
determine the evolution of the counter value during the corresponding period of time.
The following example shows two entries of an event file generated by TAU that corresponds re-
spectively to the MPI Send function and to the access to a hardware counter that measures the number
of instructions.
1 49 MPI 0 "MPI_Send() " EntryExit
2 1 TAUEVENT 1 "PAPI_TOT_INS" TriggerValue
Before replaying the target application in a simulation context, two more steps are mandatory. First
we have to extract a time-independent trace from the trace and event files produced by TAU. Second we
have to gather, and sometimes merge, the extracted traces on a single node where the replay takes place.
As the trace files generated by TAU are binary files, there is a need for an interface to extract infor-
mation. Such an API is provided by the TAU library15. This tool provides the necessary functions to
handle a trace file, including a function to read events. It also defines a set of eleven callback meth-
ods, that correspond to the different types of events that appear in a TAU trace file. For instance there
are callbacks for entering or exiting a function and triggering a counter. The implementation of these
callback methods is let to the charge of the user.
We developed a C/MPI parallel application that implements the different callback methods of the
Trace Format Reader (TFR) library. This program basically opens, in parallel, all the TAU trace files
and read them line by line. For each event, the corresponding callback function is called. To illustrate
how the necessary data to produce a time-independent trace are extracted, we detail the case of a call
to the MPI Send function. Figure 2.25 presents the parameters of the different callbacks related to this
function call on process 1 in a readable format. Each line starts by the process id, the thread id, the time
at which the event occurred and the name of the event. The remaining fields are event dependent.
1 1 0 1.42947e+06 EnterState 49
2 1 0 1.42947e+06 EventTrigger 1 164035532
3 1 0 1.4295e+06 EventTrigger 46 163840
4 1 0 1.4295e+06 SendMessage 0 0 163840 1 0
5 1 0 1.4299e+06 EventTrigger 1 164035624
6 1 0 1.4299e+06 LeaveState 49
Figure 2.25: List of callbacks related to a call to the MPI Send function.
As mentioned earlier, the event that corresponds to a MPI Send is tagged as EntryExit in the
event file with the event id 49. The first occurring callback will then be the EnterState event (line 1).
The matching LeaveState event (line 6) defines the scope of events related to the function call. Four
events are enclosed between these boundaries. Two of them (lines 2 and 5) correspond to the hardware
counter measuring the number of instructions, as identified in the event file. These two events are used
to respectively ends the computing burst preceding the MPI call and starts the next one. The number
of instructions computed within a MPI call, mainly due to buffer allocation costs, are ignored as they
are accounted for by the network model. The last two events are related to the sent message. The
EventTrigger on line 3 only provides the size of the message (163,840 bytes), which is not enough
to build an entry in the time-independent trace. The SendMessage event (line 4) gives more informa-
tion, namely the process and thread ids of the receiver, the size of the message, and the MPI tag and
communicator for this communication.
15http://www.cs.uoregon.edu/research/tau/docs/newguide/ch06s02.html
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Thanks to all the information extracted from both TAU trace and event files, we can generate the
following entry of a time-independent trace:
1 p1 send p0 163840
Note that for asynchronous and collective communications, the extraction process is more complex.
For instance, the mandatory information to write the entry corresponding to a MPI Irecv, e.g., the
receiver id, are given by a RecvMessage event which generally occurs within the MPI wait function.
This implies to implement some lookup techniques to retrieve all the necessary parameters.
As mentioned earlier, one issue with off-line simulation is the large size of the traces. This size
directly depends on the number of actions executed by the processes. For applications that mix compu-
tations and communications, it usually grows linearly with the number of processes, since each process
performs roughly the same amount of computation regardless of the number of processes (i.e., the
problem size is scaled with the number of processes). The size of the traces is also impacted by the data
size handled by the application, which is also directly related to the number of actions performed. We
measured an average number of 15 characters per action in the conducted experiments.
One challenge for trace acquisition is the time needed to aggregate (potentially large) trace files
generated at a large number of compute nodes. This corresponds to a standard “gather” collective
communication operation, and it is known that using a K-nomial reduction tree allows for efficient
gathering of the files in log(K+1)N steps, where N is the number of files and K is the arity of the tree.
We developed a simple script to perform this operation, which can be made efficient by picking an
appropriate K value given to the number of trace files and the number of compute nodes.
Design choices make that our trace format is not optimized for space. Authors have proposed com-
pact trace representations [145]. In our case, one could devise a binary trace format that would remove
most of the redundant characters. Alternately, one can simply use compression algorithms for our text
trace files, which reduces trace file size significantly but not as much as if a custom compact trace format
were used. When showing the scalability of our trace acquisition procedure in the next section we first
present results without any compaction/compression, and then some results using compression.
Our off-line MPI application simulator is tightly connected to SIMGRID. Since version 3.3.3, released
in August 2009, SIMGRID allows users to describe an applicative workload as a time-independent trace.
Scenarios for the off-line simulation of MPI applications are more specific than the one described by
Figure 2.1. As shown in the upper part of Figure 2.26, three input files are needed to replay such traces
with SIMGRID. Apart from the time-independent trace(s), descriptions of the simulated platform, in the
format described in Section 2.4.1, and of the deployment of the application, i.e., how simulated processes
are mapped onto simulated processors, are also needed. The top left of Figure 2.26 describes a compute
cluster that comprises four homogeneous machines interconnected through a switch, while the top right
indicates on which node of the cluster each process will run. For instance, the MPI process of rank 0
will be executed on the node named c-0.me. These input are passed to the trace replay tool which, in
turn, is built on top of the simulation kernel in SIMGRID. Decoupling the simulation kernel, and then the
simulator, from the simulation scenario offers flexibility. A wide range of “what if?” scenarios can be
explored without modifying of the simulator and instead simply changing the input files.
A necessary step for obtaining accurate performance predictions through simulation is the calibra-
tion of the simulation tool. In our context, calibration is used to determine the rate at which a CPU
processes instructions and the latency and bandwidth of communication links. These values are then
used to instantiate the platform description file. To determine the CPU’s instruction processing rate
we execute small application instances with only 4 processes on compute nodes as similar as possible
or identical to those in the platform to be simulated. So although the simulation can run on any com-
puter, we still require a small platform that’s representative of the platform to be simulated, which may
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be large-scale. Since the instruction rate can be impacted by memory hierarchy effects we run several
application instances with different problem sizes to determine several rates. The instantiation of the
network parameters is done by running the Pingpong Send Recv experiment of the SKaMPI [129]
benchmark suite, executed between two nodes interconnected by network technology representative of
the interconnect in the platform to be simulated. The latency corresponds to the time to send a zero-
byte message, while the bandwidth corresponds to the peak bandwidth achieved when exchanging
large messages. Once these values are obtained, it is of course possible to scale them so as to simulate
various scenarios that deviate from the system used to conduct the calibration.
Simulation Kernel
Platform
Topology
Application
Deployment
Simulated Execution Time
Time−Independent Trace(s)
           power="1E9" bw="1.25E8" lat="15E−6"
  <cluster id="cluster" prefix="c−"
           suffix=".me" radical="0−3"
</platform>
<platform version="3">
<?xml version=’1.0’?>
           bb_bw="1.25E9" bblat="15e−6"/>
<!DOCTYPE platform SYSTEM "simgrid.dtd">
Trace ReplayTool
0 compute 1e6
0 send 1 1e6
0 recv 3 1e6
1 recv 0 1e6
1 compute 1e6
1 send 2 1e6
2 recv 1 1e6
2 compute 1e6
2 send 3 1e6
3 recv 2 1e6
3 compute 1e6
3 send 0 1e6
Timed
Trace
[0.001000] 0 compute 1e6 0.01000
[0.010028] 0 send 1 1e6 0.009028
[0.040113] 0 recv 3 1e6 0.030085 
[0.010028] 1 recv 0 1e6 0.010028
...
Gantt
Chart
Simulated time:
0.0401133
<!DOCTYPE platform SYSTEM "simgrid.dtd">
<platform version="3">
<?xml version=’1.0’?>
  <process host="c−0.me" function="0"/>
  <process host="c−1.me" function="1"/>
  <process host="c−2.me" function="2"/>
  <process host="c−3.me" function="3"/>
</platform>
Figure 2.26: Inputs and outputs of the SIMGRID trace replay framework.
The simulation kernel is that of SIMGRID that was described in Section 2.2.2. For network resources,
we rely on the model developed for SMPI which was specialized for cluster interconnects and takes
into account the specifics of MPI implementations. This model was introduced in Section 2.6.1.
The mechanism needed to replay time-independent traces was first implemented using the MSG
API provided by SIMGRID. This simulator has to:
1. Include a function that corresponds to the expected behavior of a given action. This has to be
done for each action that occurs in the trace. Generally such function just calls one or several MSG
functions. For instance, the code for the compute action is
1 static void compute(xbt_dynar_t action){
2 char *amount = xbt_dynar_get_as(action,2,char *);
3 m_task_t task = MSG_task_create(NULL,parse_double(amount),0,NULL);
4 MSG_task_execute(task);
5 MSG_task_destroy(task);
6 }
An entry of the trace file is passed to this function as a dynamic array (xdt dynar t) of strings,
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one for each field of the entry. Once the amount of instructions to compute is extracted (line 2), it
is possible to create (line 3) the corresponding SIMGRID task and execute it (line 4). This SIMGRID
task is destroyed (line 5) as soon as the computation of amount instructions has been simulated.
2. Register this function with MSG_action_register. This call made in the main function of
the simulator links the action keyword (as defined in Table 2.4) to the function defined in the
previous step. For instance to link the compute keyword in the trace to the above function, the
main function of the simulator includes the following call
1 MSG_action_register("compute", compute);
3. Call the function MSG_action_trace_run that takes either a trace file name or NULL as input.
When no file name is given, this mean that there exists one trace file per process. In this case, the
names of these trace files are given in the platform file, as shown below.
1 <process host="cluster-1.site.fr" function="p1">
2 <argument value="SG_process1.trace"/>
3 </process>
The first results presented in [DMQS11] were obtained using this first implementation with MSG.
However, this design choice forced us to mimic the behavior of MPI primitives, e.g., collectives opera-
tions or protocols depending on the message size, with crude simplifications. Moreover it decoupled
this effort on the off-line simulation of MPI applications to that on on-line simulation also taking place
within the SIMGRID project with SMPI. Then we have reimplemented in [DMS12] the replay mecha-
nism directly within SMPI. Each call to a MPI function is associated to a small function that parse the
parameters of the action in the trace and calls an SMPI function. Figure 2.27 illustrates this mechanism
with the implementation of the send action.
1 static void action_send (const char *const *action){
2 int to = atoi(action[2]);
3 double size = parse_double(action[3]);
4 smpi_mpi_send (NULL, size, MPI_BYTE, to, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
5 }
Figure 2.27: Implementation of the send action using the SMPI internal API.
From a user point of view, replaying a time-independent trace simply amounts to running the fol-
lowing program called smpi replay:
1 int main(int argc, char *argv[]){
2 smpi_replay_init(&argc, &argv);
3 smpi_action_trace_run();
4 smpi_replay_finalize();
5 return 0;
6 }
This program, which initializes some data structures, loads a trace, and destroys the data structures,
is a regular SMPI program. As such, it is compiled with the smpicc wrapper and launched thanks to
the smpirun command as follows:
1 smpirun -np 8 -hostfile hostfile -platform platform.xml \
2 ./smpi_replay trace_description
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where np and hostfile are classical command-line switches of the standard mpirun. The escription
of the simulated platform is also provided in a file named platform.xml file. Finally, smpi replay
takes a single file as argument, called trace description in the example command-line above. This
file contains a list of all the names of the trace files associated to the MPI processes. If this file contains
a single entry, all the processes perform the same (simulated) actions in a single trace file. Otherwise,
each process performs the actions in its own trace file.
An off-line simulation can produce various types of output as indicated in the bottom part of Fig-
ure 2.26. In this work, we focus on obtaining a simulated execution time, which serves as a prediction
of the execution time of the target application in the particular experimental scenario described by the
platform and deployment files. It is also possible to generate a time-stamped trace that corresponds
to this particular scenario by adding timers (measuring simulated time) in the trace replay tool. In the
context of the ANR USS SIMGRID project, a complete and customizable built-in tracing mechanism has
been added to SIMGRID by L. Schnorr. Thanks to it, on-line and off-line simulated executions of MPI
applications can be traced either at the application level or at the kernel level. This tracing mechanism
produces timed traces in the Paje´ format16 [142] and allows users to draw Gantt charts of the executions.
More interestingly, relying on similar tracing mechanisms and the same output format may allow us to
graphically compare both simulation approaches and actual executions of the considered applications.
For instance, Figure 2.28 shows Gantt charts of the same application obtained by using SMPI, actually
running the application with OpenMPI, and by replaying its associate time-independent trace.
Figure 2.28: Comparison of timed traces of the execution of an MPI application obtained using SMPI,
running OpenMPI, or replaying a time-independent trace.
We can see how different these Gantt charts are. It reminds us how difficult the accurate simulation
of MPI applications is. Nevertheless, such a visualization tool helps us to identify what are the sources
of difference between the executions. This cannot be done by only considering the final simulated time.
Analysis of such graphs allowed the SIMGRID development team to better understand some of the
subtleties of MPI implementations and to modify our implementations of both SMPI and trace replay
tool accordingly. As Figure 2.28 shows, it is an on-going challenging work on which will be detailed in
the conclusion of this chapter.
Finally it would also be interesting to derive a profile of the application from this timed trace, i.e., a
summary of the time spent by each function with regard to the overall execution time. This last kind of
output requires complex analysis tools such as those develop in the TAU and Scalasca [76] projects.
We demonstrated in [DMQS11] and [DMS12] that time-independent trace and totally decoupling
the acquisition and replay processes allow us to solve the typical scalability problem of tools for the off-
line simulation of MPI applications. Having a homogeneous compute clusters at scale available is no
more mandatory to study the behavior of large application instances. Heterogeneous and distributed
16http://paje.sourceforge.net
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platforms to acquire large traces without impacting the quality of the simulation. Experiments showed
a reasonable trace size, simulation time, and accuracy. However, improvements can be made in this
trace replay framework which will be listed in the next sections as part of the outlook of this chapter.
To favor the use of this original off-line simulation framework, we wrote a manual [MS11] that
describes step-by-step how to create an adapted Grid’5000 appliance. This full fledged system image
comprises all the tools needed to acquire and replay time-independent traces from an MPI application.
2.7 Conclusion and Outlook
My different works related to the simulation of distributed systems and applications can be summarized
by Figure 2.29. They all took place within the SIMGRID software stack or are related to what composes
a simulation, i.e., inputs and outcomes. The blue blocks represent components of a simulation in which
I am/was a major contributor, while those in red indicate a secondary role in the proposed solutions.
The gray blocks are either components for which little can be done, e.g., logs or application deployment,
or the lowest layers of the SIMGRID internal stack that I did not have to deal with, i.e., SimIX and SURF.
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Figure 2.29: Summary of works in or around SIMGRID.
This figure has the same structure as Figure 2.1 that presented the components of a classical simula-
tion environment. It shows that I contributed to the three main components that are the simulator itself,
the simulation scenario, and the management of the results of its execution. More interestingly this fig-
ure shows how my relation to SIMGRID has evolved from the end of my Ph.D. The left-hand side of the
figure corresponds to my first usage of SIMGRID for the evaluation of all the scheduling algorithms that
were presented in Chapter 1. Improving my methodology of evaluation in this context brought me to
propose sound generators of input parameters and help to propose tools for results analysis. Inevitably,
I ended up by contributing directly on SimDAG to in turn help users to use it for their own research.
The right-hand side of the figure corresponds to my most recent work on using simulation to help at the
dimensioning of computing infrastructures. It covers the on-line simulation of MPI applications with
SMPI, and the complementary off-line approach with the time-independent replay framework.
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Each of these contributions to the SIMGRID ecosystem brings its own share of future work. About
SimDAG and its usage, my efforts will first be focused on extending the API to offer more opportunities
to users to develop their own simulators of scheduling algorithms. Among the envisioned additions
to the current core functionalities are the management of computing resources according to the un-
related resource model, the exposition of the models of storage resources, i.e., disks, that can only be
accessed through the MSG API at the moment, and the usage of descriptions of IaaS cloud platforms
for the scheduling of application workflows. In its current version, SimDAG, and actually MSG too,
assumes a uniform model for computing resources. This means that for two tasks ti and tj and two
machines pu and pv , if the execution time of ti on pu, or t(ti, pu), is greater than that of tj on pu, then
t(ti, pv) > t(tj , pv). Moreover if t(ti, pu) > t(ti, pv) then t(tj , pu) > t(tj , pv). In other words, the ex-
ecution time of a compute task is only defined by its amount of work to perform and the processing
power of the machine it is executed on. However, an unrelated computing resource model is assumed in
many scheduling studies that consider heterogeneous computing platforms as a target. In this model,
the execution time of a task also depends on other characteristics of the machines that compose the
execution environment. It is then possible to have t(ti, pu) > t(tj , pu) and t(ti, pv) < t(tj , pv). From
a practical standpoint, this model may reflect phenomena such as the memory affinity of a compute
kernel, or the use of different versions of a code that are optimized either for a CPU or a GPU. It is
usually implemented by passing a matrix of precomputed execution times (whose size is the product
of the numbers of tasks and processors) as an input of a simulator. A simple way to add an unrelated
resource model to SimDAG would be to offer the capacity to the user to provide such a matrix as well as
some functions to use its contents. Simple scaling techniques would then be applied on the amount of
work of each task and the existing CPU model would be used. While this simple approach would meet
the requirements expressed by most users, it is limited as it does not capture the interactions between
tasks of different profiles when they have to share resources. Defining a proper resource sharing for the
unrelated resource model, typically in the SURF layer of SIMGRID, is a challenging task. It implies to
better understand how a given compute kernel behaves on a particular resource and how this behavior
evolves from a machine to another. Furthermore more complex descriptions of both resources and tasks
would be required. Improving (by making it more complex) the way computations are simulated is part
of the roadmap of the development team of SIMGRID for the next few years. I will then contribute to
it as a member of this team. The second extension of the SimDAG API is related to storage resources
which were not modeled at all in SIMGRID before the 3.7 version released in May 2012. A basic model
of disk and a subset of a POSIX API are now available. It allows a user to open, read, write, close,
stat, and list files. But these functions are only available through the MSG API. This prevents SimDAG
users to benefit from it, while such functions could be useful to study some scheduling algorithms.
For instance, most scientific workflow management systems, such as Pegasus [54] or Taverna [90], gen-
erally use files and a shared file system to transfer date from one task to another. Without a storage
model and the associate access functions, it is impossible to simulate and study the behavior of such
tools in a realistic way. Users are forced to replace I/O operations by communications on the network,
or consider that the I/O cost is included in the execution time of a task. This is what has been done
in [DS10] for instance. But these workarounds do not allow users to measure the impact of the storage
subsystem on the performance of their simulated applications. As models and API are already there,
only little development is required to fill this gap and extend the range of scenarios that can be handled
by SimDAG. This kind of transfer of features that already exists somewhere in the SIMGRID stack to
SimDAG can also be applied to the simulation of IaaS cloud platforms. Ongoing development efforts
concern these increasingly popular execution environments. Indeed a simulator of a cloud broker that
mimics the usage of the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) has been proposed recently while a
model of virtual machine is under integration within SURF. Unfortunately, they are currently limited
to the Java bindings of the MSG API. Disposing of these abstractions in SimDAG would allow for the
development of simulators, that would leverage all the strengths of SIMGRID, to study issues such as
those raised in [111] on provisioning and scheduling for scientific workflow ensembles in IaaS clouds.
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A complementary effort to these developments is to abate the learning curve of new users. This
effort has already begun with the writing of a step-by-step tutorial17 that describes all the concepts un-
derlying SimDAG and details how to write a (simple) scheduling algorithm. Improving the currently
available documentation by providing more commented examples is also a sometimes tedious but im-
portant task. Finally giving access to the source code of simulators that were used in my publications is
another way to help new users to become familiar with SimDAG and develop what they need for their
own research. First moves in this direction have already been done by making available the source code
of the simulator used in [DS10]18 or developing a set of classical DAG scheduling algorithms19.
I also plan to continue the efforts on the generation and diffusion of the different input parameters
that compose a simulation scenario. As mentioned in Section 2.4.2, the generator of DAG that I have
developed is publicly available20. To go further it would be interesting to collaborate with the devel-
opers of GGen [47] to make this tool fully usable with SIMGRID. The current focus of GGen is on the
shape of the produced DAGs to ensure the generation of a representative set of application task graphs.
But this generator lacks of a sound method to associate realistic values to the nodes and edges of a
graph that would respectively correspond to amounts of work to compute and sizes of data to transfer.
Considering both existing scientific workflow profiles [97] and information gathered from various MPI
applications should allow for the proposition of a generator for such values. The resulting tool would
then produce outputs similar to that of daggen but using thorougher generation models. In terms of
platform topologies that are injected into simulators, I would like to revive an initiative I started in 2008.
The objective of the Platform Description Archive (PDA)21 was to provide a place where researchers can
exchange descriptions of various large scale platform configurations used in their publications. This ef-
fort was inspired by archives of workloads, namely the Parallel Workloads Archive22 and the Grid
Workloads Archive23, that were submitted to batch systems and computing grids respectively. In addi-
tion to the archive itself, the description format detailed in [FQS08] and the SIMULACRUM tool [QBS10]
tool were proposed. Unfortunately, by lack of time, this archive was never truly populated. With the
recent proposition of a new description format that is more scalable [BLM+12], a close relation with the
technical committee of the Grid’5000 testbed, and my position in a large production computing cen-
ter that is part of an even larger distributed computing infrastructure, there are great opportunities to
obtain faithful descriptions of different testbeds and make them available to the community. Such an
archive can also been as a step towards a better reproducibility of simulation experiments by allowing
researchers to conduct studies based on execution environments used in previous publications.
The last future work related to SIMGRID addresses more challenging issues and will drive my ac-
tivities for the next few years. The following threefold objective is to enable a production-grade usage
of SIMGRID. First, I aim at strengthening the SMPI ecosystem to allow developers of MPI applications
running in production to explore what-if scenarios and obtain performance assessments or find un-
expected behaviors in a seamless way. Second, I plan to extend the simulation capacity of SIMGRID
to hierarchical storage infrastructure, such as the one deployed at the CC IN2P3. Third, I aim at pro-
viding a realistic representation of a production infrastructure, from the interconnection topology to
the dynamic behavior of compute nodes while including storage. The objective is to allow users of
the modeled production infrastructure to study scheduling or deployment strategies in simulation and
transferring them into production without experiencing completely different behaviors. These expected
contributions, detailed in Section 3.3, will be the occasion to connect my research activities and a pro-
duction usage of a distributed infrastructure. This topic is the core of the next chapter of this document.
17http://simgrid.gforge.inria.fr/tutorials/simdag-101.pdf
18https://github.com/frs69wq/biCPA
19svn://scm.gforge.inria.fr/svn/simgrid/contrib/trunk/DAGSched
20https://github.com/frs69wq/daggen
21http://pda.gforge.inria.fr/
22http://www.cs.huji.ac.il/labs/parallel/workload/
23http://gwa.ewi.tudelft.nl
Chapter3
Bridging the Gap Between Research and
Production
3.1 Introduction
In the introduction of the first Chapter of this document, I mentioned how different scientific fields,
such as physics, biology, earth science, medical research, or even humanities, structure their applica-
tions as scientific workflows. This fact is only a consequence of how these disciplines changed their
way to produce scientific results over the last few years. As stated by Jim Gray in the introduction
of [88], sciences now resort on a fourth paradigm. Thousands years ago, science was empirical. Observing
and describing natural phenomena were the first steps to understand them. Then, in the last few hun-
dred years, science became theoretical. Models were proposed to describe these phenomena in a more
general context. During the last century, the complexity of some of these theoretical models grew so
much that they became too complicated to be solved analytically. Then, science became computational
and people started to run simulations to get new scientific results. Nowadays, many sciences rely on
the analysis and mining of huge amounts of data. Thus we talk about data-intensive sciences. As an il-
lustration, we can cite biology and its DNA sequencing tools, physics with the LHC or large telescopes,
medical imaging in which the picture resolution is always higher and higher, Computer Science with
the recent spreading of sensor networks and the raising interest for interactions in social networks, or
even humanities with the creation of digital archives. One of the main interest of this fourth paradigm
is to unify the previous three paradigms to some extent. Instruments, or simulations, produce data that
are treated by various software packages before being stored. This justifies the spreading of workflows
even in disciplines that were not used to rely on numerical simulation or data analysis. Legacy codes
and efficient software toolkits are now ordinarily combined to build a complete chain of digital process-
ing from the acquisition of data to the production of a scientific result. Moreover, the produced data can
be further analyzed and faced to theoretical models. The biggest challenge is now to determine which
data in this deluge of information are the most interesting and worth of being kept and mined. Most
of the research and development aiming at addressing this challenge are grouped together under the
generic term of Big Data. As many generic terms, Big Data may have different meanings depending on
the user community, the applications, or the kind of processing that are considered. In Section 3.2.2, I
present some of the popular understanding of this term and position my research activities with regards
to these definitions.
Regardless of the chosen definition, handling Big Data, or simply said large volumes of data, raises
two common challenges: storing a lot of data requires a lot of disk and tape devices; and doing any
processing on these data requires a lot of computing power. In both cases, the needs may exceed what
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a single cluster or even the resources of a department can provide. The main consequence of the emer-
gence, or generalization, of data-intensive sciences, is thus the ever more crucial need for large scale
Distributed Computing Infrastructures (DCIs) to store and analyze the produced data. The generic de-
nomination of DCI covers a broad spectrum of infrastructures that can be categorized according to the
type of application they run and their main user communities.
For loosely coupled applications, e.g., parameter sweep applications or (ensembles of) scientific
workflows, the main objective is often to run as many instances as possible over a reasonable and/or
constrained time period. For instance, part of the computing related to the data produced by the LHC
relies on Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods, for which more runs lead to more accurate re-
sults. Another example is the Cybershake scientific workflow [81] designed to forecast ground motion
in Southern California thanks to 3D wave propagation simulations. Executing a prioritized ensemble
of instances of such a workflow allows physicists to cover a larger geographic area by investigating
the most populated areas first. The amount of available resources then determines which part of the
ensemble can be executed before a given deadline. Finally, a third category of loosely coupled appli-
cations derives from the Divisible Load Theory. The global amount of data to analyze can be divided
in any number of independent chunks of arbitrary size. A famous example of such applications is the
SETI@Home project that searches for extraterrestrial intelligence by analyzing radio telescope data. The
common properties of these types of applications are that they usually deal with large amounts of data
and the relative independence of the jobs or tasks they are made of. To execute such applications, a DCI
thus has to favor the number of point of executions, i.e., CPU or (virtual) cores, and storage capacity
over the intrinsic performance of each computing or storage component to maximize throughput. Com-
puting grids, e.g., the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG), and desktop grids, i.e., composed
of unused resources provided by personal computers connected to the Internet, are DCIs that corre-
spond to this definition. This kind of application-DCI couple is well suited to benefit of the concepts
of resource virtualization and leasing made popular by the emerging Cloud technologies [11]. Indeed,
deploying the application along with its customized software environment thanks to virtual machines
eases the exploitation of distributed heterogeneous computing resources. The capacity to offload a part
of the applicative workload on public commercial cloud infrastructures is also an interesting feature
that can be exploited by such applications. Then, there are more and more initiatives to shift from clas-
sical computing grids to (federation of) public or private Clouds. More details on cloud technologies
and how they can be leveraged by applications running in production will be given in Section 3.2.1.
For tightly coupled applications, i.e., parallel applications in which processes periodically exchange
data during the execution, the main challenges are to minimize the impact of the parallelization over-
head due to communications and to get “the best bang for the buck” from the computing resources,
i.e., being as close as possible of their peak performance. Among these high demanding applications,
we can cite all the numerical analysis codes that rely on linear algebra kernels solved by one of the
incarnations of the LAPACK library[8], be it using message passing [23], optimized for GPUs [140],
or multi-cores[24]. Another example is the Dark Energy Universe Simulation (DEUS) project [4], that
performed the largest N-Body simulation of the full observable universe. This application followed the
gravitational infall of 550 billions particles in a 95 billion light-years box, i.e., from the original Big Bang
to the present day, to follow the evolution of Dark Matter particles in an expanding universe dominated
by Dark Energy. Such a huge simulation required 10 millions hours of computing time and generated
more than 50PB of data throughout the run. The key to performance for these tightly coupled appli-
cations is to use optimized computing nodes, e.g., multi-core CPUs of the latest generation, GPUs, or
many-core accelerators, and a low latency and high bandwidth network organized in a topology that
minimizes the distance between pairs of such computing nodes. A supercomputer is thus the appro-
priate kind of DCI as it favors performance over throughput. The most powerful supercomputer in the
world at the time of writing is the Tianhe-2 cluster1 that comprises more than three millions cores de-
1http://www.top500.org/lists/2013/11/
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veloping a performance of 33.86 Petaflop/s (1015 floating point operations per second) on the reference
HPLinPack benchmark and a theoretical peak performance of 54.9 Petaflop/s (at the cost of an energy
consumption of 17.8MW). Due to their unprecedented scale and the size of the application that can
exploit them, these DCIs also face Big Data and storage issues. For instance, filling the Petabyte of
memory of the Tianhe-2 cluster implies the existence of a very large disk storage capacity and huge
amounts of manipulated data.
In the HPC field, i.e., the domain of tightly coupled applications and supercomputers, the ever in-
creasing requirements of the applications coming from various scientific domains, both in terms of
computing and network capacities, drive many research activities in Computer Science. The resulting
improvements of hardware and low-level software libraries usually induce a direct, and often seamless,
benefit for production applications. However, the situation is different in the High Throughput Com-
puting (HTC) world of computing grids and loosely coupled applications. Since the early reflections
made in the European DataGrid project2 (2001-2003) about how to set up a DCI shared across widely
distributed scientific communities to handle the huge amount of data to be produced by the LHC, a
clear cut occurred, in France, between the community of scientists that were going to use this infras-
tructure in production and that of researchers in Computer Science. The main difference of opinion
was about the choice of middleware to operate the Grid and deal with data and jobs. The former was
constrained to have something up and running as soon as possible to prepare the future exploitation
of data. Then they advocate the use of the Globus toolkit [71, 72] that was the reference tool at that
time. The latter was pressing to be patient and perform a clear requirement study and survey of the
literature to avoid reinventing the wheel. The irony is that, at that time, I was hired to form the French
user community of the Grid to the installation and usage of the Globus Toolkit, while, as a young re-
searcher in Computer Science, I was not convinced by it to be the best option. The consequences were
that, on the one hand, the French users and contributors of the production grid infrastructure were
forced to follow design choices imposed by CERN. Their leadership and capacity to promote interest-
ing developments that might benefited to the whole collaboration was then hindered. On the other
hand, the research community lost a wonderful occasion to transfer its work to another discipline that
strived for outstanding discoveries. While some success stories exist, such as Distributed Interactive
Engineering Toolbox (DIET) [35] used in production for the De´crypthon project [17], the two communi-
ties that worked on Grids, i.e., research and production, evolved in parallel and in a mutual disregard
for almost ten years. However, for the last few years, and thanks to the efforts of some key people in
both communities, bridges started to be established. My hiring as a researcher in Computer Science
in a service unit such as the CC IN2P3, which is the main contributor to the French production grid,
was part of this process. Part of my activities is then dedicated to ease the communication between
research and production by making connections between actors on both sides, initiating collaborations,
or promoting activities coming from one community among the other when I foresee a potential benefit
or an opportunity for cross-fertilization.
In this chapter, I first define some key concepts that underlie the highly popular topics (a.k.a. buz-
zwords) that are Cloud Computing, Big Data, and High-(Performance/Throughput/. . . )-Computing
in Section 3.2. Then, I detail two complementary approaches to bridge the gap that exists between re-
search and production in the context of computing grids and clouds. The first approach, described in
Section 3.3, consists in bringing SIMGRID up to a production-grade level so that it can be trustfully used
not only by researchers in Computer Science that study computing grids, but also by scientists for other
domains that use these computing grids in production. The second approach, presented in Section 3.4,
will be to apply the results, or the acquired knowledge and expertise, coming from my research on
scheduling and resource management to applications and environments used in production. Finally I
conclude this chapter in Section 3.5.
2http://eu-datagrid.web.cern.ch/
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3.2 Buzzwords and Key Concepts
3.2.1 Cloud Computing
Many researchers currently work on Cloud Computing, but what does Cloud Computing really mean?
Miron Livny, the father of the HTCondor distributed computing system [144], once said “I’ve been do-
ing research in Clouds before it was called Grids.” This provocative quote shows how one concept of
DCI has outplaced the other in most research activities while based on similar infrastructures and rais-
ing similar research issues. Beyond the provocation, it would be unfair to say that IaaS clouds are just
grids with a commercial model (the famous pay-as-you-go model introduced by Amazon [11]). The
main difference between grid and IaaS cloud infrastructures comes from the virtualization of computing
and storage resources. In grids, at least on EGI, (almost) all the available resources run the same Oper-
ating System (Scientific Linux) and similar working environments, e.g., libraries, are installed. Such a
uniform configuration of the resources might be seen as a good way to simplify both the administration
and usage of large scale distributed infrastructures. But, in fact, this creates an extra burden for both
administrators and users. The former have to maintain an Operating System that may not be the most
convenient from their system administration point of view. They also have to deal with several versions
of the same Operating System from the moment when upgrades are decided, by an agreement at the
European level, until all users have migrated their applicative stacks. This usually leads to long and
cumbersome migration periods. The latter have to install and manage in user space all the software
that is not available by default. This extra burden can distract the users from their main interest, which
is to run production jobs and find new scientific results thanks to the computing infrastructure. The
interesting feature of virtualization that underlies IaaS clouds, consists in deploying virtual machines
that run fully customized system images, i.e., Operating system, libraries, and working environment,
on physical machines. Virtualization addresses the aforementioned issues related to the uniform setting
of the grid. Users can configure, or be helped to, their working environment once for all, and system
administrators can decouple the management of the infrastructure from the software stack(s) needed
for production usage. However, cloud computing cannot be reduced to virtualization only. At the In-
frastructure as a Service level, virtual machines can be instantiated, and stopped, in a dynamic way
to adapt the infrastructure to the applicative workload. Then we talk about the elastic execution of ap-
plications, that has to be exploited by new scheduling algorithms to improve performance. Moreover,
several virtual machines can be allocated to the same physical machine to fully use its resources thanks
to consolidation. Virtual machines can also migrate from one physical machine to another, or be sus-
pended and resumed, to adapt to dynamic changes in application requirements or react to hardware
failures. These techniques aim at optimizing the energy consumption of applications and improving
fault tolerance, and raise interesting research questions. Besides IaaS, cloud computing can also be de-
clined at the Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS) levels. In a PaaS cloud, the
underlying infrastructure, i.e., virtual and physical machines, network, storage, and system images, is
handled by a framework, e.g., Microsoft Azure, or Google App Engine, and its management is hidden
to the user. However, the user keeps control over the application and the customization of the execution
environment. A PaaS framework also provides a set of tools to design, deploy, and manage applica-
tions. It can thus be seen as a development environment that specifically targets the underlying IaaS
cloud. At the top of a cloud stack lies the SaaS level, that is the most seamless, and common, usage
of a cloud computing infrastructure that a user can find. Access to applications of various complexity,
ranging from email service or office suite to complex scientific codes, that are hosted somewhere in
“the cloud”, is made through a convenient web-based interface. Then the end user does not have to
care about, partly because s/he does not even know, where the underlying applications are running, or
where the processed data is stored. When compared to the grid ecosystem, the SaaS level corresponds
to scientific portals that hide everything but a comprehensive interface to the non-expert user. But this
ease of use comes along with non negligible trust, security, and confidentiality issues.
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The main issue with the current activities on IaaS, PaaS, or SaaS cloud, be they in research, produc-
tion, or even industry, is that despite the diversity of meanings and usages, everything often boils down
to the single buzzword “Cloud”. Sometimes this vocable is even used to cover techniques, such as vir-
tualization, that underly the lowest level of the cloud stack, but cannot be designed as “Cloud”. Such a
reduction of a broad and diverse range of possibilities to a single term might create a certain confusion.
The comic strip in Figure 3.1 illustrates this confusion. A non-negligible fraction of those people who
praised Cloud Computing as the ideal solution to solve all the issues they currently encounter with
Grid are alas often unable to develop beyond the generic (and somehow mysteriously magical) idea of
“The Cloud” to specify which flavor would be the most beneficial to their usage. As solutions become
more mature at each level of the cloud stack, such an aggregated and meaningless vision of the cloud
tends to disappear. However, identifying matches between user expectations and the right incarnation
of “The Cloud” is essential to a broader and effective adoption of this technological evolution.
Figure 3.1: The awful truth about cloud computing understanding.
Another potential issue related to Cloud computing, when we consider both research and produc-
tion points of view, is a certain risk of mismatch between what would be useful to users of production
infrastructures and what are the hot topics in research. For instance, many users in various scientific
disciplines would be very interested in high-level SaaS solutions, i.e., domain-specific scientific gate-
ways, whose development is not necessarily seen as a valuable research activity in Computer Science.
Conversely, numbers of papers on scheduling are targeting public clouds, such as the one provided
by Amazon. Such IaaS clouds allow for elastic executions that offer more freedom in the scheduling
process, and add new metrics, such as the monetary cost, to optimize. While this leads to interesting
research topics, it might, however, be unrelated to the practices of production users that are used to
execute their workloads on sufficiently provisioned DCIs without any cost of operation (at least no
monetary cost), and are thus less concerned by such research activities. Keeping production needs and
research interests related is going to be crucial if we do not want to reproduce the same errors made at
the beginning of the Grid computing era.
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3.2.2 Big Data
Many researchers currently work on Big Data, but what does Big Data really mean? Dan Ariely, a psy-
chology and economy professor at Duke University, once posted on his Facebook page “Big data is like
teenage sex: everyone talks about it, nobody really knows how to do it, everyone thinks everyone else
is doing it, so everyone claims they are doing it . . . ”. As for Cloud, this other provocative statement
somehow reflects a confuse situation created by the use of a single generic buzzword to cover a broad
spectrum of usages and activities. Depending on the production method, the type of data, the process-
ing, and the user community, the definition of what is covered by the generic term of Big Data greatly
varies. For instance, handling and processing the huge amount of data produced by the LHC does not
raise the same issues, and does not call for the same solutions as indexing web pages based on their
contents, processing DNA sequences in near real time, or querying on Petabyte-scale databases.
A key element that is common to all these scientific challenges is the volume of data they have to
deal with. However, volume is just one aspect in the definition of Big Data, and not necessarily the
most important one. It is certainly not the aspect that allows one to capture the specifics of a given Big
Data problem or solution. Then, two other aspects are commonly considered to refine the definition of
Big Data in a given context: variety and velocity. Variety refers to data types that become more and more
prevalent in modern science, such as images, text strings, entire documents, web logs, or even sound
and movie files, but for which traditional relational databases are poorly suited. Velocity is about how
fast data becomes obsolete, hence how fast it has to be analyzed to produce meaningful information.
Taken together, these three “Vs” of Big Data were first introduced by Douglas Laney, an analyst from
Gartner, on his blog on Big Data in 2001. A fourth “V”, for Veracity, has then been added to emphasize
on the necessity of the quality of initial data and the trust one can have on these data. This four “Vs”
definition matches the most common understanding of Big Data that is implicitly associated to a third
term: Analytics. Indeed, uncovering patterns and problems, or said differently mining information, in a
data set that is created and aggregated very quickly and must be used swiftly, usually implies Volume,
Variety, Velocity, and Veracity. This perfectly corresponds to the activities of the early pioneers of Big
Data that have been the largest, web-based, social media companies, i.e., Google, Yahoo!, and Facebook.
Techniques and software designed for Big Data Analytics, such as MapReduce and Hadoop or NoSQL
are well suited and gained a lot of interest in the last couple of years.
However, a broader evolution is the rise of data-intensive and data-driven applications. Not all the
applications that deal with large amounts of data fit in the four “Vs” definition. For instance, the physics
experiments associated to the LHC certainly produce data sets that imply both Volume and Veracity, but
Variety is less important in this context. Moreover, the key to the discovery of new particles is not to
replace data as they are produced after a new collision in the accelerator, i.e., implying Velocity, but to
accumulate them until the statistical interval of confidence becomes sufficiently small. Nevertheless,
such applications lead to Big Data challenges, but they are different of those expressed by data mining
applications. The size of the scientific collaborations accessing the produced data, the long life cycle of
these data that exceed the already long period of their production, and the cost of end-to-end processing
leading to a scientific breakthrough raise issues such as data distribution across dozens of large data-
centers, data preservation, and data provenance. Furthermore the generalization of GPUs caused a
dramatic increase of the number of cores in recent energy-efficient HPC supercomputers. This trend
is not going to change on the road to Exascale. Then, the amount of data needed to keep all these
processing units busy dramatically increases too. Here we have Volume and Velocity, i.e., data evolves
during the computation, but not Variety as HPC usually amounts to crushing numbers. Veracity can
also be discussed as the probability of bug or data corruption is likely to increase with the size of both
application and platform. This kind of applications also comes with its share of Big Data issues, such
as optimizing network, storage, and memory I/Os, finding tradeoffs between transfers and replication,
or ensuring correctness throughout an execution. These examples show that Big Data does not reduce
to Analytics and that the meaning of this generic term strongly depends on the context it is used in.
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3.2.3 HPC
Many researchers currently work on HPC, but what does HPC really means? The most commonly ac-
cepted, and most widely spread, meaning for HPC refers to the execution of large scale tightly coupled
parallel applications on the most powerful supercomputers in the world, while getting “the best bang
for the buck” of the most recent hardware, e.g., multi-core CPUs, GPUs, many-core accelerators, or low
latency/high bandwidth network interconnects, these machines are made of. But is not running hun-
dreds of thousands of independent sequential jobs per day on a worldwide computing and storage grid
to analyze tens of Petabytes of data, and eventually finding a new particle that really looks like a Higgs
Boson, also a High Performance (in terms of) Computing?
The main differences between these two visions of high-yield computing are related to the structure
of the executed applications and the objective functions to optimize. In HPC, one job is usually executed
on N computing units, and I/O, i.e., communications over the network, memory transfers, or accesses
to the storage devices, have to be minimized to maximize the efficiency. Conversely, in HTC, N jobs are
usually executed on one core each, while aiming at optimizing the overall throughput, i.e., completing
as much as possible over a given time period. However, some similarities can be found between typical
HPC using supercomputers and HTC exploiting the distributed and aggregated power of the grid. In
both cases an ever increasing number of computing units are involved to compute millions of billions of
instructions per second, while consuming and/or producing huge amounts of data, that usually have
to be routed through complex network topologies. Despite their distinct technical aspects, the HPC and
HTC communities in Europe have adopted similar schemes for the management and distribution of
the computing resources. In both cases, a hierarchical tiered organization exists that ranges from small
to medium clusters located in laboratories to European federations, i.e., the Partnership for Advanced
Computing in Europe (PRACE) and EGI, through national computing centers, i.e., the Centre Informa-
tique National de l’Enseignement Supe´rieur (CINES), Institut du De´veloppement et des Ressources en
Informatique Scientifique (IDRIS), and Tre`s Grand Centre de Calcul (TGCC) for HPC and the CC IN2P3
for HTC. Moreover, small scale resources located in laboratories are federated and mutualized thanks
to national initiatives, i.e., the Equip@meso project for HPC and France Grilles for HTC.
As explained in the introduction these two worlds have evolved in parallel, with no or only limited
interaction, for more than a decade. This parallel evolution is less glaring in other countries, where HPC
and HTC activities were more intricate than in France. In Germany for instance, some computing cen-
ters provides computing and storage resources to serve the needs of both communities in a single place.
However, several factors speak in favor of more interactions. First, the perpetual race for performance
in HPC, illustrated by the current Exascale challenge, drives the evolution of hardware and software in
the computing field. In a matter of a few years, what is cutting edge material in HPC becomes main-
stream and is found in the commodity clusters used in HTC. Then, it is not a complete surprise to see
some major users of HTC resources facing the same limitations encountered by HPC users some years
ago. Indeed, while the density of servers increases, with more and more cores per node, the amount of
memory per core often remains the same, but with extra sharing-related issues. Then, some users have
to request more cores than needed just to gain access to more memory space. Other users consider to
parallelize their sequential codes to fully benefit of multi-core processors or GPUs, which are now com-
mon hardware components. For these reasons a transfer of expertise from HPC to HTC users would be
highly beneficial for the latter. Second, the largest supercomputers now comprise more than a million of
individual cores. A direct consequence is that the amount of data loaded, computed on, transferred, or
stored on such machines also increased dramatically. As an example we already mentioned the DEUS
simulation that generates more than 50PB of data throughout a run. HPC users are thus facing issues
related to the management of huge amounts of data, which has become a daily routine in HTC with the
success of the LHC experiments. There, the beneficial transfer of expertise has to be from HTC to HPC.
We can see that mutual benefit and cross-fertilization are possible, but subjected to more interactions
between the HPC and HTC communities.
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3.3 Towards Production-Grade Simulation
The previous Chapter, which details the work I did on the simulation of distributed systems and ap-
plications since the end of my Ph.D., represents only a fraction of the impressive body of work that
has been done on the SIMGRID project, by the core development team, over the last fifteen years. Dur-
ing this time period, SIMGRID evolved from a project developed in-house at a single laboratory into
an international collaboration that involves more than 20 active contributors. It also evolved from a
very domain-specific simulator into a versatile scientific instrument, whose performance and accuracy
are continuously and thoroughly assessed, for the study of large scale distributed systems. This sus-
tained evolution of SIMGRID was made possible by different factors: obtaining recurring funding, which
provides manpower, improving the code base, which is accomplished via both custom and standard tools,
and retaining and growing the user base. This quest for sustainability was detailed in [CGL+13].
The important financial support to the development of SIMGRID that is provided by the ANR
through the SONGS project implied some commitments on the future of the tool. Indeed, the SONGS
project has been selected as a platform project, which implies several expectations from the ANR in a
view to foster the structuring of scientific communities on top of a technical infrastructure of common
interest. More precisely, the proposed infrastructure, i.e., SIMGRID, has to be generic, open to actors
outside its community of origin, and sustained after the end of the funded project. The versatility of
SIMGRID ensures its usability in various domains of application. However, most of the current users of
SIMGRID are researchers in Computer Science, and more specifically researchers in the field of parallel
and distributed computing, which is the community of origin of the tool. Efforts thus have to be made
to make SIMGRID evolve towards a production-grade quality that is a necessary condition to be used
by researchers at the interface between Computer Science and others sciences. The leads that have to
be followed to ensure the sustainability of the development of SIMGRID have been mentioned earlier.
Another option, which also calls for a production-grade quality, would be to start a service company
to help industrial users to assess the performance of their parallel applications thanks to the accurate,
validated, and scalable simulation tool that SIMGRID is. In this section, I detail three complementary
actions to achieve the aforementioned objectives. First, in Section 3.3.1, I explain how to improve the
realism of the input parts of a simulation scenario related to the description of the static and dynamic
characteristics of production DCIs. Then, Section 3.3.2 details the required efforts on the simulation of
MPI applications to improve usability and target developers of applications running in production, be
they academic or from industry. Finally, Section 3.3.3 describes why extending SIMGRID with storage
abstractions would be a valuable asset for production data-centers such as the CC IN2P3.
3.3.1 Realistic Simulation of DCIs for Scientific Experiments
As explained in the introduction of this Chapter, scientific applications coming from various domains
require an ever increasing amount of resources to deliver results for ever growing problem sizes in a
reasonable time frame. While large projects in numerical analysis, modeling, and simulation, that rely
on tightly coupled parallel applications, were able to afford and leverage expensive supercomputers,
other communities whose applications are more loosely coupled opted for commodity clusters. Fol-
lowing the example of the pioneering EGEE initiative, these individual and geographically scattered
computing and storage resources are now commonly mutualized across European countries to form
complex DCIs and address the challenges raised by large scale applications. Among the efforts, EGI
is an established collaborative effort which involves more than 50 institutions in over 40 countries and
is based on off-the-shelf components. Supercomputer centers followed a similar federated approach to
share their users and workloads across Europe. The largest HPC machines are then grouped within the
PRACE initiative3.
3http://http://www.prace-ri.eu
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Designing, optimizing, scheduling, executing, and understanding the performance behavior of sci-
entific applications on such heterogeneous and geographically distributed DCIs are very challenging
tasks. It usually implies to perform multiple optimization cycles that include code development, testing
and debugging, real executions at scale, monitoring of these executions, data collection, performance
analysis, and finally the definition of new optimization and tuning strategies. This complex process
becomes especially cumbersome and time-consuming if not supported by appropriate tools. The most
difficult part in this process certainly is the actual (monitored) execution of the application to optimize.
What is already complex on a controlled, customized, and dedicated DCI such as the Grid’5000 ex-
perimental testbed, becomes even more complex on heterogeneous, dynamically evolving, and shared
DCIs such as EGI. The external load generated by other users induces an important performance vari-
ability. Moreover, executions are usually non-deterministic and the infrastructure itself suffers from
non-negligible reliability issues due to its scale. All these factors combined enforce the application de-
velopers to conduct repeated experiments to produce statistically relevant results and determine the
right optimization strategies. However, repeatedly running the same application for optimization pur-
poses is time and resource consuming (in both manpower and hardware) and in contradiction with the
regular production usage of the infrastructure. It also limits the scope of investigation, i.e., the exper-
imental scenarios an application developer could explore, as time, resources, and also the energy to
power them cannot be wasted for the pure sake of scientific curiosity.
To overcome these difficulties, computer scientists or domain experts, usually rely on mathematical
models [78, 79], experimental platforms, or simulators [19, 29, 39], to reproduce the behavior of produc-
tion DCIs under controlled conditions, which remains, however, challenging [85]. The SimgLite project,
funded in 2010 by the Institut des Grilles du CNRS (IDG) and Aladdin/Grid’5000, was a first attempt to
reproduce the behavior of a production DCI under controlled conditions. More precisely, the objective
was to deploy a controlled execution environment on the Grid’5000 experimental testbed that relies
on the gLite middleware used on the EGEE/EGI production DCI. Load and failures measured during
executions on EGEE would be modeled and injected into SIMGRID to be simulated while some compo-
nents of the gLite middleware would be emulated on Grid’5000. This ambitious project thus covered
all the aforementioned techniques allowing researchers to reproduce the behavior of production DCIs.
Unfortunately, there were no follow-up to this initial collaborative effort. However, it had the merit to
bootstrap other initiatives on this important topic. Hereafter, I detail one of them that focuses on the
modeling and simulation part.
As illustrated in the previous Chapter, simulation is an interesting approach to explore thousands of
experimental scenarios in a reasonable time. It also frees application developers and domain experts of
the complexity and variability of the underlying infrastructures. Moreover, it allows simulation users
to evaluate the behavior of applications and optimization strategies in situations that seldom occur on
production platforms and are thus difficult to reproduce. However, a major drawback of most exist-
ing simulation tools is that they are not tuned to properly render of the specifics of production DCIs.
Such a tuning of the simulation tool is of utmost importance to ensure that the performance indicators
obtained in simulation, e.g., the gain offered by a new scheduling algorithm, remain valid once the op-
timization is used in production on the real infrastructure. Then there exists a need for a framework
enabling the lightweight exploration and evaluation of optimization techniques for scientific applica-
tions on real DCIs through extensive, reproducible, and, more importantly, realistic simulations before
deploying them in production. Such a framework has to cover (slightly adapted versions of) the differ-
ent components of a typical simulation environment that were listed in Figure 2.1. The production DCI
is represented by the description of its topology and the characteristics of the computing and storage
resources it is made of, as well as the dynamic execution conditions, e.g., network background, startup
times, or failures, it is submitted to. In a production context, the application part of a simulator has to
distinguish the end-user application itself, e.g., a parallel MPI application, or an embarrassingly parallel
Monte-Carlo simulation, from the intermediate services offered by the middleware, e.g., scheduling or
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data management. These two components may each accept a different set of input parameters, which
broadens the range of “what-if” scenarios that can be explore, hence increasing the number of generated
simulation runs required to conduct a production-grade simulation study.
The SIMGRID toolkit constitutes the ideal starting point to build such a production-grade simulation
framework. First, the components of a simulation listed above, i.e., description of the platform, expres-
sion of the dynamic execution conditions, simulator of middleware services, and end user application,
are all separated by design in SIMGRID. Then it is possible to bring each of these components up to
a production level without compromising the usability of the whole framework. Moreover this eases
the validation of the design choices, implementation, and impact on both performance and realism for
each component. Second, earlier works in and around SIMGRID lay the foundations for the simulation
of large scale production DCIs. In terms of platform representation, the multi-purpose format intro-
duced in [BLM+12] and described in Section 2.4.1 is scalable enough to describe such platforms. For
instance, the hierarchical description based on the concept of autonomous systems combined to the
exploitation of regular patterns, e.g., clusters, allowed us to describe the full Grid’5000 platform (10
sites, 40 clusters, 1,500 nodes) in a 61 KiB XML file. Moreover the SIMULACRUM [QBS10] and PDA
initiatives ensure that descriptions of large scale production DCIs can be reused and made available
beyond the initial study they have been proposed. The injection of dynamic changes in the availability
of resources, including possible downtimes, by the means of external traces is a feature that exists in
SIMGRID since its first releases. Thanks to the trace integration mechanism implemented at the SURF
level [59], such traces can be used to mimic the impact of dynamic execution conditions without com-
promising the scalability of the simulation. Then, various kinds of grid and cloud services have been
implemented on top of SIMGRID. Many scheduling algorithms were obviously proposed, as SIMGRID
has been originally developed for this kind of simulation studies. But more complex services were also
developed, such as a simulator of the Distributed Infrastructure with Remote Agent Control (DIRAC)
pilot job system [36], resource management system [32], MapReduce tools [103], or data management
services [132]. More recently, and in the context of the SONGS project, a cloud broker that simulates
the usage of the Amazon public cloud has also been proposed [55]. Finally, the three API offered by
SIMGRID to its users allows for the simulation of a broad range of applications.
For all these reasons, SIMGRID was used to design a first prototype of a simulator of a production
DCI to study and improve the behavior of the scheduling algorithms hidden behind a scientific gateway
dedicated to medical imaging [31]. This first study, despite its success, motivates the improvement of
the simulation environment up to a production-grade level of quality. It highlighted a lack of realism
caused by crude but forced abstractions. The objective was to simulate the execution of a Monte-Carlo
application, called GATE, on EGI. This application is submitted through the Virtual Imaging Platform
(VIP), which is one of most used scientific gateways to access the EGI resources. VIP currently accounts
for more than 500 users from more than 50 different countries and serves around ten applications for
medical simulation and neuroimage analysis. VIP describes applications as workflows executed with
the MOTEUR [80] engine through the DIRAC pilot job scheduler. MOTEUR interprets the workflow
representation and converts it into a set of tasks. These tasks corresponds to one or several jobs that are
put into the DIRAC scheduling queue. The pilot jobs, launched by DIRAC on the EGI resources, then
pull applications jobs from this queue. In addition to this stack of services that handle computations,
other services related to data management also have to be simulated. Storage resources are accessed
through a three-layer stack. Files are transferred using the gridFTP protocol, while a Storage Resource
Manager (SRM) schedules file transfers on the available gridFTP backends. Finally, a central Logical
File Catalog (LFC) stores information about file replicas and provides a single logical addressing space
for distributed storage. Figure 3.2 summarizes the different components to simulate in this study.
Figure 3.2(a) gives an overview of the VIP architecture. Figure 3.2(b) depicts the three-layer stack
implemented to manage files and storage resources. Finally, Figure 3.2(c) shows how the applicative
workload is handled by MOTEUR and then DIRAC once it has been submitted through the VIP portal.
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(a) Architecture of the Virtual Imaging Platform.
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the VIP architecture and associate services ( c© S. Camarasu-Pop).
Starting from the study in [31] and aiming at developing a production-grade and validated simu-
lator, we propose to follow an incremental approach. A first level consists in relying on direct trace
injection to evaluate models and compensate unexpected modeling issues. A second level extends the
range of simulation scenarios that one can study and offers a better integration of the proposed devel-
opments within the SIMGRID ecosystem. Indeed, trace injection maximizes accuracy as exact values
measured in the real experiment are passed to the simulator. To some extent, it corresponds to a perfect
replay of a real experiment. However, this provides only limited insight as it prevents the study of alter-
native scenarios. Instead, the design of sound models leads to more flexibility and allows for extensive
input testing, provided that models are properly validated to ensure simulation accuracy. Hereafter we
detail the proposed methodology to build simulated versions of each targeted component, i.e., platform
description, dynamic execution conditions, services, and end-user application.
Platform description. Despite various attempts, there is currently no suitable description of produc-
tion DCIs such as EGI for simulations. This is mainly due to the lack of detailed information on the
configuration of its more than 300 distributed sites and the inter-site network connections. Gathering
such information is particularly challenging because of its high variability. Then in [31], a slightly mod-
ified version of the description of the Grid’5000 platform was used as placeholder. A first step towards
a more realistic description of a production DCI consists in extracting information about hosts, clusters,
and network links and topology from execution traces. This will result in a set of descriptions of sub-
sets of the target DCI. Then these sub-descriptions can be combined spatially and along time to obtain
the description of a larger subset of the real platform along with its evolution over time. This requires
to define how partial, and potentially conflicting, views have to be combined. For instance, host per-
formance is likely to be defined as the most recent observed value, while network bandwidth, which
is impacted by background load, should be defined as the maximum of all observed values. A com-
parison with information made available by the resource providers will be done to ensure that such a
description built from execution traces remains sound and representative of the entire production DCI.
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Dynamic execution conditions. It mainly consist in job queuing times and execution failures. In [31],
such latencies, extracted from execution traces, were simulated using the availability and state file
mechanism provided by SIMGRID. But resorting to traces presents some drawbacks. First it breaks
the causal relation between the background load created by other applications that submit jobs to the
platform, and the observed latency durations. Second, it conceals the relation between failure causes
and failure times. To address these issues, a solution consists in collecting statistically significant sets of
job latency and failure traces to draw probabilistic distributions. Then a simulator will randomly select
values in these distributions. The impact of background load then becomes less predictable, hence more
realistic. A more ambitious option would be to simulate not only the studied application but also the
background load. For instance sets of jobs obeying to some workload models [109] could be injected in
the simulator, and indifferently handled by the job schedulers.
Simulated services. The services that impact application performance are file management, work-
flow management, job scheduling, and resource provisioning. As shown in Figure 3.2(b), file manage-
ment is simulated as a three-layer architecture with a logical catalog that maintains relations between
logical file identifiers and their physical locations, a scheduling layer that decides when transfers start,
and a transport layer that performs the actual transfers. As for job latencies, file transfers can be easily
simulated by injecting durations extracted from execution traces. But this method is limited as it ignores
network topology and file location. To address these limitations, file transfers can be simulated by the
network operations they induce at the file catalog, scheduling, and transport layers. However, this
approach ignores important components of the duration of a given file transfer too, e.g., I/O transfers
to the storage system, and hierarchical organisation of a data center combining disk and tape storage.
A second step will be to include these components into the simulation framework for an increased re-
alism. The workflow management layer can either be implemented with job submission timestamps
extracted from traces, leading to an exact replay of a given workload, or by simulating the algorithms
used by the workflow engine to orchestrate job submissions according to precedence constraints. This
second approach has the advantage to mimic the behavior of the engine used in production and to allow
for the resubmission of jobs in case of failures. Similarly, we could simulate the job scheduling process
by enforcing the same mapping to resources as in a real execution or by mimicking the behavior of the
scheduling component, e.g., the DIRAC scheduler. Finally, the resource provisioning on a production
DCI is often done by submitting pilot jobs to the batch queues of the different sites. Here we can reuse
the latency models designed to describe the dynamic execution conditions. Then we can simulate the
submission and scheduling of the pilot jobs that are treated as regular jobs by resource management
systems. For this a tool such as SimBatch [32] would be a great asset from the SIMGRID ecosystem.
Applications. The applications, such as those submitted through the VIP portal are characterized by
their workflow description as well as the execution time and volume of input/output data of workflow
activities. Execution and data transfer times can be extracted from traces and injected in the simulator.
This prevents the introduction of errors caused by an inaccurate platform description. Again, while this
option is likely to be the most realistic, it is also the most rigid. To have more flexibility in the simulation
scenarios, representative data volumes and computing activities have to be derived from the analysis
of typical workloads and injected in the simulator.
Following this methodology will lead to a validated end-to-end simulator allowing to reproduce the
behavior of executions on production DCIs and support the validation of new experimental methods
before production deployment. Furthermore, all the simulated services, i.e., file and workflow manage-
ment, job scheduling, and resource provisioning, can be reused in other studies involving production
infrastructures. Then, the developed generic methods for building DCI platform descriptions out of
application traces have to be made available to researchers, thanks to the PDA initiative, for instance.
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3.3.2 MPI as a Simulation
The work done in the context of the Ph.D. thesis of G. Markomanolis [DMQS11, DMS12] laid the foun-
dations of an original framework for the off-line simulation of MPI applications. The interest of the
approach based on time-independent traces has been demonstrated. The acquisition process is now
mature with the proposition of a minimal custom instrumentation method and the documentation of
the procedure to acquire a trace on a distributed infrastructure such as Grid’5000 [MS11]. It offers great
perspectives in terms of scalability and might even be used beyond the original objective of helping at
the dimensioning of computing infrastructures to predict the performance of parallel applications.
The effort on the on-line simulation of MPI applications allowed by SMPI, mainly supported by col-
leagues in Grenoble, led to great improvements. The piece-wise linear model introduced in Section 2.6.1
has been refined to obtain a hybrid model [BDG+13] that combines the strengths of both fluid and Log-
GPS [93] models. Fluid models, commonly used in the simulation kernel of SIMGRID, represent com-
munications by flows that are simulated as single entities rather than as sets of individual packets. They
belong to the broader family of delay-based network models which are faster and easier-to-instantiate
than packet-level models. The LogGPS model is a extension of the seminal LogP model [49]. Its main
characteristics are: the expression of overhead and transmission times as continuous piece-wise linear
functions of message size; accounting for partial asynchrony for small messages, i.e., sender and receiver
are busy only during the overhead cycle and can overlap communications with computations the rest
of the time; a single-port model, i.e., a processor can only be involved in at most one communication at
a time; and no topology support, i.e., contention on the core of the network is ignored. The proposed
model thus addresses the main drawbacks of the LogGPS model by accounting for factors such as net-
work topology and contention. Another improvement concerns the automatic selection of optimized
algorithms for collective operations. Popular implementations of the MPI standard, e.g., OpenMPI and
MPICH2, adapt the communication scheme to both data size and number of participating processes.
Then most of the available algorithms for various collective operations have been implemented within
SMPI to allow SIMGRID to mimic the behavior of actual MPI runtime systems.
The combination of these improvements on both off-line and on-line approaches raised the confi-
dence in the simulation results up to a level that allows us to confirm or infirm performance measure-
ments obtained with real experiments. This can be illustrated by the analysis of simulated and actual
execution times of the Conjugate Gradient (CG) benchmark from the NPB suite. Figure 3.3 shows that
for instances of the CG benchmark up to 64 processes, SIMGRID correctly predicts the execution time
with an absolute error of at most 9%. However, when the benchmark is executed with 128 processes,
the error dramatically increases to more than 25%.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison between simulated and actual execution times for the CG benchmark.
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We investigated the cause of this large simulation error. As the 128 processes are scattered over the
four cabinets of the cluster we used, we suspected a poor mapping of the processes to the compute
nodes as the source of the inaccuracy. To confirm this suspicion we instrumented the benchmark with
TAU to visualize the communication patterns. The actual execution time of the instrumented version
is 14.4 seconds and the simulated execution time is only 9.9 seconds. The Gantt chart visualization for
two seconds of a class B benchmark execution is showed in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: Two seconds Gantt-chart of the actual execution of a class B instance of CG for 128 processes.
Our suspicion was in fact incorrect, but the source of the inaccuracy is glaring. We see two out-
standing zones of MPI Send and MPI Wait operations. These operations typically take from a few
microseconds from up to less than a millisecond. In these zones, however, they take exactly 200 mil-
liseconds. Our guess is that, due to high congestion, the switch drops packets and slows down at least
one process to the point where it stops sending until a timeout of 200 milliseconds is reached. Because
of the particular communication pattern of the CG benchmark, blocking one process impacts all the
other processes. This phenomenon occurs 24 times leading to a overall delay of 4.86 seconds. Without
this behavior, the real execution would then take approximately 9.55 seconds, which is much closer to
the 9.9 second actual execution time (that is an absolute error of 3.54%). The same phenomenon was ob-
served for class C executions of the benchmark. Such timeout issues could be similar to what is known
as the TCP incast problem as observed in cloud environments [44]. These delays are linked to the default
TCP re-transmission timeout, which is equal to 200 milliseconds by default in Linux. Although such
value has recently been decreased from one second to 200 milliseconds to adapt with recent evolution
of Internet characteristics, it remains inadequate for a compute cluster. Thanks to the quality of the
off-line simulation of this benchmark allowed by SIMGRID, we were able to highlight such a protocol
collapse, which would clearly have to be fixed.
Despite these encouraging results about the accuracy and predictive value of off- and on-line sim-
ulation of MPI applications with SIMGRID, some research and development efforts are still required to
allow for a production usage of the proposed framework. By production usage, we mean the capacity
to assess both the performance of any MPI application under various experimental conditions and the
behavior of a given computing infrastructure when executing a set of well-defined benchmarks. The
required efforts concern three distinct parts of the framework: the calibration of the hybrid network
model; the precise description of the target platform; and the calibration of the instruction rate of the
compute nodes. The former two are tightly linked and primarily related to SMPI, while the latter only
concerns the off-line approach.
The hybrid network model introduced in [BDG+13] that underlies SMPI is piece-wise linear and
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partially derives from the LogGPS model. This means that it includes thresholds related to message
size and essential parameters, i.e., latency, bandwidth, and sender and receiver overheads. A realistic
instantiation of this model requires to run a set of basic point-to-point communication experiments
on a sample of the targeted infrastructure. Concretely, we have to run two “ping” and one “ping-
pong” experiments. The ping experiments measure the time spent in the MPI_Send (resp. MPI_Recv)
function by ensuring that the receiver (resp. sender) is always ready to communicate. The ping-pong
experiment measures the transmission delay. To span a broad range of message sizes while avoiding
sequencing measurement bias, the message size is exponentially sampled from 1 byte to 100MiB. Once
results have been obtained for all these runs, a complex analysis can be performed to determine the
values of the different components of the model. This essential analysis step has been documented
to ensure its reproducibility4. However, it assumes that input data, i.e., the results of the ping and
ping-pong experiments, are already available. To enable a production usage of SMPI, we thus have
to automate and document not only the analysis but also the experiments that are required to feed the
model for a given cluster. This is a necessary condition for the adoption of SMPI by actual developers of
MPI applications. Moreover, creating an archive of results obtained by the SIMGRID development team,
along with documentation on the acquisition method, and the corresponding instantiation of the model
would be a valuable asset. Not only it would allow the development team to ease the reproducibility of
experiments, but giving access to such an archive to users would allow them to test their applications
again a stock of configurations.
The experiments above only allow the model to determine the time to send a message between
two machines regardless of network topology and contention. However, within a cluster environment
the mutual interactions between send and receive operations cannot safely be ignored. The proposed
hybrid model takes these phenomena into account by following a multi-port modeling approach. The
communication capacity of a node is thus limited by the network bandwidth it can exploit. To quan-
tify the impact of network contention on a point-to-point communication between two processors in a
same cabinet, we artificially created contention and measured the bandwidth as respectively perceived
by the sender and the receiver. We increased the number of concurrent bidirectional transfers up to
half the size of switch interconnecting the nodes and measured the bandwidth on the sender (Bs) and
receiver (Br) sides. A single-port model would lead to Bs + Br = B on average since both directions
strictly alternate. A classical multi-port delay-based model would estimate that Bs + Br = 2× B since
communications would not interfere with each other. However, we observed that Bs + Br ≈ 1.5 × B,
which means that both models fail to capture what actually occurs. This bandwidth sharing effect is
modeled enriching the simulated cluster description. Each node is provided with three links: an uplink
and a downlink, so that send and receive operations share the available bandwidth separately in each
direction; and a specific limiter link, whose bandwidth is 1.5×B, shared by all the flows to and from this
processor. This modification is not enough to model contention at the level of a large cluster that com-
prises several cabinets interconnected through 10Gb links. Experiments showed that these links also
become limiting when shared between several concurrent pair-wise communications between cabinets.
This effect corresponds to the switch backplane and to the protocol overhead and is captured follow-
ing the same approach by describing the interconnection of two cabinets as three distinct links (uplink,
downlink, and limiter link). The resulting topology for the graphene cluster is depicted on Figure 3.5
and can easily be described in a compact way within SIMGRID thanks to the hierarchical description
format proposed in [BLM+12]. Again, documentation, automation, and archiving of experiments are
also required here to reach a production-grade quality level.
The computation part of our off-line simulation framework also has to be modified to improve
the accuracy of the simulated execution times. Because of the limited expressiveness of the platform
description format and, more importantly, of the simplistic CPU model implemented within the simu-
lation kernel, a compute node is currently assumed to process instructions (or floating point operations
4http://mescal.imag.fr/membres/arnaud.legrand/research/smpi/smpi_loggps.php
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Figure 3.5: Modeling the graphene cluster: rectangles represent capacity constraints. Grayed rectangles
represent constraints involved in a communication from node to node 40 to node 104.
depending on the chosen semantic) at a unique and fixed rate for the whole execution of an application.
However, the type of executed instructions, their number, or how they access memory, have an impact
on the rate at which they are processed. For instance, the first iteration of a loop may load data into
cache while subsequent iterations experience high cache hit rate. Then a compute node should not be
described by a single processing rate to reflect this observed behavior.
To illustrate this issue Figure 3.6 shows compute rates vs. number of instructions for all computation
bursts as measured during a small 4-process execution of the LU benchmark from the NPB suite. The
darkness of each data point is based on the number of compute bursts. We observe that compute rates
vary by orders of magnitudes, and that the average value (depicted by a horizontal line) corresponds
to few actual compute rates.
Figure 3.6: Distribution of compute rate (instruction/sec) vs. number of instructions for all compute
bursts during a 4-process execution of the LU benchmark. Average rate shown as a horizontal line.
In general, we do not know the compute rate distribution of the compute bursts for an application
execution on a hypothetical platform to be simulated. Ideally a trace should include information about
the characteristics of each compute action to allow the simulation kernel to select an appropriate rate
for its execution. But this implies to have a very precise performance profile of the simulated applica-
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tion. Determining such a profile is a very complex and challenging task. It becomes even more complex
in our context as we can obtain performance information only during the calibration step, i.e., by ex-
ecuting a small instance of the target application executed on a subset of the target platform. A lot of
investigations and experiments will be required to propose a great calibration and profiling method.
However, we already started to study a promising, but not perfect, approach. It consists in group-
ing compute actions according to their number of instructions within predefined intervals and then to
affect a specific processing rate to each of these intervals. This approach does not reflect the fact that
two compute kernels with very different profiles may process the same number of instructions at very
different rates. However, it seems to be a interesting refinement to test with regard to the current solu-
tion based on a single average processing rate. A complementary approach would be to leverage some
of the techniques used by ScalaTrace [117, 127]. To reduce the size of the traces it produces, ScalaTrace
identifies patterns in the application code, e.g., a MPI_Send occurring within a loop, and replace all the
instances of a given pattern, e.g., all the calls to MPI_Send made while iterating the loop, by a single
entry in the trace during the execution of the instrumented application. Different methods are pro-
posed to combine the execution delay of each instance into a single average value or a distribution of
the measured delays. These techniques, pattern identification and delay combination, could be easily
transposed to our framework to go further than a simple average processing rate. A interesting side
effect would be to reduce the size of our time independent traces.
A last possible amelioration of our time-independent trace replay framework would be to increase
the rate at which the traces are read and processed. Experiments made on execution traces of a LU
factorization showed that our framework is currently able to replay between 90,000 an 125,000 actions
per second. For very large traces, such as that of a class E instance of the LU benchmark executed with
16,384 processes, such a rate leads to prohibitive simulation time. Indeed, this trace contains around
70 billions of actions. Replaying it would require more than 8 days of simulation on a single desktop
machine. However, neither the trace format nor the trace loading mechanism have been optimized for
performance, then there is room for improvement. Moreover, current efforts in the SIMGRID project
aim at enabling the distribution of a simulation of several compute nodes. The trace replay framework
would be a good candidate to benefit of this capacity. Traces could be distributed on several disk to
allow for concurrent accesses and the time to process the traces should be greatly reduced.
In addition to these developments, I aim at proposing a complete benchmark suite, based on off-line
simulation. It consists in a collection of traces for various MPI applications augmented with a descrip-
tion of their specificities, a calibration procedure to accurately instantiate descriptions of simulated
platforms, and an efficient execution and analysis framework to study of multiple “what-if?” scenarios.
3.3.3 Storage Dimensioning Through Simulation
Besides the need for computing resources, the tremendous increase in scientific data production and
the ever-growing need for data analysis and preservation coming from data-intensive sciences create
a great emphasis on storage components. Understanding the performance of a storage subsystem or
dimensioning it properly are concerns independent of the scale and type of the associate computing
infrastructure. Data centers, Supercomputers, Computing Grids, and Clouds all comprise storage com-
ponents whose specifics may differ. Moreover these components may be combined in a hierarchical
way to build a complex storage system. For instance, the CC IN2P3 IN2P3 Computing Center is one
of the eleven Tier-1 data centers that store and process data produced by the Large Hadron Collider at
CERN. Then it has to host a huge amount of data, i.e., several Petabytes, that are accessed by physicists
on a daily basis. The storage infrastructure is then composed of: (i) a tape library that provides large
capacity at a low cost; (ii) a mix of Storage Area Network (SAN) and Network-attached Storage (NAS)
on disks that acts as a cache with better performance of the mass storage subsystem; and (iii) a com-
puting farm of around 1,000 servers that has their own disks. A fourth level made of Solid State Drives
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(SSDs) could also have been added to benefit of the high throughput and low latency of such devices to
further decrease the access time to certain frequently used data.
Devising the appropriate storage infrastructure for a given workload and defining sharing policies
among users are complex tasks. Decisions are usually taken based on years of experience shared by
system administrators and users. The former know how complex systems work while the latter have
expertise on the behavior of their applications and express resource pledges. Nevertheless this process
lacks of objective data about the performance of a given candidate infrastructure. Expertise is subjective
and perceptions might be contradictory. An alternative would be to resort to simulation to obtain the
expected objective indicators and compare candidate infrastructures on a fair basis without having to
deploy them. Moreover, when a storage infrastructure is used in production, it becomes impossible to
test optimization methods, e.g., replication strategies or data placement related to popularity, without
causing a disruption of the service. Here again, simulation is the alternative, provided that the target
infrastructure can be modeled in a realistic way.
The initial motivation for adding storage simulation capacities to SIMGRID has been brought by
colleagues at CERN and formalized in 2010 by the SimData project funded by the IDG and Aladdin
through a joint call on interfaces between research on grids and production grids. The team, led by V. Garonne
at CERN, develops and maintains the distributed data management system for the ATLAS experiment.
This system handles petabytes of data made available to thousands of physicists. They aim at optimiz-
ing data placement and replication strategies to improve the overall throughput of ATLAS compute
jobs, hence minimizing the user angriness metric. However, conducting any experiment on the infras-
tructure itself to test an optimization strategy would disrupt the production usage and almost inevitably
results in unacceptable service degradations for the users. Resorting to simulation is then mandatory.
In this context, storage components are modeled and simulated at a very coarse grain. A typical simula-
tion scenario consists in moving or replicating data from a grid site to another. Each grid site, i.e., a data
or computing center with storage capacity, is seen as a black box, whose internal technical infrastructure
is assumed as unknown. The only parameters that describe such a site thus are a total capacity and the
input/output bandwidths that are experienced by the global data management system. These parame-
ters are instantiated thanks to a huge amount of data that have been collected and analyzed at CERN.
While the SimData project allowed us to initiate an interesting collaboration with promising outcomes
for both teams, it was not enough to fully enable storage simulation within SIMGRID. Indeed, the lack
of the fundamental concepts and models in the lower layers of the tool and the absence of a proper API
to manage storage abstractions forced our colleagues to develop everything they needed in user space.
In other words, a high level storage management simulator was produced but not properly integrated
into SIMGRID. Since November 2012, with P. Veyre and other members of the SONGS project, we then
started to add storage abstractions to the SIMGRID toolkit.
From a user point of view, storage corresponds to two basic concepts: a storage space on which files
are stored. A file can be abstracted by its complete name, i.e., that includes the absolute path in the file
system tree, its size, and the storage space it is stored on. Indeed, other file-related information, e.g.,
access rights, creation or last modification dates, are not to be handled by the simulation kernel. Then,
if a user requires such information, s/he has to manage them in the code of his/her simulator. SIMGRID
provides a mechanism of properties based on key/value pairs that can be associated to any resource and
an API to retrieve these properties during the simulation. This mechanism can be extended to include
files. For similar reasons, the proposed extension does not consider the contents of files, nor does it
allow users to navigate in the file tree. The operations on files that are exposed to the users are then:
opening and closing a file, seeking into a file up to a certain offset, reading or writing a certain amount of
data, regardless of its meaning, from or to a file, and moving, copying, renaming, or deleting a file.
For a user, a storage component mainly corresponds to a space of a given capacity on which files
can be stored in a persistent way. A storage space contains a set of files on which the aforementioned
operations can be performed. It has a name and a type, ranging from a single disk to a share file system
or a tape library, and is accessed from a mount point. The same storage space can be mounted by several
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workstations, allowing for the sharing of the data stored on it. A compute node can also mount several
storage elements, to simulate the use of different partitions for instance. The main operation related to
a storage space in user space is to list its contents. The operations that impact the contents of a storage
space, i.e., creation, modification, or deletion of files, dynamically modify its available and used capacities.
Files are associated to storage components at the beginning of a simulation when the description of
the whole platform is loaded. Typical data centers usually host several millions of files on their storage
infrastructure. Then creating a simulated entity for every single file stored on a large scale distributed
platform would lead to a prohibitive memory footprint and is thus hardly possible. The contents of
a storage space is then considered as an inert list of files described by their full name and size, as
already mentioned. A simulated entity is only created when a given file is opened and destroyed upon
closing. We consider at least two description and access methods depending on the number of files
that are stored in a given storage space. For small to medium amounts of files, using a text description
is a simple and reasonable approach. For larger contents, a database whose entries would contain the
same information as in a text file would constitute an easier and more scalable approach to manage the
contents of storage systems.
From the simulation toolkit standpoint, a storage space is a resource as CPUs or network links are.
Its usage is then defined by a model that describes the evolution of an action, e.g., reading or writing a
file, on this resource under certain constraints, e.g., access throughput or replication algorithms. Such a
model also defines how the resources have to be shared by concurrent actions to reflect the actual be-
havior of the simulated storage component. We envision several models in our implementation. Most
of the concurrent simulation tools model the time to perform an IO operation by an affine linear func-
tion of the file size. A storage is then described by a set of latency and bandwidth couples of values
respectively for read and write operations. A third value might be used to model the maximal connec-
tion bandwidth of the resource that is typically less than the sum of read and write bandwidth values. A
simpler variant of this model consists in ignoring latencies. The validity range of this variant is reduced
to large files, for which the IO time is important enough to hide the initial setup time. We also consider
implementing a piece-wise linear model, similar to that proposed for TCP over Ethernet communica-
tions [CSG+11]. Indeed, the bandwidth experienced by an IO operation is likely to depend on the size
of the accessed file. Such a model is harder to instantiate but would lead to better accuracy, without
compromising simulation speed. Following the same lead, another way to describe the performance
of storage components would be to provide bandwidth matrices as done by the authors of [105]. Values
would depend on the number of concurrent accesses. Tape libraries are often managed by systems that
hide the location of the files on tape to users (or to higher level software packages). Moreover several
factors specific to such libraries may greatly impact the time to access a given file, e.g., whether the tape
is already mounted or not, the position of the tape in the library, the position of the file on the tape,
or the load of the tape reader. Devising a deterministic and yet realistic model for this kind of storage
would then be a too complex task, pleading for stochastic models that describe the time to complete an
operation on a file by a distribution law.
Each of the aforementioned model description requires to be instantiated with sound values that are
representative of the usage of the storage devices we aim at simulating. Instantiation is a complex and
time consuming procedure. For single disks and disk bays managed by a file system, benchmarking
tools such as IOzone [94] can be used to obtain the requested information. For tape libraries or more
complex aggregations of basic storage components, we plan to conduct a statistical analysis of usage
logs available on servers at the CC IN2P3 to feed the proposed models with realistic values. To ease
off this burden on the users, we also aim at proposing a set of stock definitions of common storage
components. They will be available as part of the set of examples distributed with the SIMGRID toolkit.
We plan to provide instantiated models of various types of single devices, e.g., hard disk, SSD, or tape,
and aggregated devices, e.g., shared file system, disk bay, or tape library.
We added the necessary support in the SURF and SIMIX layers to handle files and storage compo-
nents and extended the MSG API with functions corresponding to the aforementioned features. We
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defined two new structures, msg_file_t and msg_storage_t, that represent the user view of files
and storage spaces respectively. Sizes and capacities are expressed as sg_size_t which corresponds
to 64-bit unsigned integers. Figure 3.7 gives an example of the declaration of storage components in
the XML description format provided by SIMGRID. A storage type that corresponds to a single hard
drive disk, whose capacity is of 500GB, is first declared (lines 3-8). Storage elements of this type will
be simulated according to the linear_no_lat model that ignores access latencies and determines the
time to read (resp. write) a file by dividing its size by the read (resp. write) bandwidth Bread (resp.
Bwrite). If read and write operations occur simultaneously, the bandwidth they are allocated will be
limited to the value of BConnection. Contents are attached to this type of storage, meaning that it will
be inherited by all the declared instances (line 4). The list of files is given in a the contents.txt text
file and follows a UNIX syntax for paths. Then two instances, named Disk1 and Disk2, are declared
(lines 10-12) and respectively mounted on /home by the alice and bob hosts (lines 14-20). Note that
the contents can also declared in the <storage> tag, overwriting that of the <storage_type> tag.
1 <platform version="3">
2 <AS id="AS0" routing="Full">
3 <storage_type id="single_HDD" model="linear_no_lat" size="500GB"
4 content_type="txt_unix" content="contents.txt" >
5 <model_prop id="Bwrite" value="50Mbps" />
6 <model_prop id="Bread" value="100Mbps " />
7 <model_prop id="Bconnection" value="125Mbps" />
8 </storage_type>
9
10 <storage id="Disk1" typeId="single_HDD"/>
11 <storage id="Disk2" typeId="single_HDD"
12 content_type="txt_unix" content="contents2.txt" />
13
14 <host id="alice" power="1Gf">
15 <mount id="Disk1" name="/home"/>
16 </host>
17
18 <host id="bob" power="1Gf">
19 <mount id="Disk2" name="/home"/>
20 </host>
21 </AS>
22 </platform>
Figure 3.7: Example of storage description in the SIMGRID format.
Our development roadmap is driven by a concrete use case: developing a simulated version of
the data storage infrastructure currently deployed at CC IN2P3. This infrastructure is hierarchical and
complex both in terms of hardware and software components as shown in Figure 3.8. The huge amount
of data from physics experiments to store, i.e., tens of Petabytes of data, imposes to resort to high
capacity mass storage. Data are then kept on magnetic tapes stored in robotic libraries managed by the
High Performance Storage System (HPSS). As tapes induce prohibitive access latencies, an additional
disk-based cache level of smaller capacity (around 10PB) lays between the tape libraries and the local
disks on compute nodes. The data stored on this disk storage layer are accessed and analyzed by
multiple scientific collaborations. Each of them usually has its own preferred file format, access method,
and usage pattern. This leads to various cache management systems at the disk level: dCache [73],
XRootD [61], and iRODS [114]. These tools are all interfaced with HPSS through the Tape Request
Scheduler (TReqS) [133] that, in turn, make calls to HPSS through the Remote File IO (RFIO) API.
While such a complex and hierarchical infrastructure raises many challenges, it also allows for an
incremental bottom-up development. First, we aim at designing a simulator of HPSS and its RFIO
access API. Second, we will develop simulators of the available disk management systems on top of
the HPSS simulator. Third, we will plug a simulator of TReqS between disk managers and HPSS to
assess its benefits and study novel scheduling heuristics. Achieving this goal goes through several
milestones. First, we have to write an accurate description of the physical organization of the storage
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Figure 3.8: Overview of the hierarchical storage infrastructure of the IN2P3 Computing Center.
infrastructure, e.g., robotic tape libraries, disk storage space, network interconnection. Second, we have
to analyze usage logs to understand and model the behavior of storage elements at each level of the
hierarchy, and then instantiate the described infrastructure. Third, we have to add these new models
to the simulation kernel. Finally we have to design, develop, and validate the different simulators. We
aim at following a thorough methodology for the whole process.
This is the performance, or access bandwidth, of the upper layer of that storage software stack that is
seen from outside the computing center and simulated in [105]. Eventually, we would like to compare
such performance information that hide all the internal details, to those obtained through a model of
the complete stack.
In parallel of this work that extends the lower layers of SIMGRID and makes a heavy use of the MSG
API, we plan to expose storage and file abstractions in the SimDAG API to allow for the simulation of
data-driven scientific workflows.
3.4 Applying Research in Scheduling to Production Applications
The second approach to bridge the gap between research and production is to take advantage of the ex-
perience and expertise I acquired since the end of my Ph.D. to apply results of my own research, either
directly or by adapting them, to problems raised by actual production applications. My unique position
as a researcher in Computer Science in a computing center devoted to the service of many challenging
scientific experiments is a great opportunity for achieving this objective. Since 2008, I aimed at initiating
connections between researchers in Computer Science and users of the CC IN2P3 that lead to formal
collaborations. But most of the applications currently served by the computing center comes from the
LHC experiments. They are well established and typical representatives of loosely coupled, embar-
rassingly parallel applications. Then there was almost no opportunity to transfer advanced schedul-
ing techniques, generally addressing parallel applications or workflows, to production in this context.
However, the next generation of physics experiments, that will effectively start to produce data by the
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end of the decade, are of a different kind. Most of them are astroparticle physics applications that
are associated to ground telescopes, such as the Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) or Large Synoptic
Survey Telescope (LSST) experiments, or spatial telescopes, such as the EUCLID project. The common
characteristic of these experiments is to rely on a computing model which is very different from that of
the LHC experiments. Among the foreseen methods to analyze the data produced by these instruments
are executions on GPUs and many-core accelerators, large scale databases, and the use of the MapRe-
duce programming paradigm. Consequently, the CC IN2P3 should see its operation evolves from a
predominant HTC mode, with the execution of a large number of independent sequential jobs, to deal-
ing with a more HPC workload made of parallel or orchestrated computations. These applications thus
have specifics that are closer to my domain of expertise. This constitutes a great opportunity to rec-
oncile my research interests and activities that the Institut National de Physique Nucle´aire et Physique
des Particules (IN2P3) can benefit of. Acting more upstream within large physics collaborations, at a
time when computing models and technological choices are still under discussion, has two advantages.
First, participating to the expression of the requirements, in terms of computing and data management,
made by the applications makes it possible to analyze these needs in light of what is, or can be, done
in research on related topics. Second, at this level it is possible to influence the decisions in a way such
that the problems that arise can be matched to solutions that are not necessarily ready to be applied in
production. More concretely, the CTA and EUCLID experiments are considering using Hadoop5 and
more generally MapReduce to handle part of their productions. This programming paradigm and the
related scheduling issues are part of my research activities as mentioned in the conclusion of Chapter 1.
Then, the LSST experiment will not only have to manage Petabyte-scale databases but also to take ad-
vantage of GPUs to process images of the sky. There again, research in scheduling can be applied to
optimize the performance of data processing. However, to achieve this goal it is essential to interact
more actively with key people and committees within the IN2P3. Success is not guaranteed, but the
challenge is nevertheless exciting.
Alternate, and more secure, opportunities exist to apply the results of my research to production
applications and environments. I propose to start this effort with two concrete use cases that are de-
tailed in the next two sections. The first option is to consider an application supported by a smaller,
and thus more accessible, established collaboration. In section 3.4.1, I describe how to apply workflow
optimization techniques to an astroparticle physics application. The second approach consists in trans-
ferring results from research to production by considering not an application, but a core tool of almost
any production infrastructure. In Section 3.4.2, I explain how to adapt the resource management system
to a specific workload such as that of the CC IN2P3 in a way to optimize performance metrics beyond
the classical throughput.
3.4.1 Workflow Optimization for the Detection of Supernovae
The Nearby Supernova Factory (SNfactory) is an astroparticle physics experiment that aims at measur-
ing the expansion history of the Universe and explore the nature of Dark Energy thanks to the detection
of Type Ia supernovae [3]. SNFactory is an international collaboration between several groups in the
United States and France, whose major partners are the team of S. Perlmutter at the Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory (LBNL) and the team of G. Smadja at the Institut de Physique Nucle´aire de Lyon
(IPNL). The experiment is designed to address a wide range of supernova issues using detailed obser-
vations of low-redshift supernovae. The underlying scientific workflow looks for supernova objects in
pictures of the sky taken by a telescope in Hawai‘i. It is composed by a set of legacy astronomy codes
orchestrated by in-house scripts and run on the resources of the CC IN2P3. Such a crafted way to exe-
cute a workflow might be sufficient to obtain the expected scientific results provided that the execution
is performed on the computing resources of a large and very reliable data center, and that performance,
5http://hadoop.apache.org
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i.e., getting the results as fast as possible, is not the main objective. However, this orchestration method
fails to provide comprehensive feedback to physicists when some of the jobs that compose the work-
flow do not complete. Moreover, the aggregation of subtasks has been empirically determined based
on the experience of users more interested in feasibility than performance. Then, it lacks of flexibility
and has not been optimized to get the best performance from the computing resources.
The main objective of this collaboration is to redesign the execution of the SNFactory production
using a more classical scientific workflow description and relying on a proper workflow engine. The
first step consists in deconstructing the existing coarse-grain workflow to express the entire execution
as a chain of fine-grain computations and data transfers. Then all the empirical aggregation disappears,
which leads to more opportunities for scheduling decisions. We decided to describe this new work-
flow in the format of an existing workflow engine to prevent unnecessary development efforts. We
selected the Pegasus workflow engine, developed at the Information Sciences Institute of the Univer-
sity of Southern California [54]. The rationale, beyond existing contacts with the Pegasus team, was
that one of flagship application of this tool, named Montage [21], has similar characteristics in terms of
input data and type of processing to the SNFactory experiment. Indeed, both applications take pictures
of the sky as input and then apply several filters and composition operations to produce the desired
result. Another motivation comes from the workflow description format itself, the DAX format that can
be parsed by SIMGRID, as explained in Section 2.4.2. Then, it will be easier to conduct a thorough per-
formance study to test different optimization strategies in simulation before executing the SNFactory
workflow with Pegasus on an actual execution platform.
Such a preliminary study has been conducted by J. Rouzaud-Cornabas to evaluate the opportunity
to run SNFactory workflow on a multi-Cloud environment. A 3-step scheduling mechanism was inves-
tigated. The first step partitions the workflow graph into sub-workflows according to the pricing model
of the target infrastructure. The second provisions virtual machine instances from one or multiple IaaS
cloud providers, while the third and last step, actually schedules the tasks of each sub-workflow on the
provisioned virtual machines. While the second step of this scheduling mechanism is specific to IaaS
clouds, the other two correspond to the initial objectives. The first step automates the process of group-
ing rather small compute tasks together into larger clusters. This was previously done empirically to
adapt the execution to operation constraints as best as (humanly) possible. It is more robust and sound
to perform this partitioning based on predefined and objective constraints. The third step that schedules
sub-workflows can reduce the overall execution time of a workflow. Such a performance optimization
was not a primary concern within the SNFactory collaboration as the main objective is (as often in pro-
duction) to ensure that results are obtained in a reasonable time. However, in a period of constrained
budgets and where a great emphasis is put on the reduction of energy consumption, it becomes worth
considering any available opportunity of performance optimization as a primary objective. Finally, we
can note that the second step could be translated to the currently used batch system to a certain extent.
Indeed, provisioning virtual machines on an IaaS cloud is not so different to submitting jobs of a certain
shape and length to a batch system. Then some results obtained while aiming at clouds could be useful
in a batch/grid environment and be rapidly put in production.
The next step is to conduct a series of experiments on the Grid’5000 experimental testbed to assess
the performance of the SNFactory application as a whole and the behavior of each component of its
workflow. In these experiments, the workflow will be handled by the Pegasus engine, and its default
scheduler. Different execution environments, i.e., single cluster, multi-cluster, or even IaaS cloud, will be
considered. The analysis of the obtained results will help us to determine where optimization strategies
could be applied, be they for performance or better fault tolerance.
Besides these scientific aspects, an important milestone towards the application of research results
in scheduling to production applications, is to formalize this beginning collaboration. The preliminary
work has been done by members of the LIP, IPNL, and CC IN2P3, but it would be beneficial to involve
the American part of the SNFactory collaboration and the Pegasus team to go further.
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3.4.2 Multi-objective scheduling for large computing platforms
Over the last decades specialized software has been developed to efficiently deliver the required com-
puting power to many users at the same time. One of such software component is the JRMS, or batch
scheduler. The main goal of a JRMS is to satisfy users’ demands for computing resources and achieve a
good performance in overall system utilization by efficiently assigning jobs to resources. This assignment
involves three main abstraction layers: (i) the declaration of a job, where the demand of resources and
job characteristics are expressed; (ii) the scheduling of the jobs on the resources; and (iii) the launching
and placement of job instances on the available computing resources along with the control of the exe-
cution of the jobs. Some years ago, when data centers were consisted of simple and medium size homo-
geneous architectures, the functioning of a JRMS was rather straightforward. Its main intelligence and
complexity were centered around the efficient scheduling of jobs. However, the continuously increas-
ing demand for computing power by applications made users more demanding for a certain quality of
service. Then the efficient assignment of large number of resources to an evenly large number of users
raised new issues such as the scalability of both job launcher and scheduler.
Since the first proposals of JRMSs in the eighties, different software packages have been proposed as
evolutions of some older software or with new designs. Commercial systems, e.g., LSF, LoadLeveler, PB-
SPro, or Moab generally support a large number of architectures and operating systems, provide highly
developed graphic interfaces for visualization, monitoring and transparency of usage. Their open-
source alternatives, e.g., Condor [144], OAR [34], SLURM [154], GridEngine [77], or Torque, provide
more innovative features and a certain flexibility when compared to commercial solutions. However,
all these JRMSs are based on similar ideas and techniques where the scheduler is the corner stone of the
software. The selection of a given tool is then driven by other concerns, such as the typical workload,
old habits, or political or financial reasons.
To illustrate the importance of the JRMS in a production computing center, and motivate the need
for research on scheduling that can be transferred to production, I detail hereafter the concrete use case
of the CC IN2P3. The very specific workload submitted to this computing center had a huge influence
on batch scheduling. Indeed, typical jobs in High Energy Physics are sequential, have long execution
times, and access large volumes of data. Moreover, resources are shared by several (sometimes com-
peting) physics collaborations whose cumulated pledges exceed the offered computing capacity. As a
consequence the CC IN2P3’s computing farm is always full, with almost as much jobs waiting in the
batch queue as jobs running, and this, whatever the periodic growth of the resource pool.
To handle such a particular workload, the decision was taken to develop an in-house batch sched-
uler, called the Batch Queuing System (BQS), back in 1992. This tool has been enriched over the years
with a large set of specific scheduling rules that answer encountered issues. It is interesting to note
that the capacity to submit parallel jobs to BQS was introduced only in 2005! Moreover, and until 2009,
the pool of computing resources was physically split to handle either sequential or parallel jobs, with
more than 20 times as much nodes allocated to sequential jobs as to parallel ones. The obvious reason
for such design choices is that parallel jobs only represent a small fraction of the daily workload exe-
cuted at the CC IN2P3. BQS has then been constantly tuned and adapted according to the production
constraints and expectations, but such a fine management allowed by a tool developed in-house comes
with the burden of developing and maintaining a complex code. In 2009, the benefits offered by BQS
stopped to be worth the invested time and human resources, hence a new JRMS has been selected to
replace BQS and be put in production. A thorough comparative study led to the selection of the Grid
Engine batch scheduler, originally developed by Sun Microsystems [77] and then successively acquired
by Oracle and Univa Corporation. The comparison of the candidate JRMS was based on more than 60
criteria grouped in 15 categories. Some of these categories were related to the quality of the candidate
software solutions, i.e., scalability, robustness, operation, support, or cost. Others were specific to the
context of CC IN2P3, e.g., support of the Andrew File System (AFS), support of heterogeneous hard-
ware and software, monitoring and accounting, resource capping, or interface with grid middleware.
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The internal scheduler itself, and the capacity to configure and tune it, was obviously the subject of one
category, but surprisingly not the most important one. Finally, other concerns outside this evaluation
scheme were considered and were sufficient to discard some tools before their evaluation. Condor [144]
and SLURM [154] suffered of an insufficient adoption in the High Energy Physics community and an
assumed lack of interface with grid middleware, while OAR [34] was seen as a research project despite
its use in production on Grid’5000. In the end, commercial solutions, i.e., Grid Engine, LSF, PBS-Pro,
were clearly favored to open-source solutions. The exception is Torque/Maui which is an open-source
tool, but the Maui cluster scheduler can be replaced by the commercial MOAB solution.
This example highlights the difficulty to transfer innovation coming from research to production,
where the minimization of risks remains the most important factor in decision making. However, this
does not have to prevent researchers to look for optimization techniques that could be applied, and be
beneficial, to a production environment. Two conditions have to be met to ensure that the proposed
solutions are going to be adopted. First, all the specifics of the production workload and environment
have to be taken into account as early as possible in the design of original scheduling heuristics. Simple,
but unrealistic abstractions, which are commonplace in theoretical research on scheduling, would lead
to solutions that are inapplicable in a real, and complex, system. Similarly a theoretically guaranteed,
but extremely long to execute, algorithm is likely to be intractable with a JRMS that manages ten of
thousands nodes and hundreds of thousands jobs. Second, the value of integrating a new scheduling
mechanism into the production JRMS and its robustness to production constraints have to be proven.
Again, a theoretical study, even with formal proofs, is not enough to convince operation teams to switch
and risk a degradation of performance or failures. Writing a simple simulator to produce a set of graphs
for some standard traces such as those provided by the Parallel Workload Archive (PWA) [70] is not
sufficient enough. A more convincing solution is to demonstrate that the proposed solution is beneficial
in the same conditions as those experienced by the computing center. This means to: (i) extend the
performance study up to the proper integration of the scheduling algorithm into the code of the batch
scheduler; (ii) let this modified JRMS manage a set of resources with the same, or close enough, specifics
as those of the computing center, e.g., number of nodes, heterogeneity, or configuration rules; and (iii)
submit to this system a workload that corresponds to what is handled by the computing center on
a daily basis. Furthermore, such a production-grade performance study has to show that the new
scheduling mechanism offers a concrete and significant added value, e.g., by optimizing a new metric
such as energy consumption, while it does not degrade the existing performance metrics.
The aim of the MOEBUS ANR project6, to which I participate, is at conducting such end-to-end
performance studies going from the theoretical analysis up to the integration into a batch scheduler.
However, the scientific context is different of that of the CC IN2P3. The focus of this project is on HPC
systems and thus has a broader scope. GPUs and other hardware accelerators are included in the target
platform and the placement of processes within a parallel job is also considered. Such materials and
types of jobs are part of the CC IN2P3’s landscape but represent a non-significant share of it. Never-
theless, this share might increase over the next few years to accommodate the needs of the forthcoming
astroparticle physics applications. The targeted batch schedulers are also different as OAR and SLURM
will be considered.
Despite these differences, I plan to take advantage of my position at CC IN2P3 and my participa-
tion to this project to reach some sort of mutual benefit. For instance, the MOEBUS project aims at
developing performance models to describe applicative workloads submitted to batch schedulers. This
requires to obtain and analyze logs of job submissions and executions. Obtaining such information for
the particular workload of the CC IN2P3, which is very different of a HPC workload, would be a great
added value to the project while helping at the potential integration of proposed algorithms into the
CC IN2P3’s JRMS. Moreover, the main objective of the MOEBUS project is to simultaneously optimize
6http://moebus.gforge.inria.fr
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unconventional performance metrics such as fairness and energy consumption. Optimizing the former
could help to automate the fair attribution of resources to concurrent physics experiments according to
their pledges and the initial arbitrage made by the direction. Minimizing the latter is a major concern
is every computing center, including the CC IN2P3 as the share of energy in the overall operation cost
is ever increasing. For these reasons, this ANR project is a good candidate to bridge the gap between
research and to apply results of my own research to a production context.
3.5 Conclusion
The data deluge observed in several scientific fields coincides with a simpler usage of large scale pro-
duction DCIs such as EGI thanks to scientific portals and virtualization techniques. In this context
it seems possible to get some control back over this computing grid whose access to new users was
difficult and where strategic technical orientations were more imposed than chosen. There is thus an
opportunity to fully take advantage of all the expertise acquired on grid computing in the last decade
and combine it with the excellent research work in Computer Science made by French teams to develop
and transfer innovative solutions. However, this raises many challenges in terms of research to use the
resources of production DCIs in an efficient and robust way.
In this chapter, I developed two complementary approaches to bridge an existing gap between re-
search and production that are in the direct continuation of my earlier activities and should address
some of the raised challenges. The first approach extends the activities in the domain of simulation
of distributed systems and applications detailed in Chapter 2 to bring SIMGRID up to a production-
grade level of quality. The ambition is to propose a complete and trustworthy simulation ecosystem
that would allow users of, and researchers on, large scale distributed infrastructures to design, evalu-
ate, and transfer innovative solutions more easily. Thanks to the versatility of the SIMGRID toolkit, it is
possible to propose advances for both HTC (Section 3.3.1) and HPC (Section 3.3.2) infrastructures and
applications. Moreover, important aspects underlying the Cloud and Big Data topics also fall in the do-
main of application of SIMGRID. As detailed in Section 3.3.3, I propose to contribute to the simulation of
storage infrastructures more than on that of virtualization or IaaS Cloud which is already well covered
by other SIMGRID contributors. The second approach builds up on all the expertise on scheduling ac-
quired with the work on parallel task graphs, which was presented in Chapter 1. I have developed and
studied the performance of scheduling algorithms without going to using them on concrete use cases
for almost ten years, but, since I have been hired at the CC IN2P3, my major concerns is to be able to
propose practical solutions to users coming from other scientific fields, starting with the physics collab-
orations from the IN2P3. As detailed in Section 3.4, the needs expressed by the new experiments that
will be served by the CC IN2P3 in a few years better match my expertise than the current workload.
Moreover the time before these applications enter their production phase can be used to participate
and hopefully influence the design choices to favor interactions with computer scientists. Sections 3.4.1
and 3.4.2 showed that in the meantime, interesting collaborations and cross-fertilization opportunities
exists than I plan to develop. Being a researcher in Computer Science hosted in a computing center
dedicated to physics, but also a member of a research team in a major laboratory is maybe a peculiar
situation, but more importantly it is a real chance.
General Conclusion
The last part of this document is an occasion to cast another light on the contributions detailed in
the previous chapters. I decided to structure this document around the two main topics I worked on
for the last twelve years: Scheduling in Chapter 1 and Simulation in Chapter 2. It may let think that these
two complementary activities have been developed in parallel in a relative independence, but the real-
ity is different. My activities on scheduling fueled those on simulation, and vice versa, which is a good
illustration of what I deeply like in research. As many colleagues have, I have been repeatedly submit-
ted by friends and family to the same fundamental question since I embraced my research career: “So
. . . you are a researcher . . . Did you find something, hu?” It is very difficult to answer such a provocative (but
usually friendly) question asked by people that have a certain vision (that I am not going to judge here)
of research. A literally answer would be to list all or some gratifying achievements, such as designing
a clever heuristic to tackle a NP-Hard scheduling problem or developing a simulator that mimics the
actual behavior of something with less than 5% of error in broad range of scenarios. However, such an
answer is likely to make eyebrows raise, puzzle the asker, and reinforce the idea that researchers are
strange people. Moreover, it does not explain that the most interesting finding for a researcher is a new
problem to solve, which might be even harder to understand.
For about ten years, I went back and forth from scheduling to simulation. There were several oc-
casions where I could not use the simulation tool to evaluate what I wanted to do in scheduling. For
instance, when the original API of SIMGRID, that was specifically designed for DAG scheduling was
removed, I had to cope with the remaining MSG, but was soon limited in my investigation of new
heuristics. This led to the rebirth of the original API through the development of SimDAG, as ex-
plained in Section 2.3. Another example is when I became unsatisfied of using randomly generated
platform description whose realism and representativeness could be discussed. As it hindered the
demonstration of the applicability of the proposed scheduling heuristic, I started to consider descrip-
tions of actual compute clusters, such as those of the Grid’5000 testbed, but was soon faced to scalability
and diversity issues. This led me to propose a modification of the description format of SIMGRID and
the SIMULACRUM tool, both detailed in Section 2.4.1. At that point, I was more deeply involved in
the development of SIMGRID. Then I started to add what I needed for my research on scheduling into
the code base myself. Then the new features and capacities offered by the simulation toolkit allowed
me to design and evaluate more scheduling heuristics, such as those presented in Section 1.5. This co-
evolution of my scheduling and simulation activities somehow came to a natural end when my first
Ph.D. student graduated and I was hired at CC IN2P3. This was the occasion to start a new cycle of
research in which my activities in scheduling are less important. However, the conclusion of Chapter 1,
my recent implication in the MapReduce and MOEBUS ANR projects, and the contents of Section 3.4
show that this topic remains important to me and that I still plan to contribute to this domain.
This second cycle of research is more focused on simulation activities and driven by issues coming
from my working environment, i.e., a computing center dedicated to the service of physics applications.
These ongoing activities have been described in Section 2.6 and all through Chapter 3. Here again, a
certain co-evolution exists between my work on simulation and my aim at bridging a gap between
research and production. A good illustration is the origin of the topic of dimensioning through simu-
lation, which is at the core of the thesis of my second Ph.D. student. It came from the conjunction of
two events. A preliminary framework for the simulation of MPI application was added to SIMGRID in
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2009. It offered great perspectives by broadening the domain of application of SIMGRID to HPC. At the
same time, he CC IN2P3 has upgraded its computing farm dedicated to parallel, hence MPI, jobs. I was
surprised by the chosen method to decide of this upgrade. It consisted in sending a simple two-choice
question to users to know whether they would prefer to see a doubling of the number of cores or the
addition of a High Performance Network, i.e., an InfiniBand interconnect, to the existing platform. The
subjectivity of this method and the lack of objective performance indicators to help the decision taking
brought me to investigate whether and how SIMGRID and SMPI could be used in such a context. The
developments presented in Section 2.6 and the good results we achieved let see great perspectives that
have been detailed in Section 3.3.2. Moreover, the excellent dynamics around SIMGRID and all the ef-
forts to deliver a production-grade simulation toolkit encourage me to extend this work that combines
simulation and production concerns to other topics such as the realistic simulation of production DCIs
developed in Section 3.3.1 or that of hierarchical mass storage infrastructures as detailed in Section 3.3.3.
Besides the main topics of scheduling, simulation, and connections between research and produc-
tion that have been addressed in this document, there exists another potential and personally interesting
perspective. The recent addition of storage simulation capacities to SIMGRID offers me the opportunity
to come back to my very first research activities, but better armed than fifteen years ago. Indeed, my
baby steps in research were on Out-of-Core computing when I studied how to manage large amounts
of data that exceed the memory capacity of a compute platfom from the Scilab mathematical software. I
continued to work on this subject for some time by applying Out-of-Core techniques to pipeline the ex-
ecution of wavefront algorithms [CDS05, CGS08], but the lack of an appropriate simulation tool forced
me to evaluate the proposed solutions through real executions, that were complex, time-consuming,
and of limited scale. This prevented me to publish some results that were quite impossible to repro-
duce because of evolution of the hardware and required a lot of time and efforts. Then this activity has
been put on hold for many years, but revisiting these old results thanks the new features of SIMGRID,
and somehow stepping back in time, would be a thrilling and amusing perspective.
To conclude this document, I would like to emphasize on something that I tried to improve over
the years and aim at further developing in the future. It concerns the methodology that underlies the
production of scientific results. My different activities, not only designing scheduling heuristics or de-
veloping a simulation tool, but also reviewing papers or evaluating grant proposals, showed me how
Computer Science was still a young science and sometimes lacked of rigor in the way scientific results
are obtained, presented, evaluated, and analyzed. There are too many published research papers, in-
cluding some of my own alas, whose results are not reproducible or only applicable to a limited (and
not always well bounded) scope. We, Computer Scientists, certainly have a lot to learn from older sci-
ences, such as physics or biology, that usually disregard results that are not backed up by a thorough
and reproducible experimentation methodology. Striving for better practices, and aiming at more Open
Science is a great and exciting challenge. There is a long way to go to be on par with other sciences, and
I will certainly not pretend to achieve this alone. However, working on a regular basis with physicists
from the IN2P3 thanks to my particular position at CC IN2P3 and being part of this wonderful team
that develops and sustains SIMGRID would certainly help me to go into the right direction and bring
my own stone to this virtuous endeavor.
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